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The Roundtable Discussion on the Transparency and Integrity of Elections in Southeast Asia 
(RTD – TIE in SEA) is a coming together and a forging ahead of the Asian Network for Free 
Elections’ (ANFREL’s) mission to strengthen democracy and raise the quality of electoral pro-
cesses in this part of the world. It is a coming together of election stakeholders (election man-
agement bodies, civil society organizations, and experts on open election data) from Cambo-
dia, Indonesia, Myanmar, the Philippines, Timor Leste, and from the West to discuss the state 
of transparency and integrity of elections in their respective countries and in the region. 

The RTD is a necessary next step in monitoring the progress and status of implementation by 
participating countries of the 8 Keys for Transparency forged in August 2016 under the Bali 
Commitment of the Asian Electoral Stakeholders’ Forum (AESF).  ANFREL being the convener 
of the three - AESF, (Bangkok Declaration in 2012, Dili Indicators in 2015, and the Bali Com-
mitment in 2016), it sees itself as the steward, the monitor, as it were, of the agreements and 
commitments. The RTD is likewise laying the groundwork of the fourth AESF, the Colombo 
Plan which will be held in August 2018.     
 
It was mounted in Manila to coincide with the 31st ASEAN Heads of State Summit being held in 
the same city.  One of the key issues in the summit, alongside security, environment, energy, 
and economic affairs, was greater participation of citizens in government affairs. Clearly and 
unequivocally, real citizen participation can only happen in open and free democratic spaces. 

FOREWORD
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Recent developments in some countries in the region raise some concerns not only about the 
transparency and integrity of the electoral processes, but on the basic issue of citizen, politi-
cal parties, candidates, and observer groups’ participation in free and fair elections. 2018 will 
be a busy year in Asia in view of the slated elections in Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia, Cambo-
dia, Philippines, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Maldives (probably snap elections) in 
Timor Leste.  Election stakeholders have to keep the candle burning through conversations, 
exchanges, observations missions, publications, or simply raising questions about electoral 
processes.  ANFREL shall maintain the momentum, through little and big steps, to raise aware-
ness about threats to democracy and people’s participation in free and honest elections in 
Asia. 

The RTD was so designed that at the end of the discussion, participants are gearing up for 
their own action plan to promote transparency and integrity 
In their respective spheres. It introduced the potential of Open Election Data as a digital tool 
for EMBs and CSOs in sharing with the publics relevant, complete, updated, understandable, 
accessible, free, and trustworthy election data. ANFREL called the Philippines’ EMB‘s atten-
tion to the fact that its experience with the automated election system would have been a 
solid case study of an open election data, had it shared this with the rest, in a documented 
and formal presentation paper.       

ANFREL thanks its co – collaborators in this undertaking, the National Democratic Institute 
(NDI), and the Philippines’ National Citizens’ Movement for Free Elections.



Welcome Speech from the host and Morning Coffee 

Open Election Data and Electoral Transparency 
This session will provide an overall context of what open election data is 
and how it can impact transparency of electoral processes, and how it can 
help achieve the aims of the 8 Bali Commitments. After the discussion, the 
floor will be opened for an open forum. 

CSO Efforts to Promote Electoral Transparency 
This session will focus on the challenges and advances experienced by civ-
il society organizations in achieving electoral transparency. Each CSO will 
be given 10 minutes to discuss their experience in advancing open data 
and other transparency measures. 

Lunch

Open Election Data Assessment Tool 
This session will focus on the Assessment Tool made by NDI. The partici-
pants will be broken down into two groups. The groups will then be asked 
to think of ways on how the tool should be tailored to their country con-
texts. Each group will then be given time to present their ideas. 

The Bali Commitments: Where are we now? 
This session will focus on how the Bali Commitments were formed and 
what have been achieved so far. This session will also discuss overarching 
challenges and issues with regard to electoral transparency and integrity 
specific to the Southeast Asian Region. 

Break 

November 10 

0900 - 0915 

0915 - 1045

1045 - 1200

1200 - 1300

1300 - 1430 

1430 - 1500 

1500 - 1530

PROGRAM
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1530 - 1700 

End of Day 1

November 11 

0900 - 0920 

0920 - 1020 

1000 - 1015

1015 - 1200 

1200 - 1300 

1300

Mapping Priority Issues and Summary 
The delegates will be asked to identify what are the most challenging 
issues each country faces, and how they think it impacts the electoral 
process as a whole. The challenges will be mapped to serve as a guide for 
the succeeding sessions. 

Review of Day 1 

Policies to Promote Electoral Transparency and Integrity 
This session will focus on the implemented and future policies by election 
management bodies geared at promoting electoral transparency. Each 
EMB will be given 10 minutes to discuss their experience in advancing 
open data and other transparency measures. 

Break 

Future Actions and Collaborations to Achieve TIE in the National and 
Regional Level 
This session is a brainstorming session which will focus on providing a 
national and regional plan to achieve transparency and integrity in elec-
tions. This session expects that collaborations among CSOs and EMBs will 
be formed. 

Lunch 

ASEAN Peoples’ Forum 

Roundtable Discussion on Transparency and Integrity of Elections 
in Southeast Asia  
November 10 – 11, 2017
Novotel Hotel, Quezon City, Philippines



BACKGROUND 
AND OBJECTIVES

To conduct a follow up on the com-
mitment by the parties to uphold 
the “Eight Keys of Transparency 
and Integrity of Elections”, the Bali 
Commitment in 2016;

To gain knowledge on the 
transparency tool Open 
Election Data and assess 
the positives and nega-
tives in utilizing this; and

1

2

3
To share existing issues that 
threaten the transparency and 
integrity of electoral systems 
in some countries in SEA. 
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PARTICIPANTS

REFERENCE
MATERIALS

1
2

3

CSOs and Partner 
Organizations in 
Southeast Asian 

countries
Southeast Asian 

Electoral Management 
Bodies plus 
Timor Leste

Experts on 
Open Election Data

Bali
Commitments:

8 Keys to
Transparency

Bangkok
Declaration

on Free and Fair 
Elections 

Dili Indicators 
on Democratic 

Elections National
Democratic

Institute’s Open 
Data Initiative

1 2 3 4



ABOUT 
THE ORGANIZERS

The Asian Network for Free Elections (ANFREL) is a leading re-
gional network in Asia working on the promotion of democratic 
elections. Formed in 1997, ANFREL was organized as a solidarity 
movement working to advance the cause of free and fair elec-
tions. At present, it has 26 members from 16 Asian countries. As 
part of its overall mission of supporting democratization efforts 
in Asia, ANFREL focuses its work on three major areas: election 
observation, capacity building, and campaign and advocacy. It 
takes a holistic approach to achieve its mission, and these pro-
grams are designed to complement one another in supporting 
the advancement of free and fair elections across Asia.  Since 
ANFREL’s establishment, it has carried out 57 election observa-
tion missions across Asia.
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The National Citizens’ Movement for Free Elections
NAMFREL is the pioneer in election monitoring. It started with 
the establishment of the operations registration committee in 
1957. In the 60’s and early 70’s, the Citizens National Elector-
al Assembly (CNEA) was organized by then Comelec chairman 
Jaime Ferrer with bishop Mariano Gaviola as chairman together 
with Jose Concepcion, Jr. of NAMFREL and Charito Planas as 
secretary general. NAMFREL’s commitment to clean elections 
was best shown during the 1986 snap presidential elections 
with over 500,000 volunteers who offered their time, energy 
and even their lives, to preserve the sanctity of the ballot. Since 
1984, NAMFREL has been accredited by the Comelec to con-
duct the Operation Quick Count (OQC). NAMFREL was accredit-
ed in 21 electoral exercises.

The National Democratic Institute
Founded in 1983, the National Democratic Institute for Interna-
tional Affairs (NDI or the Institute) is an international, non-prof-
it organization based in Washington, DC, with offices in more 
than 50 countries, whose mission is to contribute to the pro-
motion and strengthening of democracy. NDI offers technical 
assistance to civil society and political party leaders who pro-
mote democratic values, practices and institutions. NDI works 
with democrats from each region of the world to strengthen 
political and civil organizations, monitor elections, promote cit-
izen participation and ensure accountability and transparency 
in government.



Timely: 
Election data should be made available as quickly as necessary for it to be useful.

Granular: 
Election data should be available at the finest possible level of granularity or detail. 
Data that is finely-grained, or full resolution, is not in an aggregate or modified form. 
This principle has also been expressed as making data available at the “primary” 
level or the level at which the source data is collected. Granularity is necessary for 
promoting transparency and accountability.

Available for free on the internet:  
The data should be available without any monetary restrictions. The principle of 
“available on the internet for free” is sometimes shortened and referred to as acces-
sible data.  Embedded in the idea of “available on the internet” is the idea that the 
data should be easy to locate (“discoverable”). When election data is clearly labeled 
and listed in sitemaps and well-known locations, it becomes easier to find.

Complete and in bulk: 
Data that is complete and made available as a whole is open data. Releasing a com-
plete dataset is a clear act of transparency. Any data that is omitted is not accessi-
ble and cannot be used. Releasing bulk data means that all the data is contained in 
a file so that the entire dataset can be obtained in one download.

OPEN ELECTION 
DATA PRINCIPLES

Paper
Presentations
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Analyzable: 
Data that are available in a digital, machine readable format can be quickly and eas-
ily analyzed. “Machine readable” means that the dataset is in a format that can be 
understood easily by a computer. This could include CSV, XML, or JSON file formats, 
for example (not PDF, HTML, or JPG).

Nonproprietary:  
Proprietary formats are, by definition, restrictive either of the ability to use the in-
formation or the ability to share the information. Thus, in order for election data to 
be open, it must be in a format over which no entity has exclusive control.

Nondiscriminatory: 
Election data that should have no usage restrictions. Election data must be made 
available to any individual or organization without limitations based on user identity 
or intent. Anonymous access means that there are no application requirements or 
registration requirements in order to access or use the data.

License free:
Election data should be open for re-use and redistribution for any purposes.

Permanent: 
Election data should be available via a stable internet location for an indefinite pe-
riod of time.

www.openelectiondata.net
@openelectdata



ELECTION OPEN 
DATA: SEEING IS 
BELIEVING
Titi Anggraini
Executive Director Yayasan Perludem
Association for Election and Democracy, Indonesia

TRANSPARENCY has become mainstream in Indonesia. Through Law No. 14 of 2008, disclo-
sure by public institutions has been made more structured, systematic and massive. These 
principles are later deemed as crucial in sustaining the integrity of the process and the results 
of the election, especially after the implementation of the parliamentary and presidential 
election of 2014. The public was being exposed to the spectacle of the elections presented 
in a so-called glass-box. Each process can be seen and monitored to the naked eyes. In fact, 
the public can record or re-record any data and information regarding the election, and then 
re-present the data in a more creative and attractive way. Providing a more open election data 
and information turns out to be an effective way to strengthen election results.

Enhancing the transparency of the election process, with all the data and the information 
they contain, has proven to be effective in minimizing potential conflict. The parliamentary 
and presidential elections of 2014 have proven that the threats instigated by some people, 
that the election would split the people of Indonesia as well cause destructive conflict, was 
disproven. There were no cases of physical violence that caused destruction to the public 
or private facilities during the election until the inauguration of the elected president. The 
support for the two major political camps was boisterous, but they were all confined in online 
communities, and appeared to be more noise rather than voice. The conflict subsided before 
it had the chance to erupt. 

Electoral information dissemination by EMB
The disclosure of data and information on the election influences public perception on the 
performance and achievements of the election management body (EMB). The KPU (Komisi 
Pemilihan Umum) or General Election Commission was perceived to be successful in imple-
menting elections under very high political pressure. The credibility of the KPU members rose 
sharply, and has become a role-model for many other state institutions. 

Many members of the society even voluntarily defended and helped clarify many accusations 
against the KPU made by some losing politician. The accusations were aimed at weakening the 
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credibility of the KPU. Releasing data and information helped a lot in explaining the actions 
and performance of the KPU. The data and information used in that process are public records 
of the election. If the electoral process is not transparent, the public would not have any re-
liable means to uncover data and fact. The credibility and professionalism of the Commission 
were successfully maintained due to the implementation of the transparency principle.
The transparency was implemented by utilizing the KPU official website for dissemination 
of electoral information. There are 25 types of data and information opened by the KPU, so 
these can be accessed easily, free of charge to the public. Also, there were nine information 
systems that supported the electoral work, commonly called web-based application by the 
public. 

One of the most prominent applications was Sistem Informasi Daftar Pemilih (Voter Regis-
tration Information System) or Sidalih. Another one wes scanned documents of C1 form (the 
vote counting results at polling stations) uploaded in the form of digital image (.jpg). These 
documents were documented in real time by the election people. The public responded to all 
the data and information enthusiastically, and worked in a joint-effort to record and process 
the information.

The effort to disclose information by the Commission was just a first step in implementing the 
principle of transparency. It is about time for the Commission to upgrade this initiative to a 
higher level by adopting the open data system. 

Improving the quality of election data
Indonesia’s election is one of the most complex elections in the world. We have only 4 million 
elections workers to serve around 187 million voters, located in about 550 thousand voting 
locations. In legislative elections, we have to prepare more than 760 million sheets of ballot. 
Each voter has to vote for at least 4 candidates from a total of 150 to 450 candidates on the 
ballot, in just five minutes in the polling booth. Under such condition, our voters will never 
cast their vote deliberately and rationally. They probably do not even know the candidate that 
they voted for.

The key question is how to disseminate all of the data regarding elections more effectively. 
The quick answer is, at least we should improve the quality of our elections data. It means 
the data should be transformed to open data format. This way, we will have more options to 
disseminate the election data to voters through various media.

According to the international standards of open data, open data is not just the act of pub-
lishing available data and information to the public, but involves three key words that are 



indispensable: i) data availability and ease of access, ii) reused and distributed freely, and iii) 
existence of universal participation. This implies that the data and information gathered in 
open data activity are not only utilizable by humans, but also by machines. This is the reason 
why open data initiative later requires API (Application Programming Interface), as a bridge 
between the data and information that is Open Data and the public at large.

API Pemilu program
PERLUDEM or the Association for Election and Democracy is one of the many CSOs that utilize 
and optimize election data and information during elections, particularly the Indonesian 2014 
Election. For example, in collaboration with The Asia Foundation,  PERLUDEM implemented 
the API Pemilu (elections application programming interface) program by collecting all manual 
data essential to the election process, then changed the data format to be machine-readable, 
and placed them on an online storage that can be accessed freely by anyone. To stimulate 
data usage and information, PERLUDEM organized two hackathon events prior to the legisla-
tive and presidential elections of 2014, involving hundreds of application developers. As a re-
sult, there were 485 applications and election games created during the events, which partly 
can be downloaded for free by users from their Android or iOS gadget.

PERLUDEM stored the open data into a website: pemiluapi.org. We managed to do all these 
activities by ourselves. In our first hackathon “Code for Vote” held in March 2014, one of the 
KPU members served as one of the jury to determine the winner of the hackathon. About 200 
youngsters participated, more than 40 apps were produced, and 10 apps were published on 
pemiluapps.org. The word spread throughout the nation and the apps were downloaded by 
millions of people. It gave positive impact to the elections, and to the KPU itself. They expe-
rienced firsthand the success, they saw the effectiveness, they reaped the benefit, and they 
believed it. 

Three months later, the KPU launched its own open data website called API KPU. Purely based 
on its own initiative, PERLUDEM provided no assistance at all. KPU seemed eager to compete 
with us!

Together with the KPU and Google Indonesia, PERLUDEM held a similar event in June 2014 
titled “Code for Vote 2.0” preliminary to the 2014 presidential elections. This time, the KPU 
did not only participated as jury, but it also offered API KPU as one of the data resources. 
There were about 300 youngster participants, more than 100 apps were produced, and 30 
apps were published. These apps have been downloaded by hundred thousands of people, 
with more than a million hits, from seven million unique users.
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Shortly, in September 2015, with full confidence, KPU formalized the cooperation with PER-
LUDEM by signing a 5 - year Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on open data access and 
data digitalization. This MoU has become our major capital to spread the open government 
spirit throughout the EMB environment. Coincidentally, Indonesia will be holding local elec-
tions in 2015, 2017, and 2018 for 524 local government units. A month after the MoU, PER-
LUDEM held Code for Vote 3.0 and 4.0 in Surabaya and Jakarta respectively, together with the 
local EMB. And, in 2017, PERLUDEM together with the KPU of the Banten Province organized 
an Apps Challenge event in Banten Province for its gubernatorial election.

Through its mutual collaboration with EMBs, PERLUDEM successfully served thousands of 
voters so that they can access election data and information more easily. As the result, voters 
have more access to the candidate profiles, and this would lead to more rational votes. In just 
3 years, Open Data has become a mainstream issue in elections discourse. API Pemilu has not 
only successfully integrated the Open Data agenda into electoral aspect, but it also has suc-
cessfully elevated the issue into a national issue. This is indicated by the various regulations 
issued by KPU—called Peraturan KPU—on Open Data specifically. 
One of the significant impacts is that the initiative influenced one of the KPU’s regulations, 
Peraturan KPU No.5 of 2015 Article 50, which states that the election data disseminated by 
the election commission should be in an open format and easy to use by the public.

The API Pemilu program even received international recognition from Open Government Part-
nership (OGP). During the OGP 2016 Summit in December 2016, API Pemilu won the silver 
award (second prize) for civil society initiatives category on open data. 

In the future, the biggest challenge to the Election Open Data initiative will come from inter-
nal factors within the EMB itself, such as budget and obsolete perspective possessed by the 
public officials who have the authority to allocate those budgets. The success of this initiative 
should be maintained and supported collectively and continuously. We hope the experience 
in regard to open data may set an example for another electoral domain. Therefore, we can ex-
pect better performance regarding transparency and openness of public data and information. 

The important lesson here is, change needs to be preceded by concrete actions. Seeing is 
believing. 



Jaringan Pendidikan Pemilih untuk Rakyat – JPPR
The people’s Voter Education Network 

ENHANCING 
OPEN ELECTION 
DATA THROUGH 
NGO’s ADVOCACY 
EFFORT
Presented by Sunanto, National Coordinator of the JPPR

The People’s Voter Education Network is a network - based organization established in 1999 
with the mandate to conduct a voter education and elections monitoring (www.jppr.or.id). It 
has been contributing in different activities in all elections (national and local) in Indonesia. 
The activities are conducted to enhance voters’ consciousness, increase voters’ participation in 
the electoral processes and help strengthen the credibility and integrity of elections through 
intervention and advocacy efforts. The institution is actively engaged in promoting access of 
Persons with Disabilities (PwDs) in the elections, and in enhancing the open electoral data and 
information of the Electoral Management Bodies (EMBs). 

Previously, the JPPR was engaged in promoting the transparency of the electoral data through 
direct advocacy with the KPU, or to make PwDs registration data available, and proposing IT 
applications that had been used as observation tools by the BAWASLU. 

In the voter registration advocacy, the JPPR played a key role in proposing that Persons with 
Disabilities (and the type of disabilities) be identified through a sticker that are posted on their 
residence, and through marks on the voters’ list that are posted in public places. This will help 
voter awareness if they are already registered, or will give ample notice to the polling officers 
to prepare the facilities or PwDs access in the polling station. This is a product of a series of 
Focus Group Discussions between EMBs and Disabilities People Organization (DPO). The KPU 
cooperated  by making early identification of the PwDs through display in  the voters’ list that 
has allowed the polling officer to make preparation. The KPU also issued an internal circular 
to the Provinces and Municipalities/region together with guidelines, module of registration, 
and access to polling stations for the PwDs. This advocacy was successfully conducted with 
IFES-AGENDA support. 
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Contact Organization: seknasjppr@gmail.com 

The JPPR was also engaged in a series of advocacy to convince the KPU to conduct infor-
mation drive on campaign finance, ie, making finances of political parties available publicly. 
Starting in 2013, the JPPR worked closely with  KPU to collect materials, to develop regulation 
and procedure for the political party/candidates to submit their campaign finance report. The 
KPU promulgated the regulation through PKPU No. 17/2013 on campaign finance. 

The JPPR with the support of Management System International (MSI) conducted a series 
of FFocus Group Discussions (FGDs) to produce guideline / modules on campaign finance 
and expenditures report. The JPPR also conducted sampling based observation (SBO) in 3 
(three) provinces and 15 (fifteen) Regencies/Municipalities to assess the implementations of 
the regulation, analyzed the data outcome which mainly showed that political parties submit-
ted  false report on their campaign finance. The KPU displayed the finance reports of all po-
litical parties and gave opportunity for JPPR to expand its data analysis in large data sample. 
The result of the analysis also showed that political parties mostly submitted false campaign 
finance report.  

The institution also developed a monitoring application (Apps) to the BAWASLU to strengthen 
its reporting system. The report format allows its officers (BAWASLU’s polling stations observ-
er) and public to make direct situational report on the elections day operation through this 
application. This application was used first during the local elections in 2015, and was con-
sidered successful. But it still needs to be improved to maximize the outcome in the coming 
future. The JPPR was assigned an IT programmer to create the apps and submit the report 
format to the BAWASALU for further development. 

Lastly, the JPPR hopes to continue its advocacy programs targeted to improve the perfor-
mance of the EMBs during the upcoming local elections to be held in June 2017. This election 
will involve 101 provinces and municipalities/Regencies, as well as the upcoming simultaneous 
national elections for president/vice president, national assembly (DPR), Provincial assembly 
(DPRD), and Regional Representative Council (DPD) in 2018. 



TRANSPARENCY 
AND INTEGRITY 
IN CAMBODIAN 
ELECTIONS
By Mr. Bunrith Sean, Monitoring officer
Committee for Free and Fair Elections in Cambodia

In terms of transparency based on the “Bali Commitment”, generally the  electoral process 
in Cambodia has been found partly fulfilled while some irregularities need looking into and 
drawing more attention.

Transparent EMB’s Following the political agreement that occurred after the 2013 election, 
the two winning parties, the ruling Cambodian People Party (CPP) and the opposition Cambo-
dia National Rescue Party (CNRP) both agreed to get the National Election Committee (NEC) 
deeply reformed particularly on the composition of its management. The Cambodia Constitu-
tion (CC) was amended at that time by adding another chapter on the election. The NEC was 
intended to have a balance of power and diversity as Article151 NEW (TWO) of the consti-
tution states that NEC shall consist of nine members, four of whom are chosen by the ruling 
government party(s) and other four are chosen by the non-ruling government party(s). 
For the sub level structure of the NEC, the Commission shall create a procedure and regulation 
for election to recruit those at the provincial, communal and polling station level. Qualifica-
tions and working experience are compulsory criteria for selection. Receiving of applications, 
examinations and oral tests shall be done firmly in accordance with regulation and procedure. 
However, the recruitment was often reported to be not transparent enough. Dissemination 
of recruitment Information was not outreached well, enough to inform the public. The noti-
fication of recruitment occurred only within the offices of electoral institutions. Some were 
found to be announced at provincial departments, provincial, municipal and district halls, and 
commune offices. 

The announcements were posted only in government offices, but not in public spaces. An-
nouncements via radio, TV and social media were also made, but these were not widely broad-
cast, which resulted in little public knowledge about the opportunity for recruitment.  Only ex-
staff of EMB and other civil servants received the information through the announcements. As 
the result, only old applications were automatically and successfully selected in the competi-
tion. Regarding the interview with political representatives, the process of recruitment lacked 
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transparency and involved nepotism through an emphasis on recruiting relatives and friends. 
Recently, the political atmosphere in Cambodia became so tense, it could  possibly dissolve 
the opposition with felony allegation. There will  be doubt about the legitimacy of the NEC 
after the opposition (CNRP) is dissolved. The question will be if four (4) commissioners of NEC 
shall be replaced because of new non - ruling government parties’ standing in the National 
Assembly. According to the constitution 4 of the commissioners shall be chosen by the non 
ruling party.

Transparent campaign fundraising and spending and Public Access Generally, the Informa-
tion about electoral campaign finance including sources and expenditure are considered pri-
vate or secret information. Reports concerning political party expenditures during the cam-
paign are never released to the public or made available to the NEC. The public is not able to 
access this information. Moreover, it is not obliged by the election commission for the con-
testing political party to make it public. Contesting political parties shall have a bank account 
record of their transaction during the campaign period and NEC shall record the transaction 
whenever it is necessary, according to article 89 and 91 of the Law on Election of Members of 
the National Assembly (LEMNA). 

All registered contested political parties do not reveal their campaign expenses and costs of 
items spent on the organization and preparation of the election campaign. In short, there are 
no campaign finance reports made publicly available. There is also the loophole in the law of 
commune elections which have not provided provisions related to campaign finance reporting.

According to COMFREL’s monitoring, it was found that the imbalance in the amount of avail-
able resources between contesting political parties was high. It was estimated that the promi-
nent ruling party spend about five times more than the prominent opposition. The observation 
also found out the main political parties distributed gifts and money to residents during the 
pre-election campaign.  Such practices can be regarded as “vote buying” during the campaign.

Misuse of state resource by a ruling political party was found to happen, in the ff. forms: par-
ticipation in electoral campaign of government servants and armed forces, use state vehicles 
for campaign activity, and displaying political party’s symbol on state buildings or campuses.  
These are contrary to Cambodian election law.

Transparent voter registration Following the political resolution after the 2013 election, voter 
registration was also a main focus of reform. The voters’ registration list for the 2017 election 
was newly compiled with digitized registration system involving biometrics (photo and finger 
print). The registration list is available online to enable voters to check their information. 



Prominent political parties deployed party agents to observe the registration process in all 
registration stations while CSOs like COMFREL and the Electoral Reform Alliance (ERA) were 
able to deploy observers to 947 of 1646 stations.

Based on the findings of the 2016 voters’ list audit, COMFREL concluded that the 2016 vot-
ers’ list is significantly improved over previous lists. The findings show that 89.3% of eligible 
voters who reside in the country had registered and have names and personal data input in 
the registry. 

It was also found that using the List-to-People methodology, the names and data on the vot-
ers’ list sampled were 98% accurate. Moreover, the details of individual voters were found to 
be highly accurate. The audit found that 93.7% of data including date of birth, sex, name to 
be accurate.

Transparent observation Generally, national and international election observers are autho-
rized to observe all parts of the election process except electoral campaign finance including 
money sources and expenditures of political parties. Despite the NEC’s authorization of elec-
toral process observation, in some cases, election observation was not found to be free par-
ticularly the polling and counting process on Election Day. For instance, without stipulation in 
the election regulation, observers were banned from entering the station and were ordered by 
an electoral official to stand by at one place, not moving around the polling station to observe. 

For Voter Registration Monitoring and Voter List Audition (VRM and VLA), the data on the 
voters’ list were accessible only in PDF format which can not be analyzed by other computer 
programs.

During the observation, observers shall be punished if they are found guilty of violating 
the electoral procedure, regulation and laws. Following the 2017 election, the government 
through the Ministry of Interior (MOI), officially banned the creation of independent and soli-
tary CSOs’ platform called The Situation Room for election while a large number of observers 
from pro-government CSOs were reported to have been deployed for observation. Other elec-
toral stakeholders were also restricted from exercising their rights to observe. 

As a result of the enforcement of the Law on Association and Non-governmental Organization 
(LANGO) adopted by only ruling-party law makers, an international non-governmental organi-
zation, the National Democratic Institute (NDI) which has been working for 24 years in Cambo-
dia to promote democratic election process, was banned from conducting activities and which 
resulted to removing its office from Cambodia. Independent media outlets including Radio of 
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Free Asia (RFA) and Voice of America (VOA) and Voice of Democracy (VOD) were prohibited 
from broadcasting their program through FM radio channel. The Cambodia Daily, a leading 
newspaper, with back taxes amounting to US millions to the government, halted its operation. 

Transparent election results Ballot papers are consolidated at every polling station under the 
observation of observers on election day, immediately after the polling is finished. The result 
of voting at the station shall be announced and an electoral result sheet shall be posted at the 
polling station and commune election commission followed by posting on the website of NEC. 
For the 2017 election, it was the first time for NEC to post the electoral result note for polling 
station and commune on their website. However those online electoral result notes were no 
longer made available after the official electoral result was released. It was reported by that 
time that NEC had missed posting some electoral result sheets.  

Transparent election complaint process Complaints of election violations are often filed by 
contesting political parties. It is observed that voters are not very aware of the procedure 
and mechanism of the complaint process. COMFREL observed that there has been consid-
erable improvement, compared to previous elections in the performance of the EMBs and 
the commune council in receiving, reviewing and resolving election complaints. The election 
officials responsible for receiving complaints are now gaining a better understanding of the 
rules.  However, some problems have been found which demonstrate the need for policy 
changes and adjustments to the methods. The time frame for filing complaint and gathering 
of evidence is too short. Almost all of the local  EMBs were found to be not conducting prop-
er investigation or fact finding. Closed-door briefings or hearings were usually held by NEC 
to discuss only the legal aspect but not the facts of the case or of the complaint. It was also 
found that only one hearing was held to resolve collective cases. The hearings were also found 
to lack transparency as public access was barred, the reason given was time constraint. Very 
few complaints were found to have been investigated by the NEC.  
 
To promote and create an environment of transparency and integrity during the election, 
COMFREL has been and will be carrying several observations through the electoral process up 
to complaint resolution.
 

a. Pre-election monitoring and observation including voter registration and voters’ list 
audition, candidate registration, EMB staff recruitment, election materials, electoral 
campaign, campaign finance, and media monitoring and observation. The holistic 
monitoring and observation are undertaken to uncover both negative and positive 
findings and to raise recommendations to NEC. Voter registration and voters’ list 
audition are aimed at promoting an excising of voting right of eligible voters and the 



quality of the voters’ list. Campaign finance and media monitoring will let voters know 
if the political playing field of the contesting parties is fair.

 
b. Election Day Monitoring (Polling Process and Counting Process) A CSO platform 

called  the Situation Room (SR) was created to mobilize the resources of CSOs en-
gaged in election observation. So far, the platform has been established to serve for 
two elections (2013 and 2017). In the 2017 election, the SR ran as a co-project of 
COMFREL and NICFEC, two electoral watch dogs, with about 40 other CSOs. The SR 
brought members of electoral reform alliance (ERA), other independent Civil Society 
Organizations (CSOs) and expert individuals together:

  
i. To pool resources to maximize capacity, and to cooperatively contribute fund-

ing or support for carrying out a joint plan for domestic election observation 
on election-day; 

ii. To provide a Nonpartisan Collaborative Platform (CP) which is able  (1) to share 
and update election situation information,  (2) to conduct proactive interven-
tion and rapid response to crisis and to the risks of insecurity ad harassment 
connected to the election situation , (3) and especially to make an assessment 
of elections and verification of the election outcomes. 

For future elections, COMFREL will engage in electoral observation to ensure a fair playing 
field for contesting parties. Responding to recent communication innovations, the social me-
dia should be a tool for dissemination of reliable election materials. Recently, it was reported 
that the social media is a factor that impacts people’s political preferences. Facebook in partic-
ular is very popular with the Cambodian people and is considered as an effective information 
dissemination tool for large audiences. During election period particularly during the cam-
paign, fake news usually come out  and spread through social media. It is believed that this 
will impact the election outcome. An environment of transparency and integrity for election 
process might be more realizable if a fake news is analyzed and uncovered to inform voters.

1. During elections, unanalyzed data and other administrative issuances, but excluding 
political parties’ data on fund raising and expenditure are available in hard copy and 
on the NEC’s website. Voters’ information are also available on the NEC website - vot-
ers can find and verify their voters’ identity online. This online source makes it easy 
for many voters to confirm their names in the voters’ list. Analyzed data, however, is 
not accessible. 
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To create an impact on the promotion of transparency and integrity during elections, CSOs 
and EMBs shall nationally and/or regionally collaborate to enforce existing electoral legal 
instruments contributing to the transparency and integrity of the environment for elections 
including improvement in EMB recruitment. 

The election officials are encouraged to establish the legal framework on the ff: 

1. Budgetary procedures that direct election officials to act impartially (free and inde-
pendent from political pressures), effectively (with timely and adequate funding), 
with transparency (budget proposals and the budget documents are made public in 
a timely and accessible manner) and with accountably (through legislative oversight 
and public scrutiny);

2. The right of CSOs to associate through a temporary platform that monitors electoral 
processes (e.g., Situation Room, news media including citizen reporters), and be able 
to observe all aspects of election administration; and

3. Recognizing and respecting electoral competitors’ right to compete in a fair political 
playing field and to observe all aspects of the election process.

4. Ensure that the legal and regulatory framework for making available the consoli-
dated results be immediately posted to the public in a searchable catalog (e.g., a 
website). Further, this website shall provide access at the location where ballots are 
counted (e.g., polling stations) as well as the aggregated results, and ensure that the 
data’s format is reasonably structured for automated processing (analysis).

5. The highest government authority shall issue written orders to all state institutions 
to act in an impartial manner and to protect the rights of citizens, CSOs, election 
competitors and all stakeholders. Said order shall direct state institutions to develop 
a plan for distribution and discussion of such orders.

6. Strict enforcement of provisions of the law on political parties during the election 
campaign to ensure the neutrality of Cambodian armed forces, police, civil servants 
and judicial officials and prevent them from acting unfairly against any registered 
political party. These officials play a crucial role in ensuring  peace and order. They 
should be   impartial in all phases of the election process.



7. Strike down the articles which impose restrictions and impose sanctions on NGOs 
and associations which are engaged in election monitoring and are recognized by the 
election commission. Sanctions against CSOs engaged in improving the party system 
and other political development programs as a whole should also be struck down. 

8. The formula for seat calculation (representation in the Parliament) should be changed 
back to the UNTAC formula (that is, be changed from the highest averages method to 
the largest remainder formula or Hare-Niemeyer method). 

9. The election commission should have the authority to require registered contest-
ing political parties to reveal sources of income and expenses during the election 
campaign and also make it available to the public. The reports submitted should be 
assessed or checked by the commission.

10. Hearings of complaints by the election commission should be public and include the 
participation of political parties and election observers. The  hearings should provide 
an opportunity to present verbal arguments (cross argument and examination).

11. The punishment for violation of the regulations and procedures should entail two  
classifications: (1) warning (yellow card) if he/she abuses his/her power and violates 
the Code of Conduct and (2) red card for repeated violation of the code impose pen-
alties in accordance with the law.
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Cambodia and Bali Commitment: 
8 keys for Transparency
Following the national elections in July 2013, the opposition party - Cambodia Na-
tional Rescue Party (CNRP) rejected the results, claiming widespread irregularities in 
the election process which led to the political deadlock for months. The two parties – 
ruling Cambodian People’s Party (CPP) and opposition CNRP later came to agree on 
election reform. The reforms proposed by the opposition party are focused on new 
voter list, selection of the new election commission, and some other legal reforms 
and to improve opposition party access to broadcast media. The two parties had 
achieved some significant outcomes of the reform for instance – amendment of con-
stitutional law to include EMB as constitutional institution, new election law, organic 
law on NEC, new selection commission, new voter list, along with other procedures 
involving election. Despite the reforms may be useful for improvement of the elec-
tion process but for a number of reasons are unlikely to have a significant impact on 
enhancement of democracy or meeting a standard of free and fair election.
    
The election reforms were technically and financially supported by international 
community especially EU and Japan although engagement of relevant stakeholders 
in the reform process is limited.

1) Transparent EMB
   Under the new law that drafted and endorsed by the two parties – CPP 

and CNRP in March 2015 the section of election commission is written, but 
it provided no clear provision that prescribe the independency, secure of 
tenure and independence of financial operation of NEC. There is no justi-
fication and rational of its decisions that the public and stakeholders can 
participate to observe and scrutiny the process of recruitment of member 
of National Election Committee (NEC). According to the law, 9 members of 
NEC are to be chosen by elected parties:

- 4 members recruited by the ruling party
- 4 members recruited by non-ruling parties that won seat in National Assem-

bly, and - 1 member recruited with a consensus among all parties that have 



seats in the National Assembly.
     Likewise, the appointment of EMB for the sub-national level doesn’t provide 

clear legal framework or procedure that assure the recruitment are trans-
parent and they become independent members. In this point, it’s recom-
mended that the existing legal framework must ensure the process of se-
lecting and nominating the member of NEC shall be open and transparency 
to the public. All the candidates are guaranteed to be selected by based on 
clearly criteria as required by law. In addition, the legal framework need to 
stipulate clearly about the independency, autonomous financial, regulated 
power, tenure of security for each NEC’s member and a timely review of 
NEC’s decision.

2) Transparent Campaign Fundraising
     While Cambodia had undergone several elections both national and sub-na-

tional level, money for competing political party and candidates flow freely 
under the shadow. Although a provision in the law stipulated the ban on 
party receiving fund from some specific sources, but no comprehensive le-
gal framework that regulates and disclose the sources of money within the 
cycle of election. Existing legal framework require registered political par-
ties submitted to Ministry of Interior and Ministry of Finance and Economic 
the incomes and spending report yearly, but practically those reports are 
not disclosed or make available to public.

    It’s therefore recommended that the existing legal framework shall require 
the transparency of political party and candidate contributions and ex-
penditures, and regulate the abuse of state’s resources. Campaign finance 
regulations can help promote the transparency and integrity of electoral 
processes and can thus contribute to the full enjoyment of citizens’ equal 
right and opportunity to participate in public affairs.

3) Transparent Campaign Spending
   Like the campaign fundraising, the existing legal framework doesn’t regu-

late and disclose the campaign spending report within the cycle of elec-
tions for the public or voters. As well, neither NEC nor state institution are 
obliged to do so.
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4) Transparent public access to campaign finance
    There is no comprehensive regulation that allow public and/or voter to ac-

cess those yearly submitted report of registered political party. Report or 
any data on financial are not available to or be accessible by public either 
– both on NEC website or party sources. Only one sentence in an article 
states unclear that the NEC can check the income and spending of the po-
litical party. Nevertheless, NEC never implement this so far.

5) Transparent voter registration
     With the new reform effort and international community’s support, there is 

a remarkable reform in voter registration process with computerization and 
internet synchronization nationwide in an effort to be inclusive. The pro-
cess of voter registration is open to stakeholders for observation. Howev-
er, the raw data of voter’s information (analyzable format) which is stored 
in NEC’s data center could not be obtained, except PDF format, and even 
upon request and approval.

6) Transparent observation
     Local or international organization and individual are allowed to participate 

in all elections with the accreditation of NEC throughout election process. 
Accredited observers are allowed to be in the polling station for the entire 
election process - starting opening voting till end of vote counting. Howev-
er, voters who wish to observe the counting were not allowed till the tabu-
lation sheet stick out for public and voter.

   In 2017 Commune election, CSOs election organization formed an ad-hoc 
platform in order to mobilize fund, participate in election monitoring and 
release the finding statement. Such a platform was warned and will not be 
allowed for following election. The recent Law on Association and Non-Gov-
ernmental Organization (LANGO) and Law on Election are also part to re-
strict CSOs to engage in election monitoring.

    Therefore, in order to maximize the added benefit of non-partisan obser-
vation, observers should be legally afforded free movement, access to all 
steps of the electoral process, and protection from harm and interference 
while carrying out their duties. The NEC should ensure that all of observer 
who had been accredited has the freedom of movement to observe the 
election process nationwide and their security safeguard.



7) Transparent election result
    As stipulated in the legal framework, NEC is only a sole authority that 

tabulate and announce the result of election. The temporary vote country 
results by each polling station were produced and posted for pubic at each 
station in hard copy on the same of voting but isn’t on the NEC website. 
However, polling station announcement will not be treated yet as final of-
ficial. Result at each polling station would be consolidated by three more 
levels and be published officially by NEC once the electoral result disputes 
had been solved.

   The existing legal framework shall enhance the confidence in the results 
that requires transparency, which is enhanced by allowing parties, can-
didates, observers and voters to track vote counts from individual polling 
stations all the way through the intermediate levels and up to the final 
consolidated results. Such measures also contribute to ensuring respect 
for the free expression of the will of the electors by providing the ability 
to detect irregularities at different results management levels. Clear proce-
dures and timeframes by which election results are validated, certified and 
announced are also required. Additionally, the law must be unambiguous 
regarding the circumstances that trigger a recount or new elections at any 
or all polling stations.

8) Transparent election complaint process
   Procedure to filing a complaint is full of vague word and poorly imple-

mentation. No legal mechanism to investigate and collect the evidence. In 
addition, the complainant has the duty to submit their own evidence. No 
public hearing exists for stakeholders and public to observe, and the deci-
sion based on evidence submitted by the parties. Without systematically 
documentation, all decisions and complaint filing are inaccessible for public 
and stakeholders.

     The existing legal framework shall establish the accessible database of elec-
toral-related complaint that had been filed with NEC for public and other 
concerning stakeholder’s access.
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II TI Cambodia’s 2017 
Commune Election Observation
Transparency International Cambodia (TI Cambodia) was accredited by the National 
Election Committee (NEC) to conduct an election observation using Sample Based 
Observation (SBO) for the commune elections held in June 2017. TI Cambodia de-
ployed 1,051 accredited non-partisan election observers including 35 supervisors 
across the country of which 822 observers deployed to a random, representative 
sample of 411 sample polling stations in all 25 provinces for SBO; and 200 observ-
ers at all 100 of the polling stations in three communes of Phnom Penh, Svay Rieng 
and Siem Reap provinces.

The observation was to assess and evaluate the performance of election arrange-
ment on the election day and formulate the recommendation for further improve-
ment.

Followings are overall findings of the observation:
- Opening and Setup
In general, the opening and set up of the polls proceeded smoothly. Polling 
stations opened punctually, almost all of the ballot boxes were shown as emp-
ty, sealed correctly and displayed publicly, and essentially all of TI Cambodia’s 
election observers had unimpeded access to the polling stations upon open-
ing. All polling stations had all necessary materials.

However, only 59% of the polling stations were not accessible to people with 
disability sitting on wheelchairs. This is a violation of the law which states all 
polling stations should be made accessible to all voters, and could have pre-
vented some individuals from voting.

- Voting Process
During the voting process, TI Cambodia observers recorded information from 
inside and outside the polling stations and no observers were hindered in their 
duty by polling station officials. Overall, the voting process went smoothly. 
However, some noticeable irregularities found were the presence of unautho-
rized individuals in the vicinity of the polling stations, mainly village chiefs and 
candidates,



III Recommendation 
& way forward

- Closing and Vote Counting
No any serious incident was reported during the closing and vote counting. 
100% of polling stations had political party agents presented.

- Observer Access
Overall, the observers were able to use observation forms during setup, voting 
and counting at all polling stations. TI Cambodia received no serious reports 
that its observers were impeded in their work by polling station officials.

- Conclusion
The administration of election day has significantly improved since 2013 after 
the reform took place. These improvements include the quality of voter regis-
tration leading to an improved voters list, the registration of party candidates 
and increased cooperation and openness of the NEC with civil society and the 
public. However, increased legislative pressures on civil society and political 
parties and the threatening rhetoric during the pre-election period may have 
impacted the electoral environment to some extent.

However, given the current political situation that lead to close down of some 
media outlets, the possible ban of CSO joint platform to monitor election would 
become a major concern for next election.

• The selection of Commissioners at all level should be based on an open se-
lection process through a committee or panel of representatives that con-
siders professional qualifications measured against their job description.

• The National Election Committee should have its own budget, so it can op-
erate their work more effectively.

• The National Assembly shall revise the election law to include necessary 
measures to prevent the use of state resources, including vehicles, mate-
rials and the time of military, police and government officials, by political 
parties for campaigning. Equally important, the National Assembly and NEC 
must enforce the Political party financing in accordance to Article 27 of the 
Law on Political Parties. The law should be revised to ensure transparency, 
requiring all political parties to disclose their political party financing and 
expenditures in the lead up to and during the election period.
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• The National Assembly, with input from political parties and civil society, should en-
sure all major political parties have fair and equal access to the mass media by form-
ing an independent body to oversee state-owned media. Finally, TI Cambodia calls 
on all stakeholders to add electoral reform as a key agenda for the reform, and a 
technical working group should be formed to track progress and implementation of 
reforms.

Given its mandate of working to promote transparency of any sector in Cambodia, TI Cam-
bodia commits to working with all stakeholders to support the electoral reform and in a lon-
ger-term program which mainly focus on i) the election monitoring, ii) citizen participation, 
and iii) campaign finance.
 
To achieve these goals, TI Cambodia will work with all stakeholders, especially citizens, CSOs 
and NEC.



ELECTORAL 
REFORMS IN 
MYANMAR
Sai Ye Kyaw Swar Myint
People’s Alliance for Credible Elections-PACE
Myanmar

Background
In the twenty years after the military refused to recognize the results of the 1990 election, 
Myanmar has held four elections under a new constitution ratified in 2008: 2010  General 
Elections, 2012 By-elections, 2015 General Elections and 2017 By-elections. Under this con-
stitution, there are five laws governing the Hluttaw (Parliament) elections: three Hluttaw elec-
tions laws, the Political Party Registration Law and the Union Election Commission Law. Except 
from some minor changes, the electoral legal framework has mostly remained the same since 
2010. 

The first Union Election Commission (UEC) formed by the Union Solidarity and Development 
Council (USDC) was replaced by President U Thien Sein in 2011. Under this commission, the 
2012 By-elections and 2015 General Elections were held. Even though those two elections 
were seen as credible by the public, the major challenge for the commission during the whole 
electoral process was low public confidence. 

After the 2015 General Elections, President U Htin Kyaw reorganized the union level commis-
sion. Four of the five new members were new to election administration. The exception was 
the new Chair, who chaired a district sub-commission under the previous government. Later, 
two more commissioners were appointed, one of whom was a former member of the UEC. The 
new commission’s main challenge was not related to public confidence and the legitimacy of 
elections, but to electoral reform; more specifically, to what extent the new commission is will-
ing to push the government and parliament to change the existing electoral legal framework 
to meet democratic standards. 

Legal and Administrative Framework
Transparency is one of the most fundamental principles in democratic elections. To make 
sure that the electoral process is accountable to the people, citizen should have access to any 
aspect of the election with minimum restrictions. It is important to acknowledge that, since 
2010, there have been several improvements in the electoral process. Among them, regula-
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tions for domestic and international observers enacted in 2014 by the previous Union Election 
Commission is one of the most important milestones in Myanmar’s political process. Moreover, 
the current UEC also made important progress in making the process more transparent by 
releasing an election calendar earlier than in 2015, inviting observers to observe the advance 
voting process and sharing the polling station list with observers before the elections.  

While some progress have been made since 2010 in improving the electoral process, one ma-
jor challenge remaining is getting access to information on different processes such as the 
nomination of election commissioners at both the union and sub-commission level, the elec-
tion calendar, the voters’ list and voter registration, and the election results. 

According to the 2008 constitution and Union Election Commission Law, at the Union level, 
all UEC members, including the chair, are nominated by the President with the same five-year 
term, and it is almost impossible for the Pyidaungsu Hluttaw (Union Parliament) to reject the 
nomination. Also, the qualifications of the Union-level commissioners set out in the Constitu-
tion and in the UEC law allow the President to nominate the commissioners unilaterally. The 
lack of transparency in the current nomination process remains a big question mark for the 
independence and accountability of the UEC. 

There are several areas of concern regarding campaign finance. The current Hluttaw election 
laws establish a single cap for campaign expenditures for all elections (Amyotha, Pyithu, and 
state/region), regardless of the size of the constituencies. This could provide incentives for 
candidates in larger constituencies to make many of their expenses under the table. Also, 
there is no limit on individuals’ contributions to political campaign, which can possibly allow 
wealthy individuals to have undue influence over the election process, and over elected offi-
cials. Finally, even though the candidates are obliged to submit their campaign expenditure 
within 30 days after the results are announced, there is no provision to allow public to access 
to those documents.

A complete and correct voters’ list is fundamental to ensure that all citizens exercise their 
political rights during elections. An inclusive voter list and a transparent registration process 
promote public confidence in the electoral process. According the three Hluttaw laws, once 
the voters’ lists have been compiled with information from two government agencies, the Gen-
eral Administration Department and the Department of Immigration, these lists must be dis-
played publicly so that citizens can check and request for update or addition of their names 
on the list. Citizens can observe the updating process during the public display and to request 
a copy of the voters’ list. However, this copy is not free of charge and it is very difficult for a 
citizen to receive a copy of the lists. Given the complex nature of the registration process and 



the lack of public access to the lists in a machine-readable format, the inclusiveness of the 
elections still remains a huge concern in the Myanmar electoral process. 

In 2015, for the first time in the history of Myanmar elections, observers both domestic and 
international could observe the whole electoral process legally. The right to observe the elec-
tions are set out in a notification issued by the Union Election Commission. Although the 
notification provides the observers access to the whole electoral process, in practice there are 
still limitations to getting access to some processes, such as the out-of-constituency advance 
voting (both in-country and abroad), the voters’ list and campaign finance. Moreover, since 
the right to observe elections is not guaranteed in the Hluttaw laws, the UEC can arbitrarily 
reject or cancel the accreditation of any organization, or roll back the citizens’ right to observe 
altogether. 

The current procedures describe that the election results should be publicly announced at the 
polling stations and township tabulation centers using specific forms. However, the official 
results announced by the commission only show the total votes received by individual candi-
dates. There are still limitations to citizen access to election results at the polling station-level, 
both in hard copy and machine-readable format. 

The duties and responsibilities granted to the UEC by the Constitution describe that the com-
mission is responsible for organizing elections, supervising the political parties and resolving 
electoral disputes. Moreover, the Constitution states that the commission has the final deci-
sion on all matters related to elections, with no checks and balances from other branches of 
government. 

Coordination between the Union Election Commission and Civil Society Organizations
The coordination between the election management body (EMB) and other stakeholders, in-
cluding civil society organizations, is the most important process for electoral reform. An 
inclusive process allows all stakeholders not only to share their priorities, concerns and lim-
itations with each other, but also to find common grounds and solutions. For instance, the 
observers’ regulation was the product of the constant engagement between the UEC and 
civil society organizations. Importantly, the regular coordination between the EMB and other 
stakeholders, including civil society organizations, allow the EMB to promote the inclusiveness 
and transparency of the process to the public. 

Since the 2015 general elections, the UEC has conducted several roundtable discussions on 
electoral legal framework reform and stakeholder conferences. As a result, the UEC acknowl-
edged CSOs’ concerns on electoral reforms and agreed to take action before the 2020 elec-
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tions. However, as transparency is key to promote public confidence and inclusiveness in the 
electoral reform, the UEC should continue to engage with different stakeholders regularly and 
allow civil society organizations to have access to monitor the whole electoral process. 

While there are key areas where the UEC and civil society can collaborate to promote trans-
parency and inclusiveness in Myanmar’s electoral reform before the 2020 general elections, 
an independent voters’ list audit is one potential area where CSOs can not only conduct a 
systematic study of the voters’ list and come up with recommendations for improvement, but 
also will allow the UEC show its commitment to a more transparent process. 

In the meantime, since the UEC is preparing to propose amendments to the elections laws, it 
is important for the commission to create a mechanism to make sure that the reform process 
is more inclusive, transparent and accountable, and there is broader agreement between dif-
ferent stakeholders, including political parties, citizen observers, and legislators. 



PROCEEDINGS
DAY 1 
NOVEMBER 10, 2017
Welcome Speech 
Eric Alvia,  
Secretary General 
Natonal Citizens’ Movement for Free Elections (NAMFREL)

I hope everyone had a good rest after the travel from your country, and from the Manila 
Airport to the hotel. Welcome to Manila despite the storm we are having right now. I am Eric 
Alvia from NAMREL. We would like to welcome you to Manila. We are here to discuss certain 
commitments that we had in Asian Electoral Stakeholders Forum (AESF) Bali in August 2016 
and also discuss what transpired almost a year ago with regards to application of transparency 
and integrity in elections in our respective countries. 

Fast-paced developments, some of which are unexpected not only in our respective countries, 
but in the region as well, require us to meet immediately and respond to the challenges we 
are having right now. I hope that in the next two days, we will have a fruitful and productive 
discussion and will come up with particular action plans on two key issues – transparency and 
integrity in the electoral process. We have seen in the past months that these are deterio-
rating. Hopefully we come up with clear action plans and some cooperative action among us, 
among the Election Management Bodies  (EMB) and Civil Society Organizations (CSO) in the 
region, to finally come up with some plans to abate this backsliding that we are undergoing 
right now and also face the challenges.  

Welcome to Manila. I hope you already have your respective rooms. If you have any concerns 
with regard to your accommodations, we have a Secretariat. Just let them know. Good morn-
ing and thank you very much. I would also like to introduce Ichal Supriadi, one of those who 
are co-organizing this forum.   
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Ichal Supriadi, 
Executive Director 
Asian Network for Free Elections (ANFREL)

Thank you. I join Eric in welcoming everyone in Manila, to the Roundtable Discussion on Trans-
parency and Integrity of Elections in Southeast Asia. We are privileged today to receive and 
be with many friends, mixed participants from CSO, from Cambodia, Indonesia, Myanmar, and 
of course from the Philippines. We have four participants from the Civil Society in the room. 
We also have the presence of EMB representatives. 

We are privileged to have the former president and the Executive Secretary of the CNE. Thank 
you, Sir, for joining us. We have a new position in the CNE that we also have the privilege to 
welcome the Chairman of the Indonesian Election Commission, Mr. Arief Budiman. Thank you, 
Sir, for joining us. We would also welcome another good friend of ANFREL, one Commissioner 
of BAWASLU, Mr. Mochammad Afifudin, who just arrived this morning. If he will feel jetlagged 
in a little bit, he can be excused. 

The Asian Network for Free Elections (ANFREL) is happy to co-host this event together with 
the National Citizens’ Movement for Free Elections (NAMFREL). NAMFREL is our idol and mod-
el in international election observation since this is the first national election movement that 
has inspired the whole world. NAMFREL has been recognized as a pioneer in election monitor-
ing in the world, and I hope soon in heaven. 

This forum is supported by the National Democratic Institute (NDI) which has been very sup-
portive of us. We are honored by the presence of two NDI representatives, first the most 
beautiful person here, Ms. Anastasia Wibawa with whom I share similar nationality and pass-
port, both of us being  Indonesians. The second NDI person here is Mr. John Cavanaugh, who 
resides in Bangkok and is watching the progress of democracy in Thailand and in the neigh-
boring countries. 

I would like in advance, to say thanks to the people who are putting this roundtable discussion 
together. Unfortunately, not all the invitees can join us but I hope this meeting can come up 
with good outcomes. The significance of this roundtable discussion is that this is the first time 
that ANFREL is making a follow-up after the AESF held in Bali which was hosted by the Elec-
tion Commission of Indonesia. The commission generously welcomed over 270 participants 
who joined the forum. Some only look at Bali as a beautiful place. The Bali Forum resulted in 
what we call the Bali Commitment on transparency and integrity in elections. 



For those who are not familiar with the Bali AESF, Karel our staff at ANFREL prepared some 
documentation to share with you the Bali commitments. The content will inspire and bring 
forward these meetings. So far these meetings have happened in Southeast Asia. We hope we 
can expand the scope and location of the discussions to South, North and East Asia. We admit 
that the Bali commitment recognizes the uniqueness of the different cultures in Asia. Perhaps 
we can continue to promote these meetings and later on organize cluster discussions. I hope 
NDI will not stop supporting the forums up to Southeast Asia only. 

The Bali commitment mandated at least 8 key transparency and integrity points which are 
(1) Transparent EMBs, which is the reason why we invited EMBs to share their experienc-
es, (2) Transparent Campaign Fundraising, (3) Campaign Spending, and (4) Public Access to 
Campaign Finance. Please note that these are three similar ideas about money in election, 
fundraising, spending and finance of the political parties and on campaign. This stresses the 
importance of resources in the election environment. Principle Number 5 is Transparent voter 
registration, (6) Transparent observation of national and international elections (7) Transpar-
ent election results, and last but not the least is (8) Transparent election complaint process. 

These 8 key transparency principles in elections have been extracted based on the documen-
tation the meetings produced by election stakeholders. They streamlined this based on the 
Bangkok Declaration in 2012  and the Dili Declaration in 2015. Our friends from the NDI are 
sharing with us their expert knowledge in synchronizing open election data that they have. 
Today, we are expecting good interaction and we hope all the documents and exchanges 
can be put together in one report or guideline book. The theme of the book shall be on the 
advocacy,  practices and challenges of achieving transparency in elections in Southeast Asia 
countries. 

I know some of you did not have enough time to prepare papers because of your busy sched-
ule. You are always free to share whatever you prepared during the presentation. Those who 
forgot to attach or send us your papers, there is a time to revise these. 

Today’s meeting is very critical and timely because ANFREL is already planning the next Asian 
Electoral Stakeholders Forum to be held in Colombo. ANFREL already reached an agreement 
with the Sri Lanka Election Commission, to host the AESF in Colombo on 20-21 August 2018. 
ANFREL was successful in getting support from Timor Leste Election Commission in 2015, 
and then from Indonesia in 2016, and in 2018 we have as partner / supporter the Sri Lankan 
Election Commission. It shows that forging cooperation between Civil Society and the EMBs 
works, with ANFREL and its friends as catalysts. 
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We want to touch on electoral integrity. It does not matter what is the country’s  political 
or electoral system. It does not matter what the form of government is or the composition 
of the election commission.  Let us bring in transparency and open data. I think there is a 
nice approach here without getting the structure of the election commission, or what kind of 
election you have. Let us try to pursue them. Let us try to raise awareness in Asia to bring 
more openness until the voters, the people themselves, get involved in the process. We share 
the spirit of struggle in promoting democracy in Asia. Unfortunately, we saw in Timor Leste, 
Indonesia, the Philippines, and Myanmar  that there is a better foundation in the promotion 
of democracy while the rest of Southeast Asia, seven  countries still suffer. In this forum, we 
need to discuss further how the steps towards transparency have been established nicely in 
election commissions, and how CSOs can support and positively help the neighboring coun-
tries in Southeast Asia,

I do not want to spoil the day by talking too much. I guess Karel, you are going to explain the 
agenda, right?  Again, welcome to Manila. Enjoy the day. I hope there will be a positive and 
joyful sharing of experiences today and tomorrow. 

Karel Galang, 
Program Officer, 
Asian Network for Free Elections (ANFREL)
Good morning. I am Karel. I am the one who has been communicating with everyone about 
this forum. It is nice to meet you all personally. You have with you in your envelopes a copy of 
the agenda. This will be a 2-day event. The first day will be fully packed. There will be discus-
sions in the morning and in the afternoon today, we will be going to the ASEAN People’s Fo-
rum in another venue. This forum will build on CSO and the EMB efforts as well as assessment 
of where are we now in terms of promoting transparency and integrity of elections. 

On the second day, we will have an exercise in forming collaboration between CSOs and EMBs, 
nationally and locally to promote transparency and integrity in elections. We hope that you 
will find these sessions fulfilling, and that you will bring home something with you to share 
with your colleagues.Thank you very much, and I am passing the microphone to Ms. Anastasia 
to moderate the first session. Thank you.



Open Data and Electoral Transparency
Moderated by Ms. Anastasia Wibawa

Anastasia Wibawa:   
We need to introduce the participants first.  Maybe  we can start with Ichal?  

Introductions: 

Ichal Supriadi,    ANFREL Executive Director 
Robby Leo August,    KPU 
Jose Agostinho da Costa Belo Pereira,  CNE
Titi Anggraini, Association for Election and Democracy. PERLUDEM. Jakarta.
Bernardo Cardoso  Commissioner, CNE
Telibert Laoc, NAMFREL.
Sai Ye Kyaw Swar Myint,  PACE   Myanmar.
John Cavanaugh, Formerly NDI Cambodia, now based in Bangkok.
Afifudin, Commissioner,  BAWASLU.
Sunanto, JPPR.
Arief Budiman, Chairman of KPU.
Anas, NDI
Seiha, COMFREL Cambodia. 
Long Sun, Transparency International Cambodia.
Yuthyia, Transparency International Cambodia.
Savang, COMFREL Cambodia
Bunrit, COMFREL Cambodia
Dammy Magbual. NAMFREL. ANFREL. An original volunteer member in both. I have been with 
election observations since 1983.
Jason Mendoza. Commission on Elections.

Anastasia Wibawa:
Thank you, everybody. For this morning, as Ichal already mentioned that in the Bali commit-
ment, we talked about promoting transparency in electoral processes. We also would like to 
say that sharing information on election data, sometimes is not enough because there are 
certain standards on what and how the data should be shown. We want to share with you one 
of the initiatives of NDI, what is called the Open Election Data and the principles of sharing 
these data, why it matters and how opening election data can help ensure more transparent 
elections. It is not only helping Civil Society but it can also help the election commissions. 
Most of you already know these principles. 
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We need to remind ourselves that election is a process, not a one-day event. A common misin-
terpretation about elections or even election data is that we put so much emphasis on election 
day itself. When we talk about election data, it is beyond the election day event. There are 
many things we have to consider when we discuss open and transparent election. There has 
been a great activity and energy by the election commissions in the region and in the world 
on how to use election data. They already started initiatives in making election data becoming 
more public and open, e.g., how these can inform voters where they are registered, or provide 
information about candidates, how they can make good choices, and also how voters can 
check whether they are registered or not. 

I believe open data or this kind of information has been done not only in Indonesia but also 
in many other countries in Asia. Now we need to take it to the next level. We need to be able 
to see beyond what individual voters need. We need to be able to use these election data to 
check whether the elections are done with integrity and transparency. 

For example, when we talk about electoral boundaries, maybe we should check whether the 
fundamental principles of designing electoral boundaries have been followed. Or maybe when 
we talk about the candidates, we should discuss whether they are qualified to be participants, 
whether they have equal principles, whether everybody is allowed to participate as candi-
dates, whether there is discrimination against women, and other important issues about can-
didates for elective posts. These kind of information can and should be analyzed in election 
monitoring by CSOs. Another example is, you can see whether the poll station or registration 
center are located in a central location, if these are accessible, if  certain groups of people can 
not access the registration center, whether the registration center is closer to the ruling party 
stronghold versus the opposition -  these points, as you can see, are beyond the election day. 

We need to move and say the participation in open data mean that someone has accountabil-
ity for sharing these. The basic principle in open election data is to encourage election stake-
holders to promote transparency in elections. Among other things, it serves as guide on how 
we appoint the key players so people ask election monitoring organization and other election 
stakeholders if what they have is the right data? Are they profiling the right data? When we 
say it is transparent, are we profiling the same data? For example, when we talk about legal 
framework, when we put all the materials in the website, how timely are these? When we talk 
about campaign finance, and this is interesting, how can people access this information? 

In most countries, I think this is still sensitive but we can learn from Latin America, for exam-
ple, how they put this campaign finance information as an open data in the website – can be 



accessible, can be downloaded by anybody, etc. So we can learn because it is enough. It is not 
enough to publish the data. If you put it in the website, like the expenses, and you put it all 
in pdf format, like hundreds and thousands of pages. How would these help the CSO or the 
public to understand these information? Where the data is available, how open is the data. 
These determine whether anything can be done with it. These are the 9 principles of the open 
election data. 

Can anybody guess what is this one? Flying bird from the cage. What is this principle? The 
data should be free and available in the internet. In some countries where the internet is not 
reliable, there are some other things that you can have, and use, but why is it on the internet? 
Because it is more accessible. If you put it in your office, for example, only the NGO that lives 
in the capital can access that. But if you make it available in the internet, it is free. You do not 
need to pay anything. There is no monetary restriction. I know in some countries like Cambo-
dia, you have to pay to get the copy of the voters’ list. 

Damaso Magbual:
In the Philippines too.

Anastasia Wibawa: 
The Philippines too? And also in Myanmar. One of the principles in open election data is there 
should be no monetary restrictions to the public to get these. The data should be complete. 
Data should be accessible and should be useful. When we talk about the principle of being 
available on the internet, the idea is people can find it. If you say that you make notes in the 
internet, this means it is hard for the public to identify the dates, the topics, etc. It also means 
you cannot access it. So you need to make the information easy to locate. You do not put the 
information in the internet but nobody knows the website. You put in a separate website for 
example just for the members. So the election information should be clearly labeled. Put it 
in a site map, for example. People should be able to easily access the open data, it should be  
easy for them to find. 

Another principle is timeliness. The necessary election data should be available as quickly as 
necessary, to be useful for the stakeholders. If they put the polling station location only one 
day before elections, is it a timely information for the election monitoring organization in ob-
serving the election? It is not. Is it okay if we talk about reforms in campaign finance, but the 
information is released months after the election? Can they claim that the election processes 
are transparent because we put all the campaign finance report on the website 3 months after 
elections? It is not only that you need to put it free in the internet, but you also need to put 
it in a timely manner, including frequently updating it on the website, like 1 month before 
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the elections.  Since we have not received information from our regional EMBs, we put out 5 
month - old data. 

This is one of the challenges that we experience. We do not have the latest data on polling sta-
tions because we do not get the information from the local election officials. So we only have 
the draft, after 5 months. Come election day, we notice an additional 2,000 polling stations 
created that we never know about. 

The next principle is, election data should be available at the finest possible level of details. 
When we talk about election results, for example, the information should be available at the 
national level, at the provincial level and at the polling station level.  If we talk about polling 
station list, it should be based on the polling stations. When we talk about the voters, it should 
be able to talk about individual voters, not only the population or the number of registered 
voters by province or district. It should be at the primary level which is the source of data 
collection. 

When we talk about election monitoring and election administration the smallest one is the 
number of officials at the polling station. So some of the EMBs for example, like in Georgia, 
started to post the number, the name, and the credentials of officials at the polling station 
in the internet. Why do they need to do that? It helps the public to know who they will meet 
at the polling stations. It helps the CSOs to know whether this is the same polling official that 
basically does the ballot stuffing 5 years ago. It helps NGOs to study their background, to de-
tect any possible violation or problem beyond just assessing election results. Or beyond just 
talking about voter’s registrations. 

So this is granularity, and we need to ask when the data was originally collected. We can only 
do this if they collect information. You can not say, for example, oh, there are x number of poll 
workers if the EMB never collected information in the first place. If we want to assess the level 
of participation of women voters but the EMB never collected information in the beginning or 
on election day, we will never get that information. 

The next principle is that data should be complete and should be available as a whole. When 
we say we are being transparent on the election data, we can not say, oh we have every single 
thing on the internet except in one of the provinces. It is too risky. We say, we have all the in-
formation about qualifications or about party registration except for one party because they 
never submitted. When you talk about open election data, it should be complete. It should be 
as a whole. Otherwise, we can not claim these as open. 



It also means that the data should be capable of being downloaded by the public in one click. 
If you say we have the voter’s list information, or the polling station information, but you need 
to click 2000 times because we did that by province or we did that manually, one by one, by 
different location level, you can not say that it is open or as transparent. You are not demon-
strating the principles of bulk and completeness. 

Another one is this little guy (robot icon). The open data basically says that the data that 
is available should be in readable format. The computer should be able to analyze it. It also 
means that the data set is in a format that can be understood. If for example, they put the 
data in PDF format, a programmer can not just convert it and it becomes a problem. PDF is 
still better because we can convert it. It is more problematic when we see files in pdf with pic-
tures. It is not really useful for public to say, oh yeah we are being transparent but we put it 
in picture format. We need to scan it but when we do, what appears are pictures. I think we 
have seen these things over and over again. How can we understand there are principles when 
you say transparency and open data? It is kind of the principles you need to use when you 
say transparency. 

Another one is non-propriety. It means there is no restriction in sharing the information and 
that nobody has control. For example, you do not need a username to be able to download a 
certain information. 

It is also non-discriminatory. Election data should have no user restrictions. Everybody can ac-
cess these. Not only registered election monitoring organizations but everybody. Every voter 
can, should be able to access these. License-free as well. If you put it as Word document, for 
example, maybe some do not have a Word. Maybe they use open source. It should be able 
to reuse and redistribute it. The good thing now, PDF has a reader which everybody can use. 
Before there was none. 

The last one is that the election data should be available in stable internet. Many times, we 
put it on the website with partial information in detail, until the polling station level, but we 
shut it down one day before elections. This happens as well. They did not want any problem 
on election day so they took out the information from the website. Was this in Cambodia? 
We put out the data from our website because it was just too problematic. So data should be 
permanently available not only in one election cycle but until the next one. These should be 
put it in a central database for people to use. 

Not all of these principles are of the same level of importance. When we talk about open elec-
tion data, timeliness and granularity are the more important principles compared with avail-
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ability because once you apply timeliness and you put it on smaller level, these are deemed 
available. If they make available 15 year old data, it shows that they do not have the resources 
to put the voters list in 5 different election cycles. How we can track the original one until 
the final version?  So timeliness and granularity are really very important. And you also need 
professional data at the polling station level. It is really important, these 9 principles. 

It is really important to be able to see the impact of open election data. Let me cite to you 
several examples. In Malaysia, a coalition of CSOs looked at electoral boundaries, was able to 
show how the equality of the votes was violated, and advocated for reforms. Coincidentally, 
this is an issue in ASEAN as well, how they design their electoral boundaries to benefit one 
party. Hence showing them about boundaries through open information will help the public 
and the CSOs to understand the fairness  and integrity of the elections. 

Another example is in Ukraine. OPORA, an NGO in Ukraine, analyzed the information con-
tained in the candidates’ application to run for office. It was able to show that some candi-
dates were denied to run, on technicalities. The election was not fully competitive. Voters were 
not given full choices as they should have been given. Another example, in Zimbabwe, when a 
citizen observation group assessed the voters’ list and voter registration process, it found that 
rural voters were registered in much lower rate than urban voters. If you put the voters’ list 
in the internet but it is not following the 9 Principles, you can not do voters’ list assessment. 
One can not for example see the problems of registering certain disadvantaged groups like 
women or rural voters. 

NDI has been putting together all these information in the internet in openelectiondata.net, 
particularly the open election data in Latin America. One of my comments, when they re-
leased this initiative, why only in Latin America? NDI is working in many other countries but 
seriously, we do not have information on open election data beyond Latin America. 

We want to have information on Open Election Data (OED) in this workshop. We also want 
to assess the level of open election data in Asia. If we say for example, Indonesia has been 
very open with its election data, we want to see if the data that have been provided match 
all the qualifications that we discussed. Because there are certain principles that need to be 
observed. I think we can not finish the whole thing for every electoral aspect but at least we 
want to have partial discussion on how open the election data is in Asia. 

Also, we have in the openelectiondata.net, a lot of training modules on how to analyze the 
open election data. In addition to this, NDI has many other tools like open election data as-
sessment, etc. We also have tools on how to scrape the information, for example how to ma-



nipulate information from PDF to analyzable format. So all of these information fall under the 
open data initiative of NDI. 

Of course when we talk of election data, different countries have different standards and 
benchmarks. So it is really based on the context in each country. We will discuss open election 
data later today. We will hear presentations from different countries, how transparent, how 
open election data is in their countries so we can assess whether the benchmark, the princi-
ples are matched with the practice. 

Another problem with the open election data – it is not retroactive. If you do not collect the 
information from the beginning, you will never get the information. It is important for the 
NGOs, for Civil Society, to start as early as possible to communicate with the EMBs. What kind 
of data do you want to get? Because if they do not collect that information, they will never get 
any data on that. And if they try to collect those later, it is going to be very costly and difficult. 

We need to remind ourselves to not over emphasize the election data. When we talk about 
open election data, it is beyond the election result. There are many other things to collect, not 
just election result. So you can access this information on openelectiondata.net. Any ques-
tions? Yes? 

Yuthyia Soun: 
I’m Yuthyia from Cambodia. Thank you, Anas. It was loud and clear. In Cambodia we are trying 
to adopt OED.  The CSO gets raw data to analyze, to scrutinize.  Does privacy have anything 
to do with open data? Thank you.

Anastasia Wibawa: 
In certain countries, and maybe the Chairman from Indonesia can also explore this, privacy is 
one of the key principles that prevents the EMBs from releasing the voters’ list information. 
But we say, on election day, people will need to know where they shall vote, so the name, date 
of birth, polling location, etc., are usually not sensitive information. However, they should 
not put for example, individual ID numbers. They should not put that in public because it is a 
private matter. 

Anastasia Wibawa: 
In Africa, for example, they do not put the picture of the voters. They only put the name, gen-
der, and date of birth. They do not put the address in public, only the location. Nobody will 
attack the voters if they do not put it in the website. Again, different countries have different 
contexts. If it is sensitive to your country, then maybe there is a reason to withhold the in-
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formation. Maybe they are not releasing information in a certain political region. Maybe they 
are afraid of the security of voters there. In general, it should not be that sensitive to release 
the name, gender, and date of birth of voters. If you do not release these information, even 
voters will not know their polling stations. Maybe you want to add something about the issue 
of privacy?

Arief Budiman: 
This is what we have in our database. In the middle, it will tell us several information: This is a 
code of the area, Province, City, District, Village, and  Birthdate. And this is a special code in 
the area for you: Name, Gender (male or female), and number of polling station. For example, 
this is Ichal Supriadi. Even if Ichal stays in Bangkok, he is still an Indonesian so we still put his 
name in our voters’  list in our government elections in 2017.  In the last election in Jakarta, 
Ichal used his right to vote. 

If you want to know the result in any polling station, say Number 46, we can give you infor-
mation, not only the final result and also the certificate. This is the result at the village level 
on the website. Everybody can access this one. Not only the final count results, but also the 
certificates. So you can get information on who were the officers and the witnesses in that 
polling station. 

The first table shows the officer at the polling station we call KPPS, and the witness per each 
candidate at the second table. This is the certificate, and everybody can access this easily 
through our website. This is our website, and the information put in here are for the election 
in 2014, we put in this web, and we have a new address: https://infopemilu.kpu.go.id/   We 
have information on every local elections in  2015, 2017 and 2018, and also the new one for 
our national election. 

This one shows the results of the local election. This is the counting results data, quantitative 
data, and this is the voters’ list. For Titi Anggraini, I put the name of all Indonesians. This is our 
logistics information. Everybody knows how many ballot paper we produced, how many ballot 
box, and how many bottles of ink. Any election logistics, we put in here. 

And this is for the national election in 2019. We are now at the first step of the election pro-
cess. Political parties that will take part in the elections and who pass the first step give us 
complete documents. 



Anastasia Wibawa: 
We will elaborate about the transparency and open data in the next sessions for Indonesia. Is 
there any concern about voter privacy in Indonesia?

Arief Budiman: 
The public hoped that KPU could publish details of the information but every voter also needs 
privacy. You can not give specific data on the personal identity because if we put details, any 
financial institutions or any company can gain access from these and they can use it for any-
thing, even for something bad. Individuals can  not protect themselves when somebody uses 
the data for bad things, that is why KPU tries to put some limitation in opening the data to  
the public. But for special institutions we give the complete data.

Damaso Magbual: 
For instance, if the observer wants to verify the accuracy of the voters’ list or to randomly se-
lect questionable names… I will need the address to be able to find out whether this particular 
person is dead or not, or is maybe 187 years old. By checking the voters’ list in one municipal-
ity, I was able to discover a voter in my city who was 187 years old. I went to the address to in-
terview the family. They were just laughing at me. The centenarian voted the year before that!

Arief Budiman: 
Indonesia also has laws talking about information and open data. If some individuals do not 
allow us to give information, we can be sued. We must be very careful with the data. We have 
to specify which part of the data will be published, and which one will be kept in our server. 
For government institutions or upon court order to open the data, we can open. 

Anastasia Wibawa: 
If you want to check, you can see your registration status by the next number. So individually 
you can check. If you know the number of your friends, for example, you will be able to find 
out if they are registered or not. The national ID system is useful here.

Damaso Magbual: 
We do not have a national ID number system in the Philippines. 

Anastasia Wibawa: 
So you can find information by level.

Arief Budiman: 
You can find by the name, by the address.
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Damaso Magbual: 
Precisely, you can find the person from the address. Because if you say names, I know for 
instance that there are at least a hundred Bernardino Jimenez in the voters’ list. 

Arief Budiman: 
Of course. If you search by number, this will be single data, it will be easy for you. If you 
search by name, a hundred names, maybe thousands have the same names. It will be very 
difficult to find which one.

Titi Anggraini: 
Recently, we had a discussion among ourselves in the Open Data Club in Indonesia, and one 
of the topics was data privacy related to our voters’ list. In Indonesia, observers do not get a 
copy of the voters’ list. But we can go to the Election Commission and ask for a copy. On the 
other hand, the political parties, down to the village level, they get a copy of the voters’ list. 
The problem is, we can not get the information about single identity numbers in the voters’ 
list. So by using the single identity numbers, the political parties can access all personal data 
– our address and even our annual tax records. This is a great concern among us about privacy 
protection in Indonesia. 

Because under the law, it is clearly stated that the political parties can not access the single 
identity number of voters. Otherwise they will know the address and other private informa-
tion about the voters. We are still dealing with this issue in Indonesia right now. KPU publicly 
shares these data to the public but they share detailed data to political parties. 

Damaso Magbual: 
When I went to Aceh, I observed that they satisfy the requirements and needs of election 
observers. When I went there, before the elections, the entire voters’ list for the village was 
found in the village hall, or in the public market. They can check whether their name is there 
or not. Secondly, even the election observers can see the list. 

Pen Raksa: 
Talking of transparency and security. Can anyone access the data in the list? For example, in 
the polling station, they can manipulate. They can go to the house anytime. For example, I 
have the passport. I do not know which country already considered this. Secondly, the current 
developments in Information Technology allows accessibility to the hackers. I hope there is 
some form of restriction to open data. Any protection, by the administrators.



Telibert Laoc: 
In the Philippines, there is a newly passed data privacy law so there are conditions under 
which depending on the amount of data and the level of personal data, agencies are required 
to have a data protection officer and other officers to ensure that the data are secure. This 
one is for both the EMB and the CSOs. On the CSO side, if you collect and record the personal 
data of more than 200 individuals, then you have to register with the data privacy commis-
sion, the data protection officer, and the data protection plan. This also applies to the EMB. 

In other words, the drivers for data privacy could be regulation, and that regulation is not driv-
en so much by the election but by technology and access. The point that I would like to also 
emphasize is that perhaps we can get the Election Management Body on our side. Anything 
that addresses limits to access to data, perhaps the EMB could be drawn to our side, and be 
part of transparency. The perfect example of Indonesia is something that can be followed if 
we advocate levels of transparency. 

For some countries which do not yet have any data privacy law, perhaps the EMOs and the 
EMBs can come together to determine to what level should access be permitted. Thanks.

Savang Korn: 
I am Savang. Is it meaningful to require that information be available? The website can not 
find identify. One of the concerns of the NGO, we cannot find the data to analyze. Discussion 
about this open data, they allow to compare, to study, to assert  data requirements, very use-
ful with the national election in Cambodia.

Lito Averia: 
Good morning. My name tag says Angel but I am called by my nickname, Lito. My name tag 
says COMELEC Advisory Council. I do not know why because I represent NAMFREL in this 
forum. I work and conduct seminars and workshops on data privacy. Our challenge is how to 
balance it with the other laws. For example, we have the Freedom of Information Executive 
Order by the Office of the President. It is not yet in the form of a law but basically an EO has 
the effect of a law. 

We have one recent experience, for example. Government employees and officials are re-
quired to file their Statement of Assets, Liabilities and Net Worth (SALN), and certain parties, 
depending on the objective, can request for copies of this. The recent releases, however, some 
of the information on the SALN were redacted and covered because the officials were citing 
our data privacy law. So the challenge is for us to find balance between and among the laws 
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on what information can be provided. In the case of our SALN, the author of the data privacy 
law said, the SALN information should not be redacted because that is not covered by the 
data privacy act. Of course that is subject to debate, but then again, let me advocate freedom 
of expression even in the internet so we are trying to find that kind of act by the government 
using a different law to cover up or to prevent access to certain information. That is really the 
challenge. We have to find a balance to address issues. At the same time, it is true with voter 
information. We have to find that balance. 

Anastasia Wibawa: 
Thank you.

Pen Raksa: 
We have a similar issue. Because now we are developing information management. For exam-
ple, if we are asked information at some point, if you do not provide…

Anastasia Wibawa: 
One of the good things in Indonesia is that we have low freedom and access to information. 
That is a protection to the EMB itself, and there is pressure because of this, which may not be 
the case in other countries. 

Sai Ye Kyaw Swar Myint: 
In our case, we are still at the beginning stage. We are very fundamental, what is the incentive 
for the EMB? When we are asked about data on polling stations, voters’ list, the question that 
comes to us, as Civil Society, as NGO, is, “is this your project?”  Is this just? What do you want 
to do? We are trying to do the best thing. That is a very basic challenge. We, as a Civil Society, 
want to promote open data, with this kind of forum. It is also something to consider, the EMB 
in the region. Find what is the best thing, the incentive for EMB. That is the kind of thing we 
are always talking about because of coordination between Civil Society in our side. We do not 
say, talk about the coordination between the EMB within the region. That can be a kind of 
incentive, encouragement for EMB to release the data. That is the challenge for us. 

Anastasia Wibawa: 
Maybe Pak Arief can share, what do you think is the advantage, from the EMB perspective on 
releasing these information?

Bunrith Sean: 
Actually, I think the main concern is to make it public, hence available to  everyone, like in 



most countries. To make it public or to provide election observers. That is the problem. Like 
Anas said, we need a law to guide us clearly on the information to share and to promote free-
dom of information. We come up with the idea that during the registration of voters, we need 
to raise questions from  them.  With the kind of information the EMB has,  the voter can be 
the subject of analysis. Without controls and guidelines on privacy and open data, it will be 
difficult.. 

Anastasia Wibawa:  
What are the advantages to the EMB itself in releasing this information?

Arief Budiman: 
One of the important things from the open data is public trust. Election is all about public 
trust. If distrust of the EMB is very high, people will distrust anything you do, including the 
results of the election. Transparency is important to build trust of all the parties. Now, we get 
the support of the NGOs and the public because we put transparency in every step of the 
election, from the beginning to the end of the election process. What are the others? 

Our institutions and even myself, we can easily control anything. If I want to get any informa-
tion from the province level, or from the city level, I can check from our website, whether they 
already fulfilled all the conditions or not. So I can control activities from our office. If I have to 
go directly or check physically 34 provinces and 514 cities in Indonesia, we do not have much 
time. We only have 7 commissioners. It is very  hard for us to control the elections manually.

Administratively, by this data, we can do, we can be supported to finish many jobs easily. 
Political parties also get benefit. Let us see the results of the elections. Some of the political 
parties, when they are sent to the court, or have a dispute in the constitutional court, they 
take the data as evidence from our website. So there is advantage for everyone. For EMBs, for 
the political parties or for the contestant, and also for the public. Now the public can speak 
about anything about the election because they can get access to every data. Election voters’ 
list, logistics, finance, anything they can get. 

I do appreciate NGOs like PERLUDEM and JPPR. They support us, and they get appreciated 
not only internally but also the international community gives appreciation to these NGOs. 
What is the name of the appreciation? OGP Silver Award, Inaugurated in Paris. But the main 
and the most important thing in the open data is the public trust. Because we can get support, 
anything, if they trust everything we have done for the nation.
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Mochammad Afifudin: 
Thank you, Anas. This is the first time I am coming to an ANFREL event as a Commissioner of 
BAWASLU. In the first round of discussion by Pak Arief, my position is still in the Civil Society. 
What is the advantage to the civil society of open data? In our last national election, the CSOs 
like JPPR and PERLUDEM supported the campaign to have very transparent and open man-
agement of elections. KPU welcomed and accepted the suggestions from Civil Society. Now, 
everybody can get information very easily. I started 5 months ago, also to make sure every-
thing was done by KPU, the  Election Management Body in Indonesia. We have BAWASLU as 
a supervisory body. 

The thing that we have to observe here is, how are the technical systems being done by KPU? 
First is with transparency. Second, we have to point out that we have to prepare everything 
that we do specially the technical issues under regulation. This sometimes become the issue 
in our country, like another NGO. Why do you support this thing? Transparency is the key. 
When we do everything with transparency, public trust will come easily. 

Long Sun: 
Hi again. My name is Sun Long from Transparency International Cambodia.  We are now 
talking about transparency. This is of utmost importance for every kind of work, especially 
in the election. When we talk about transparency, we should do the best we can. We cannot 
do everything about transparency. It depends on each country. It depends on the agreement 
between EMB and the Civil Society, and also the common norm, acceptable to the public. It is 
important that the parties sit down and list down the criteria or the procedure to ensure trans-
parency. Let us say in the open data, what are doable and acceptable to the public? When we 
talk about information about the voter, if they know our house, for example, is it a risk or is it 
ok?  Talk about this and consider in general. We cannot guarantee everything is transparent 
but we are doing our best that can be acceptable and agreeable. That is important. Thank you. 

Anastasia Wibawa:  
I think that is the start of the discussions for today. In the next sessions, we will discuss more 
details about how Indonesia EMBs and East Timor EMBs are doing their open data and trans-
parency. We will have more discussions later today as well. Karel? 

Karel Galang: 
The next session talks about policies which EMBs implement to promote transparency. Lucki-
ly, we have here EMBs who represent the countries. Mr. Lito Averia will be moderating the ses-
sion. He is currently a member of the COMELEC Advisory Council which advises the COMELEC 
on policies it will implement. I would like to welcome Lito Averia. Thank you. 



Policies to Promote Electoral Transparency and Integrity
Moderated by Mr. Lito Averia

Lito Averia: 
Magandang umaga, that is how we say it in Tagalog. I am supposed to moderate this discus-
sion on Policies to Promote Electoral Transparency and Integrity. Actually this is my first time 
to attend an event like this. I believe that there was a document that was developed in Bali 
about electoral integrity and transparency which includes transparent EMBs, campaign fund-
raising, campaign spending, public access to campaign finances, voter registration, election 
results, and election complaint process. 

We have 3 EMBs present to share their experience. So who would like to go first? 

Bernardo Cardoso: 
Thank you very much for the time. My topic is On the Role of CNE in the consolidation of 
democracy in Timor Leste. The Constitution of the Democratic Republic of Timor-Leste es-
tablishes that all citizens exercise political power through universal, free, equal, direct, secret 
and periodic suffrage. The multiparty system allows an organized expression of popular will 
through political parties and democratic participation of citizens in the rule of law. In Timor 
Leste, all citizens over 17 years old have the right to vote and to be elected. Voting is personal 
and is a civic duty. 

What is the CNE? It is an Electoral Management Body independent of any political, central 
or local power. It has financial, administrative and organizational autonomy. The constitution 
establishes that the supervision of the census, electoral acts and referendums shall be carried 
out by an Independent body, whose competences, competition, organization and functioning 
are determined by law. 

The CNE has 7 members, one of whom is the President. He is appointed by a member of the 
Parliament. Not by the President, but by the parliament. Three  Commissioners are elected 
by members of Parliament, one of whom is a woman. One Commissioner is appointed by the 
Government. One Commissioner is appointed by the judicial magistrate. One Commissioner is 
elected by his peers. The Commissioners of the CNE can not be removed from office and are 
independent in the exercise of their mandate. They are not liable for the decisions they make 
in the exercise of their functions, same as the judicial authorities.
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The main role of the CNE are supervision of the electoral registration, electoral acts, and 
referendums. It shall likewise ensure the application of constitutional and legal provisions in 
voter registration, electoral acts and in referendums. In the national election in 2007, the CNE 
performed the following functions:
  

1. promoted the objective of the elections through the media for the  purpose of clari-
fying to the citizens; 

2. ensured equal treatment of citizens in voter registration and electoral operations;
  
3. verified the single voter registration base;  

4.  designated delegates who will supervise electoral processes;  

5.  ensured quality of opportunity and freedom of movement of 
     candidates;
  
6. assessed and certified partisan coalitions for electoral purposes and lists of indepen-

dent candidates;

7. prepared and submitted the provisional results to the Supreme Court;  

8. received legal documentation of the Election Results of Municipalitiesand out of 
country tabulation. This year, we also have translated in    public in Portugal, Austra-
lia and Korea. 

9. verified documents and assessed in a reasoned manner for any inconsistency or 
mathematical error;

 
10. decided on the votes claimed as well as on the complaintspresented to CNE. Appeals 

were lodged against the provisional results within 24 hours. The Supreme Court of 
Justice decided on any appeal within 24 hours proclaiming the definitive results, 
through its President. Tabulation takes place at real time; and

 
11. adjudicated election-related complaints. 

The results of the National Elections were widely accepted. All the legal documentation of the 
election results from national level to 843 polling centers were published in the CNE website. 



Lastly, I want to add that in Timor Leste, observers and political party agents can vote every-
where. Thank you. 

Lito Averia: 
May we request somebody from BAWASLU for his presentation? How about from KPU? 

BREAKTIME  

Lito Averia: 
Gentlemen, we will reconvene. Please be seated. There is a change in our sequence because 
we have to consider that some of us will take a break for prayers at 11:30. So may we request 
Telibert to moderate the presentations on the topic CSO Efforts to Promote Electoral Trans-
parency.

Telibert Laoc: 
The 5 CSOs will make the presentations like the EMBs. 

Lito Averia: 
We have to manage our time. It is now 11:13 AM. Some need to take a break for the prayer 
at 11:30 AM. 

Karel Galang: 
We have to accommodate time for prayers hence there will be changed in the schedule. We 
will take an early lunch, and will reconvene at 12:45 PM. Buffet lunch is downstairs at the 
restaurant at the ground floor. Thank you very much. Let’s go!

LUNCH

Karel Galang: 
To make up for the lost time, we will not be going to the Asean People’s Forum (APF) today. 
Instead, we will go tomorrow at 11:00 AM. Today we will finish the program scheduled during 
the entire first day. We will probably finish at 5:30 PM, and tomorrow we will head for the APF 
by 11:00 AM. Thank you.
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Policies to Promote Electoral Transparency and Integrity (continuation)

Lito Averia: 
Good afternoon. It is what we call hora de peligro or the dangerous hour. It is after lunch. I 
hope you do not feel sleepy because we have interesting topics ahead of us. Again, we resume 
the forum, according to the sequence in the agenda. The EMBs, may we request the presen-
tation of KPU?

Arief Budiman: 
Thank you very much. Good afternoon everybody. It is good to be here, invited by ANFREL 
and by the NDI to present our election process in Indonesia, to talk about the establishment 
of transparency and integrity and how to make it work at KPU. I always send notices to the 
provinces and cities that they must maintain transparency and integrity to ensure the quality 
of election. KPU transparency measures are based on Law Number 7, in 2017. The Bali Com-
mitment presents 8 keys of transparency. Transparency in KPU is an obligation, in line with 
our vision and mission. It is also a tool to build participation and relationship. 

This is our strategy to maintain transparency in KPU. The phases are the ff.:  socialization, 
internalization and consolidation, development of system, and improvement. Since 2008, we 
have a new law on Public Information Disclosure. On internalization and consolidation, during 
the past 4 years, KPU created regulations to adopt the Public Information Disclosure Act. We 
worked on the development of system and improvement, since 2012 and for 2 years until 
the national elections held in 2014. Since 2014, almost every step of our election could be 
accessed by the public through our website. On consolidation and implementation of trans-
parency, KPU prepared a roadmap on transparency in 2017, using tools to make sure that all 
voters were involved in every election stage. And now our next goal will be to prepare for our 
national elections in 2019. 

The next phase is development and improvement of transparency. From 2014 to 2017, KPU 
focused on building rights to information by assessment, training, comparing, and networking.  
We were guided by the 4 Ms, man, method, machine and material.  We appointed an official 
of management information to lead a unit we call PPID. Everybody who needed information 
from KPU, they went to the PPID desk. You can get any information from this officer. In-credit 
services. Facilitative training method. Public information services: Pro-active disclosure. List 
of public information. Monitoring and evaluation. Regulations and policies in transparency 
and integrity. KPU regulations. Management and public information service in KPU. So this is 
implementation of our laws. 



KPU published the commission regulation and decisions to promote an environment of trans-
parency and integrity. We developed an online public information service. If somebody stays 
or lives far away from our office, he can always get information electronically. We have a pub-
lication portal for regional and national election which I  presented previously. On the left is 
our regional elections, and on the right is our national elections. This is one of the examples, 
the Information system of regional elections when we had the Jakarta governor elections. This 
is what we call SITUNG. Election result application. This is the front page of our webpage for 
SITUNG in 2015… Promotion of transpency and integrity during elections. 

Go to our website kpu.gov.id. We also have social media: FaceBook, Twitter, YouTube and also 
Instagram. We also have magazines. Promotion of transparency and integrity through our 
KPU magazine. Applying best practices. In the presidential election 2014, KPU published… 
scan kpu.gov.id. 

The Public can monitor the recapitulation as practiced by kawalpemilu.org. kawalpemilu.org is 
an NGO that is observing. Community volunteers Indonesian students in Singapore observed 
our website. They said if there is something wrong in our publications, they would send a 
message to us if there is something wrong in this polling station or in this district, and we 
would correct it, at the higher level. The achievement led KPU to receive an award of appreci-
ation from the Information Commission and from the President of the  Republic of Indonesia 
in 2015 and in 2016. 

Our goals in 2019 are: 1.  management of the archive;  2.  full implementation of the Public 
Information Disclosure Act;  3. digitization of data;  4. implementation of open data. We are 
now going through  the process of getting these goals done. 

On electoral integrity,. Democratic election in 8 parameters as we already signed in Bali Vot-
ers participation 10 forms. Forms, 1-5 and Forms 6-10. Voting and counting process with 
integrity and democratic election principles, 17 Indicators; Indicators 1-8 and Indicators 9-17. 
Electoral justice 5 indicators; Election with integrity, Integrity with process, Election organiz-
ers, Election Supervisory Bodies (BAWASLU), and Ethic Council. These 3 institutions belong to 
the electoral organizers. This is in our law:  Election Monitors Survey Institutes and Election 
Participants, Witnesses Integrity in result. Dispute in Constitutional Court… Openness of KPU 
in election process. C1 Plano Form. Number and Alphabet. This one is a certificate. This can be 
photographed by everyone so everyone can attend and observe the process in every polling 
station, and after we finish the process and have the results, everyone can photograph the 
certificate. Scanning C1 Form. 
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Indonesia guards the integrity of the election with a lot of people involved in the election 
process. Democratic election based on how the law of election can ensure the principles of 
election. KPU build a people trust through transparency in election process. Thank you. Trans-
parency and integrity are a key principle for credible election. Thank you very much. 

Lito Averia: 
May we have next, representative from BAWASLU?

Mochammad Afifudin: 
Thank you for the time. I just want to add information about our task at  BAWASLU. How to 
promote transparency and integrity in election through BAWASLU? As we know, Arief told us 
about the achievements and good practices of EMBs. In Indonesia, we have 3 kinds of EMBs 
– KPU as an Election Management Body responsible for the administration and conduct of 
elections. The second is the Election Supervisory Body, BAWASLU. It has  7 commissioners. 
BAWASLU is responsible for oversight of election implementation and settling of electoral dis-
putes. And also we have the task to identify vulnerabilities in the election process. The third is 
the Honorary Council of Election Manageent Body, the KPP. It is the national level council that 
reviews and decides if you can complain regarding a violation of the Code of Ethics committed 
by KPU or BAWASLU. So KPU or BAWASLU are observed and monitored by Honorary Council 
Election Management Body. 

Our responsibilities in BAWASLU are to review electoral violations and disputes, supervise the 
stages of the electoral cycle that KPU administers,  observe to ensure that all of the stages are 
not violation of law, and observe the practice of money politics. This are the very specific task 
from the new laws of the election. Also we have the task to oversee the neutrality of the ap-
paratus and the Indonesian army and police. This is also stated very clearly in the regulation, 
and also supervise the execution of decisions and receive and follow up… and make decisions 
on the electoral administrative relations and electoral dispute resolution. Like what happened 
now, some political parties would register themselves but can not pass the requirement. They 
ask through the BAWASLU, submit the complaint to us. Ten parties complained about the 
registration process in KPU. Now we are still doing the session, and now, today is actually the 
last day. We are invited inputs from the experts – the legal experts, the election expert, from 
the IT expert. 

Like Pak Arief said, the KPU can use all the technology to support the election process like the 
registration of voters. Some parties invite information technology experts to give perspective 
and advice during the session. 



Here is the hierarchy of the BAWASLU organization. We have five commissioners at the na-
tional level. We have also five at the provincial level, but now there are still three. I think now 
we have wider and bigger authority. In the next year, our commissioners at the provincial level 
will be five for each province. Some provinces will have seven commissioners. We also have dis-
trict election on the other side, three members for each. We also have for districts 3 persons. 
We have also the polling station observer for each polling station on election day. This is just 
the beginning of our tasks in the BAWASLU. We still do not have a lot of things. We can start 
in this session but during my position in BAWASLU, we start. We learn a lot of things from 
the Civil Society. Originally, I was in the Civil Society Organization, with PERLUDEM and JPPR. 
Actually we have a very good team work here.

KPU has the experience conducting the election process. Also we have the two biggest or-
ganizations, two CSOs that focus on election and monitoring. One is PERLUDEM. Second is 
JPPR. I was national coordinator of JPPR before I became a commissioner of BAWASLU. In the 
process of beginning of BAWASLU now, we try to have some timing, what we call the election 
vulnerability index. The task of our organization is to identify vulnerability of the elections so 
we can anticipate what will happen in the next election based on previous election. And for the 
recruitment process, we try using computer-assisted test as transparency measure, the first 
time this is used at BAWASLU. Also we open all the sessions to the public. We learn a lot from 
PERLUDEM. For example, conducting the session. All of the process can be seen by everyone 
through FaceBook, and everyone can join the session. Everything is very transparent now in 
BAWASLU. 

We learn a lot from KPU on how to improve the integrity and the transparency of the process 
of the election. We also maintain the participative center. Our concern is how to invite people 
to be part of our supervisory role in monitoring the election. We build and we develop IT-
based election monitoring using technology and information. We call it KOASLU. One can re-
port to BAWASLU information from the field, i.e. what happens in every stage of the election. 
For example, during the campaign period and on election day, everyone can give directly a 
report to BAWASLU, through this application. 

We also have an electoral proficiency corner, a center that everyone can join to collaborate 
with BAWASLU. We use  social media in our socialization. We give information to the public us-
ing social media. I do hope that we learn a lot of things from KPU, and can develop very good 
practices in building a very transparent and accountable election process. That is all from me. 
Thank you very much. 
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Lito Averia: 
Thank you very much. We now open the floor for discussion or questions. Yes, please.

Anastasia Wibawa: 
I have 2 questions. One for KPU and another for CNE. How does CNE implement transparency 
and open data?  And for KPU, was there any resistance from other electoral stakeholders, 
political parties and Parliament, when you implemented transparency and made everything 
open to the public? As an Indonesian, I know that they go beyond what are stated in the law. 
What is your strategy to deal with that resistance? 

Arief Budiman: 
Thank you very much. Everything was introduced for the first time, hence there was much 
resistance. Even in our internal institution in KPU. There are many opinions and some of these 
are different. Finally, we decided we must use this system. When we held the 2014 elections, 
we published the curriculum vitae of the candidates from each party in every district for the 
first time. Everybody tried to reject it. The candidates said, this will make everyone know who 
I am. They will find out, where is my wife, where is my company, how much money I have,  
anything. No, I do not worry because the law does not regulate this kind of activity. So KPU 
could not force it. So we can tell them, ok, everybody who does not work to fill the system, it 
is ok, but we will publish everyone who want to fill the information then let the public decide 
which one. Let us see from party number 1, at district Aceh, and we can see candidate number 
1. We put out all the curriculum vitae submitted. 

So everybody knows the name, the education, the address, the organization background, 
anything. So everyone, every candidate, at the first time, they reject it. And then they feel 
ashamed. If you do this, so I will fulfill it. Then 100% of the candidates suddenly fulfilled. They 
put their curriculum vitae in our form. And in the recent one. 2019 elections. We have a sys-
tem named SITUNG. Every party who wants to take place in the elections, they must have of-
fice in the headquarters. They have 34 offices in each province. They also have 514 offices in 
cities. Also they must have 50%, 75% and 50% in district level. 50% is thousands in Indonesia. 
It is very hard to be a participant in our elections. And in every city, they must have 2,000 or 
1,000 of every total population in each city.
We use SITUNG. 

For KPU, it is useful for controlling, monitoring the preparatons. I give you an example. There 
are 27 parties registered through KPU, and we checked all the documents. 14 parties passed, 
completed the documents. 13 parties did not have complete documents. They are angry. Why 
KPU say that SITUNG is mandatory? We want to be transparent. Fourteen parties are able to 



use the system. Thirteen parties are not able to use the system. What is your conclusion? Was 
it the problem of the system or of the parties? They always say, no the system is the problem. 
We say that no, the problem is not in the system. The problem is on you. We give you the 
same time. We give you the same procedure. We train you at the same time. Everything, we 
give you equal treatment  between the parties and now you complain and you say the prob-
lem is in our system. 

KPU controls, monitors, and observes. There are millions members in the parties. If one par-
ty has a thousand members in each city, it means that one party will have more than half a 
million members throughout Indonesia. If we have 10 parties, there are more than 5 millions 
members. Imagine how we check it? There are no double members from 1 to other parties, 
from 1 city to another city, from one province to another province?  Now we can check it and 
find it easily by the system. That is why many parties, thirteen parties are afraid of the sys-
tem. Maybe this is my personal conclusion. 

But we the seven commissioners agree that this must be implemented for the better elections 
in Indonesia. Better for KPU as EMBs, also better for the party as a contestant, and also better 
for the public to control, whether my name is put in one, or two, five parties. So is there any 
complaint, resistance in institution, individual? Yes. There are many, but I am sure that after 
this election, for the following election, everybody will support it. I am sure about it. For our 
better elections… Let us be the pioneer. Let everyone complain. We accept it for next and bet-
ter elections. So everybody, maybe if this system is suitable for your elections, we can share 
it together, we can compare and someday, all of you who are in the discussion here, we can 
meet and dream for better elections. Thank you very much. (Applause)

Damaso Magbual: 
I am fascinated by your publishing the curriculum vitae of different candidates. Have you 
experienced something like this? You know, in the Philippines, the politicians have their own 
websites, and they put their own biodata. Sometimes they tell lies. I cite you an example. Fer-
dinand Marcos Jr. showed fake diploma, fake medals. He claimed hers attended MBA Wharton 
University. And then Rappler (an online news agency) checked with the university, and said 
no, he did not graduate with an MBA. Have you experienced that where they manipulate their 
data? 

Arief Budiman: 
Yes, in some areas, yes, there are. 
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Damaso Magbual: 
Do you ask them to correct it?

Arief Budiman: 
Not only we as EMBs correct it but sometimes, the police correct it. And the candidate, went 
to legislative election or some of them in our local election, governor, mayor elections, they 
can be disqualified. 

Damaso Magbual: 
That is good.

Ichal Supriadi: 
Just to clarify, there is a mechanism of submission of candidacy, including the biodata. Be-
cause there is a limit of education, high school, right? Then KPU will conduct tracking, verifi-
cation. Many of them, because of cheating and falsifying the data, they are disqualified. 

Arief Budiman: 
Not many of them. Some of them. And usually, in our culture, religious leaders have more than 
1 wife. Our local religion leaders. Usually, most of them will just put 1 name of the legal wife. 
Both of my friends (Muatram and Afifudin) are religious leaders... (Laughter)

Savang Korn: 
It is not easy in Cambodia. One question I ask, how about the profile of the ... CSOs? 

Arief Budiman: 
Very easy. They can get from everywhere, even from manual data when we put on the wall, 
each village office. Or they can also get from the website. 

Savang Korn: 
The CSOs request for data to analyze. I want to see the quality. In the Philippine data, I want 
to know about ghost data in the voters’ list. 

Arief Budiman: 
Let me show you. This address… data.kpu.go.id. This address will serve you any name in the 
voters’ list in each election. Regional elections in 2017 and in 2015, and presidential election 
in 2014. And legislative elections. Let me show you, in our presidential election, Mr. Sunanto 
is in our voters’ list. I only need to put.... we can search by number. If you put here, you can 
search by address. To make it easy let me search. Let me prove it. 



Sunanto, he stays in the village… city… West Java. Right to vote at polling station number 46. 
And if you want to know what is the election result in polling station 46, we can show you.  

Anastasia Wibawa: 
To respond to that, if we go back to the open election data principle. They have this but it is 
not complete. If you need data in bulk, you need to click multiple times. This is something that 
can be improved in Indonesia. How to download data easily, not individually.

Titi Anggraini: 
For the 2014 election, they have their own API for the voter’ list. So if you want to download 
the voters’ data, you can go to their API data, application programming interface data. We can 
download in .csv or .xls format. We use their data. 

Anastasia Wibawa: 
This was in the last election, 2014. 

Arief Budiman: 
That is why PERLUDEM. Titi is representing PERLUDEM… can work from Paris. 

Sa Ye Kyaw Swar Myint: 
Does KPU provide the full list? 

Anastasia Wibawa: 
They post it like that. It is not being downloaded. If we go to the principle, in complete and in 
bulk, no. Not now. It was in the past, in 2014. Because they changed the person. They do not 
have API anymore.

Titi Anggraini: 
They only have the API in 2015. Because the officer handling the API moved to another insti-
tution.

Anastasia Wibawa: 
It is about consistency as well. 

Long Sun: 
My question is to KPU regarding establishing integrity. About certain party that does not pass 
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the procedure. Can you please name the information that need to be disclosed? In Cambodia, 
the most sensitive one is asset declaration. In terms of requirement, the procedure, need to 
be disclosed by the party. What would be the information that you think a certain party can 
not disclose? 

Arief Budiman: 
The authority to publish certain information does not belong to KPU. For example, private 
assets. These belong to the KPK – the Corruption Eradication Commission. So they send the 
form and we will send these to KPK. KPK will verify and publish this in its website. Because 
KPU has no ability to verify the assets. Even if we check the health of the candidate. We regis-
ter the candidate, give the name to the hospital. A medical team will share the health of each 
candidate, and they will publish this. Someone passed the minimum condition of candidate 
health. Something like that. 

Someone asked, can we see many voters in one download? Let me show you. Ichal registered 
in the Jakarta election, 2017. Here, Ichal, TIPS number: 46. When we click 46, you will see all 
the voters at the polling station. If you click… you can see the number of the voters of the 
village. Number is published in every polling station. If you want to know the results at Ichal’s 
polling station, it is likewise available at the second round. This is the result at the provincial 
level. And then we can see… the cities. Click the cities, then we have the result from the cities. 
And we can go to the district level. This is the result for the district. And now, we can go to 
the village. In the village, we have polling stations. This is number 1 up to number the total 
number of the polling stations. 

There are 62 polling statons. Ichal’s polling station number is 46. At the polling station  No. 
46, there are 2 data entries, the quantitative data and the image which means the certificate. 
This is the certificate. This is the result. Ichal’s candidate is Candidate #2. We can ask Ichal, 
whether he put candidate number #2 or #3. The winner was candidate #3.

Anastasia Wibawa: 
I think, by 2019, as mentioned in the work plan by KPU, it may implement all the 9 principles, 
including downloadable data, this one. 

Arief Budiman: 
I hope so. We have a lot of work to do. We only prepared for the election not more than 2 
years since the new law was published. We only had 18 or 20 months to prepare.



Lito Averia: 
Questions? There was a question to CNE?

Bernardo Cardoso: 
Thank you very much. Suppose there are only a few voters, only 730K something. How about 
CNE controlling the data?  For example, for the voter registration, there are two bodies: the 
electoral administration and the other one is CNE. We are now doing voter registration online. 
Anyone can see the voters, even political parties. No one can manipulate the database be-
cause your name your mother, father, everything is there. When you try to manipulate data, 
the platform cannot open. This is good. 

How about the process of the candidate? In Timor Leste, there was a  presidential candidate  
in 2012.  They sent regulations CNE supervised. How was it controlled? There was no trans-
parency there. In Timor Leste, only the political parties know if it is good or not. A 17 years 
old can run for office and people can vote for him. There are no criteria to be candidate for 
the Parliament. In the future, we try to use open data, to be more transparent. The list of can-
didates, they send to the Senate, only parts. We only know the name. We do not know the 
biodata of the candidate. We have very active party agents who see what is going on. 

Lito Averia: 
Any other question?

Yuthhyia Soun: 
Compared to my country, I am impressed. I want my EMB to follow the practice. I was wonder-
ing, beside EMB publishing the result, are there concerned stakeholders that can publish this 
too? Or you do not allow it? Because in Cambodia, there is a CSO which publishes the results 
before the NDC would, and there is a punishment for that. 

Arief Budiman: 
Any organization, any institution could put a link of our website address to their website. Any-
body can get the link, and will be entered to our website in a second. In our country, there are 
many surveyors, institutions, and NGOs doing something like quick counts. They also publish 
the results, and I want to inform you that in Jakarta, during our governor election, we pub-
lished these results for the first round. We only needed 2 x 24 hours. During the 2nd round, 
we only needed 1x24 hours. 

The other advantages of this publication are, social security, economic for businessmen, and 
input for policymakers. After we published these results, they already knew what they should 
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do. The police knew how to make the situation secure. Our army, the government, knew what 
they should do. Also the businessmen. If candidate number 1 wins, there will be an economic 
policy like this. If candidate number 3 wins, the policy will be like this.They will decide. I will 
do this. So the faster we publish the result, there would be a lot of good things. Stability will 
be faster and easier. This is not only quantitative data. This will give you more qualitative, 
important information for any policy maker. The longer you publish the results, there will be 
more conflicts. 

When I went to the  last presidential election in Myanmar  in 2016. I was observing since the 
first stages of voting at the polling station, and the district when they did the recapitulation. 
And in every step, I asked them. Do you know when the result will be published. Nobody could 
answer. Even if I moved to Yangon. We had a small meeting with somebody from national 
television. I asked him, do you know when the results will be decided, published? No, they did 
not know. As long as we do not know the result of the election, there will be instability. Even 
in Indonesia, this is not the formal result but this gives you many important information to 
make a policy for every institution. That’s why. the fastest, the better.

Damaso Magbual: 
I have one more issue. You publish the health conditions of the candidates from the doctors. 
Does it happen that some candidates have certain illnesses, and  is this information published 
there also? 

Titi Anggraini: 
We only publish the conclusion, but not the details, whether candidates are in good health or 
not in good health. Not the details.

Damaso Magbual: 
What if the analysis for instance is that he is not mentally stable? 

Arief Budiman: 
The detailed information will be kept by the hospital. The final published information is if they 
satisfied the condition or not.

Titi Anggraini: 
For example, in Aceh, in the last election in February. Some of the candidates did not pass the 
medical check-up not because of the physical condition but the mental condition. (Laughter) 
In Aceh, 17 candidates did not pass. (Laughter)



Damaso Magbual: 
Maybe they can become president…

Anastasia Wibawa: 
I just want to address. I think one of the advantages that we can see here. When they release 
the result, the final result, nobody questions the validity of the report because everything is 
open. Everything is transparent at the granular level. And then when they release the results, 
yeah, this is the right result. It’s the public confidence thing. 

Arief Budiman: 
And finally. every stage is transparent. In our last regional election in Jakarta, there was no 
dispute sent to the constitutional dispute body because everybody knew that everything was 
transparent. So what for? What will the dispute be for? Everybody will prove it. This is the 
right result. 

Lito Averia: 
We have time just for one more question. 

Long Sun: 
You mentioned that during the preliminary result released by the EMB, other institutions and 
CSOs  also conducted a quick count at the same time. They also produced an independent 
result. What if the result is different from the EMB’s figures? 

Arief Budiman: 
Usually, the final result will be close to KPU’s or EMB’s publication. If there is an institution or 
NGO conducting a quick count and they have a very different result, usually, its credibility is 
questioned by the public.

Long Sun: 
If with different results released at the same time, does it get intimidation from EMB which is 
government, in that sense?

Arief Budiman: 
Any possibility can happen, anything. Sometimes they get intimidation. Up to now, the mar-
gin of error or the difference between the KPU result and the quick count result, has usually 
been less than 1%. I do not know. It is kind of magic. They only take the data from maybe a 
hundred, 300 or 400 polling stations, while the KPU counts results from more than 13,000 
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stations. KPU is doing the real count. It means the data from the 100% polling station. Quick 
count only takes some of the polling stations. But the result is almost the same. Less than 1% 
margin of error.

Lito Averia: 
Just to give an example of that, on parallel count and official count. During our last elections in 
2016, some of the candidates conceded to the winner when the results of the parallel counter 
released . Let us wrap up. That was a very good exchange. We will proceed to the next topic. 
Karel? The next session is on CSOs. 

CSO Efforts to Promote Electoral Transparency
Moderated by Mr. Telibert Laoc 

Telibert Laoc:
Thank you very much. My name is Telibert. I am opening the next session, which is, it says in 
your program, “CSO Efforts to Promote Electoral Transparency”. Are we on the same page? 
So we have 5 presenters. PERLUDEM and JPPR, both Indonesian. PACE is Myanmar, COMFREL 
is Cambodia, and, Transparency International Cambodia. Each one of them will have 10 min-
utes. The session will go for an hour and a half. So we have a good 40 minutes for Q&A. Our 
colleague Micah, will flash a 2-minute warning so we can go as we have planned in terms of 
schedule. Who wants to come up first? 

Anastasia Wibawi:
Are we not going to have any presentation from NAMFREL?

Telibert Laoc:
There is none as I was told.

Damaso Magbual:
Because our elections here are not transparent. (Laughter)

Telibert Laoc:
Thank you for the reminder. You know what, in the early 1980’s, we had a problem with trans-
parency because the COMELEC knew already the results (before the counting). 

Lito Averia: 
And much ahead… (Laughter) 



Telibert Laoc:
Who wants to come up first? PERLUDEM, you want to go first? Thank you…

Titi Anggraini: 
Since our commissioners already told us all the things related to the transparency of the Indo-
nesian elections so I will focus on what we did, and what we are doing now in ensuring trans-
parency and especially on the open data program. I already sent my paper to the committee. 
I hope you brought the copy of my paper. 

Transparency has become mainstream in Indonesia through Law Number 14 passed in 2008. 
The practice of disclosure has been made more structured, systematic and massive in public 
institutions. The principles were later deemed crucial in sustaining the integrity of the pro-
cess. This manifested in the result of the election, especially after the documentation of the 
parliamentary and presidential elections in 2014. 

I will start by describing the anatomy of Indonesian elections. Indonesia’s election is one of 
the most complex elections in the world. We have only 4 million election workers to serve 
around 187 million voters located in about 550,014 locations. In legislative locations, we have 
to prepare more than 760 million sheets of ballot. Each voter has to vote for at least 4 candi-
dates from a total of 150-450 candidates on the ballot in just 5 minutes in the polling station. 
So you can just imagine the complexity of Indonesian elections. 

So in such conditions, our voters will never cast their votes deliberately and rationally. They 
probably do not even know the candidate they have voted for. The key question is how to 
disseminate all the data regarding elections more effectively. The quick answer is, we should 
improve the quality of our election data. It means the data should be transformed to open 
data format. This way, we will have more options to disseminate the election data to voters 
through various media. 

PERLUDEM, or the Association for Election and Democracy, is one of many Civil Society Or-
ganizations that utilized and optimized election data and information during the 2014 elec-
tion. For example, in collaboration with The Asia Foundation, PERLUDEM implemented the 
API Pemilu, an Election Application Programming Interface Program. We identified all manual 
data essential to the election process. Then we changed the data format to machine-readable 
format, and placed them on an online storage that could be accessed freely by anyone. To 
stimulate the data usage and information, PERLUDEM organized 2 hackathons events prior to 
the legislative and presidential elections in 2014.  It gathered 1,400 application developers, 
and taught them 400 applications and election games created during the event which partly 
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can be downloaded for free by users from their android or IOS. We used all the data provided 
by KPU although the data was not machine-readable. We transformed the data to open data 
format, and invited young application developers, to work with us to create application pro-
grams and games to help KPU in socializing data and information on elections. 

PERLUDEM stores the open data into a website, http://pemiluapi.org/. We managed to do all of 
those activities by ourselves. For example, in our first hackathon. We called it “Code for Vote” 
held in March 2014. One of the KPU members was involved as one of the jury to determine 
the winners of the hackathon. There were about 200 youngsters who participated, more than 
40 apps were produced, and 10 apps were published on pemiluapps.org. The word spread 
throughout the country and the apps were downloaded by millions of people in Indonesia. 

This indeed gave positive impact on the elections, and even the KPU itself experienced first-
hand success. They saw the effectiveness. They reaped the benefit, and they believed it. Three 
months later, after our first “Code for Vote”, KPU launched its own open-data website called 
API KPU for Application Programming Interface.  KPU purely based on its own initiative. PER-
LUDEM provided no assistance at all. It seemed eager to compete with us in 2014. 

Together with the KPU and Google Indonesia, PERLUDEM held a similar event in June 2014 
entitled Code for Vote 2.0 preliminary to the 2014 presidential election. This time KPU did not 
only participate as jury but it also offered API KPU as one of the data resources. There were 
about 300 youngster participants, more than 100 apps were produced and 30 apps were to 
be published. These apps have been downloaded by hundreds of thousands of people, with 
more than a million hits from 7 million unique users. That is some of our experiences, and the 
latest cooperation venture between PERLUDEM and KPU. Another one was held in September 
2015 when we formalized the cooperation with KPU by signing 5-years MOU on open data 
access and data digitalization. 

You heard Arief mentioned about 2019 goals, 2 of these are data digitization and open data. 
We are involved in the process. As part of the stakeholders, we signed an MOU to work with 
KPU to achieve its goals. We also had another “Code for Vote” hackathon with local KPUs 
during the local elections in 2015 and 2017. KPU also released its regulation on open data, 
KPU Regulation Number 5 of 2015. PERLUDEM  helped in drafting the regulations. In one of 
the articles in this regulation, it was stated that the election data disseminated by the election 
commission should be in open format and can easily be used by the public. 

But the work now is, how to follow up the regulation, and how to determine the open data 
format. KPU thinks that it is enough to profile the data in the internet and to enable the public 



to access the data. It does not consider profiling the data in machine-readable format as im-
portant. We have a different understanding on the definition of open data format  like the one 
of NDI, the 9 principles. There are different perceptions of open data format. You can access 
all the data in the internet in any form, CSV, PDF, or JPG. As long as it is open to public. 

The biggest homework is we need to follow up in the future. I think that is all what I can share. 
You can check our work on open data in Indonesia and advocacy with election organizers in 
our website, perludem.org. Thank you.

Telibert Laoc: 
I would like to call your attention to the systemic environment under which they are succeed-
ing. Their success feeds on the openness and success also of the KPU and benefiting from 
putting data out. Right? And then you can sense from Pak Arief’s position about how in a way 
they influence the behavior of the players. Primarily, this is related to how they are elected or 
appointed to office. Essentially, they do not owe their nomination to the position to any one 
particular person. In fact, they owe their nomination to a larger body of people who have rec-
ommended their names, vetted their names and then were voted on their actual assumption 
to office, by the parliament. 

These successes might be difficult to imagine in our own context but if we understand the 
dynamics, the moving parts that allow that to happen, then we are able to see where can we 
move even a little step forward in our own context. I am impressed by it. I mean I think they 
are stellar. This is worldwide, world-class application. This should be told to everyone in the 
world. If a hundred eighty-eight million voters, half a million polling stations can be done this 
way, there is really no excuse that anyone can not do it. It is very good. Perfect. (Applause) 
Who wants to go up next? Cambodia?

Bunrith Sean: 
Yes, again, I would like to say to all of you attending the discussion. This is a good time for 
us to share some common practice regarding the open data project of electoral observation. 
Actually, COMFREL has conducted many observations, but right now, I will just quote some 
points regarding the Bali commitment, the objective of the discussion being to follow up to 
what extent the Bali commitment has been implemented. When we talk about transparency 
in the Electoral Management Body in Cambodia, there are several levels, like the sub-nation-
al, provincial, commune and polling station levels.  At the national level, we have the election 
commission. According to the law and following the political resolution of many political par-
ties in Cambodia, there are nine members of the election management body. Four of them are 
appointed by the ruling party, and another four are appointed by the opposition while the 
remaining member has to be accepted by both parties. 
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Following the political resolution, the electoral organization has been edited to the constitu-
tion. Before, it was not. Meanwhile, the electoral organization has been strengthened to be 
able to perform its task. The composition of the NEC was renewed. 

And how about the sub-national election commission, provincial, commune and polling sta-
tion levels?  After the creation of the national level election body, the national level has to 
develop regulation to recruit, based on certain criteria, such as capacity and qualification. The 
main criteria to recruit the electoral body at the sub-national level are these. But COMFREL 
observes that the recruitment was not transparent. Primarily, it did not reach enough people. 
We received report that the recruitment was not made available to the public. The openings 
were posted only in the offices of state institutions like the provincial halls. These could have 
been posted through the social media, on tv or radio as well. As a result, we found that only 
the staff of the Electoral Management Body received the information. So the same people and 
their friends play the role in the Electoral Management Body. 

As you may know the political situation in Cambodia is getting more tense. The problem you 
see, the opposition will be dissolved. What happened to the four members appointed by the 
opposition? Because when the opposition is dissolved, another party comes to the national 
assembly. And they may ask the members of the national assembly for these positions as 
well. What happened to the NEC? This is one thing. It can be another issue for the electoral 
body at the national level in Cambodia. 

Another issue about transparency is campaign fundraising, spending and public access. Actu-
ally COMFREL observes only the conduct of the election. We held the parliamentary election 
and the commune election. We conducted observation for only these 2 elections, and we 
found that the national (parliamentary) election is covered by the law on campaign finance. 
Specifically, Articles 89 and 91 say that contesting political parties shall have a bank account 
record for the recording of the electoral campaign activity. Entries must be as precise as pos-
sible. This is not for the public, this is considered as private information for the political party. 
It is not required of them to open it, to make it public. But the law just says, let them have a 
bank account which can be easily  checked. But not allow them to be public. 

However, in the commune election, there is no provision in the law to cover financial campaign. 
During our observation, we found imbalance in the amount spent in the campaign of the polit-
ical parties, about five times. The ruling party spent more than the opposition about 5 times. 
You can find detailed information in our paper if you want to know more. Another one, we also 
found some political parties which gave money to residents during the pre-election campaign. 



Another one, transparency in voter registration. At this point, after the 2013 election, most 
political parties agreed to make the reform. Voter registration was also considered as a reform 
measure. We the CSO complemented the NEC in voter registration. It was done well. The voter 
registration involved photo and finger print. They collected the photo and the finger print and 
input these on the computer system. The registration list is available online. The prominent 
political parties also participated in the registration. The ruling and the opposition parties, 
they deployed party agents in all registration stations. 

But the Civil Society organizations were only able to deploy in about 900 polling stations. 
After the registration, we also observed the election. We saw that the 2013 new voters’ list 
significantly improved. We found about 89.3% of eligible voters registered and have their 
name and personal data in the registry. Data accuracy was about 98%. This number is just 
only the persons living in the residence that we could find. Because in the Cambodian context, 
voters come home for registration and leave for work. We went to the field and interviewed 
them. 

How about observation on transparency? At this point, we see election observation is also 
needed during most parts of the election process. Even the law says this hence the NEC pro-
vides cooperation with us. As you may know, many things happened following the 2017 elec-
tion, including the closure of NDI offices. And also one platform like the COMFREL is banned 
for the next election. 

How about election results? The counting process was conducted at the polling station. Also, 
they post the election results at the polling station and in the website of the election commis-
sion. But we found out that NEC removed the electoral result soon after the final result was 
released. We also found out that some results from the polling stations were not posted on 
the website. 

About transparency in complaints. If we compare to the previous election, it improved. But we 
also found some areas to make changes in policy like profiling, process of submitting com-
plaints, and investigation of fake parties by the electoral management body. This one is not 
clear. It is not found, conduct the fault-finding investigation. Another one is the closed door 
hearing of election case. Some cases have been solved collectively. The EMB collects many 
cases together, and makes one decision only. And it is also a closed door meeting so we think 
it is not transparent enough. In here are the projects that COMFREL has done so far. 

We conducted pre-election monitoring and election day monitoring. In the pre-election mon-
itoring, we observed the following:  voter registration, candidate registration, electoral offi-
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cial recruitment, and electoral campaign. Recently, COMFREL wanted to conduct a project 
to compare and verify the results of the count. The political parties had conflict on the final 
results. They declared two different results. In that platform, we wanted to mobilize observers 
to collect results and to make comparison. That is all for my presentation. Another point is for 
collaboration that we will discuss tomorrow. (Applause)

Telibert Laoc: 
Thank you, Bunrith. I think Cambodia is facing a very challenging situation, and  John?

John Cavanaugh: 
Just a quick question and this could go out to either TIC or COMFREL. Obviously, since the 
communal election, we have seen a dramatic collapse in the space for democratic participa-
tion in Cambodia. Given that collapse in space, in terms of your own internal organization, 
what are your plans on monitoring and observing the national election? Would there ever be 
a point when you just decide it is just not worth your time and effort to observe an election 
in this environment? Obviously, we are optimistic, and we hope the opposition will not be 
dissolved. We also hope that the winds will change and there will be a more favorable oppor-
tunity to have a competitive election but if this does not happen, what do you do? We would 
have more time to talk about this later, but initially, for the group, it will be interesting to find 
out what you guys are thinking.

Bunrith Sean: 
Thank you very much for a good question. A really easy question but difficult to answer. 
Who knows what will happen? Actually, COMFREL wants to conduct an electoral observation 
with a fair playing field for the political parties. Suppose the prominent opposition will be dis-
solved, what is the meaning of the election? So we are also thinking about it. …If we join the 
observation of the next election, we make a best model. Because if we join, we have to make 
an assessment, of course. If we join, we can make…for other countries… We are also thinking 
about the plan of what to do. But we still post you with the situation. We hope. Let us see first. 

If we join the observation, we are going to conduct a platform. We do not give up our plan. We 
are going to conduct a platform we call “Women to Election” at that time. We did not call the 
situation anymore. For the government maybe feel not good with the whole situation but in 
Cambodian word, it is translated to…we collaborate with women during election. And we try 
to manage it. Yes, again. Because we think to collect electronic to compare with the election 
results, honestly, is very important for the Cambodian people. 

Telibert Laoc:



Thank you. We have our colleague from TI. Answer the question, and you go straight to your 
presentation. 

Savang Krom: 
I am from COMFREL. 

Telibert Laoc:
Hold on, who is next for TI? Ok, you answer, sir, after him, and then you go on 
board. 

Savang Krom: 
Maybe now, COMFREL is not yet able to decide to make the work plan, what can we do after 
the election. If the opposition party is dissolved, maybe 90% not… The final decision…

Yuthyia Soun: 
For TI, we are now monitoring the situation, and will later decide how we will engage in certain 
aspects of the electoral cycle. We joined a coalition called Electoral Reform Alliance. The mem-
bers work on the same page in advancing the advocacy for change in almost every aspect of 
the electoral cycle. I will discuss briefly about each principle of transparency and integrity by 
reviewing the legal framework and practice in Cambodia. 

About the EMB institution in Cambodia, as presented earlier by my colleague from COMFREL, 
it is ruled by the political party, and the present practice of recruitment is not transparent 
enough even though the vacancy goes through public announcement. The announcement 
even includes the criteria requirement. But the candidates seem to be already chosen before 
the public announcement. Hence, procedure is not rational. Going down to the district and 
commune, the screening of the election commission is not transparent at all. They are chosen 
from internal NEC central office. Another example is, the  public was asking the reason why 
NEC chose to demand its own secretariat which is under the political affiliate of the ruling 
party. Every new NEC keeps its own secretariat. After deciding that, the NEC, even though 
rational, justifies to the public why they keep the guy. So the NEC, no matter what, they lose 
some credibility from that decision. 

On issues like fundraising, election campaign spending, and report of spending by the polit-
ical candidates, NEC can check the campaign finance of the political parties because this is 
clearly stated in the law. We ask when they are going to do that. They reply that in a special 
circumstance, they will do that. On the financial report about spending, they said these will 
be accessible to any stakeholder who wishes to know. But  if you request for the info, they will 
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not give you on grounds of privacy. Maybe business establishments and other political parties 
have no right to access these reports, but stakeholders should be able to do so. 

About Number 5 of the principles of integrity and transparency, as my colleague has present-
ed. We will talk about the raw data. Here, the raw data are registration from the provinces 
and synchronized to the NEC Data Center. These are not allowed to be downloaded nor are 
accessible. NEC has a website that provides the information you guys have shown us. We have 
a website but the information are not posted permanently. These will be taken out before 
election day. What we want from NEC on voter registration are analyzable data that we can 
use. They did not give us to protect the privacy of the voter. No one can use the data since it 
is in pdf format. 

Another principle is voter observation. It is hard even though there is an improvement but it 
is still hard. We request for the Accreditation card from the NEC Central. NEC  will send it back 
to commune where the observer will be assigned on electionday. There is a limit for those 
who wish to observe the election. Only 10 observers are allowed per CSO. The results can not 
be published by any CSO otherwise it can get into trouble. Only the NEC has the power to 
release in public the official result. Otherwise, you will get into trouble with the law. Only the 
observer who was accredited by the NEC can watch the vote counting. During the counting of 
the ballots, there are a lot of voters in the polling stations. They want to see the procedure but 
the security will push them outside of the voting station by telling them, “You have no right to 
stand during the vote counting but you have the right to see the already counted result. Stay 
outside the polling stations.” The results from each polling station will be consolidated, and 
sent to a central command in order to have a final result. Voter has no right to stay in the poll 
station for the vote counting.  

On Article Number 8 about election complaint. I heard the opinion from COMFREL that our 
EMB has improved.  We studied by comparing the existing regulations and the previous reg-
ulation. The previous regulation allowed the public to attend public hearings. Allowed the 
public to hear and see, observe the hearing about election-related campaign but the exist-
ing, the nowaday regulation, is not all that there. There is no article stating about the public 
hearing anymore, electoral hearing-related complain. So another important point is, there is 
no accessible complaint system. When you file with the NEC or the commune about the com-
plaints related to the election result, written by hand. They keep it unmanageable. If there 
is an academic or observer asking for data to study or to analyze. There is no system stored 
in the database. You have to find by your own self. Going to ask one political party observer 
who lodged a complaint on the election results. This is briefly for me. Thank you so much. 
(Applause)



Telibert Laoc: 
I think the applause says we emphatize with you. That this is really a difficult situation you are 
in. Please think that you are among friends. Outside the session, we encourage you to have 
informal talk with anyone. I think this is a challenge for ANFREL. This is not a difficult chal-
lenge. We who are here have different levels and perspectives. We are probably saddled with 
so much challenges, you do not know where to focus. Right? And there are people who have 
probably been in some situations similar to you, could give you some inputs. Not to tell you 
what to do but in the context they were in at the time that they saw it, this is what they did. 
Again, it is a system. It is a combination of efforts. There is no single effort that will address 
the root problem. There has to be but some of them are short-term. Some of them are long-
term. Some of them need our cooperation. I am just tempted to say that when the electoral 
commission publishes whatever information they have, you tell all your friends around Asia, 
screenshots! Screenshots! Screenshots! (Laughter) 

This will give you thousands of screenshots before the information in the website disappears. 
But there is some progress also on your side. Registration rate of 89%. That is very high, and 
that is very good. I do not even know what, how our registration rate is. Accuracy rate of 98% 
is very good. We can probably use that as a jump-off point for something. Right. Issues are 
very critical. Selection of commissioners, as you have in your paper, an open selection process 
is very important because it dictates the behavior of the entire commission. Their own bud-
get is very critical. No information. Use as much examples as you can around the world. We 
can call on our friends, and say which countries are having individual, all budget for 20 com-
missioners. What are the challenges? We can do that. And then use of state resources. Very 
much related to disclosure of financing and expenditure. And then access to state resources 
for partisan use. Political party financing requiring all parties to disclose their resources. And 
then access to media. Do you have fair access to media? Show in your interface. I just think 
that we need some time for Cambodia. I think we can find time for that, formally or informally. 
Freely access. Yes, sir? Before we move on to the next presenter?

Bunrith Sean: 
One more thing we are very concerned is the political will of the voters. Around about half of 
the voters voted for the opposition in 2013. Political parties will be dissolved so all the mem-
bers of the Parliamentary know…very bad example for Asian country. We want our friends to 
take more attention and contribute your attention to Cambodian issue. 

Telibert Laoc: 
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Next, Sai?

Sai Ye Kyaw Swar Myint: 
Good afternoon. I’m Sai from PACE Myanmar. Transparency is always an issue everywhere. 
The last election we saw was in 1990. In that election, we did not have Civil Society Organi-
zations and did not have the right to observe the elections. In 2008, EMB was formed under 
the military constitution. Then we had a transition in 2012. After 27 years, we had another 
election. It is a question when we talk about transparency and the electoral process under the 
constitution. The aim of the  constitution is to consolidate the power of the people who have it, 
whatever they want. The Constitution is not about protecting the citizens but protecting the 
people who have power. Under that constitution, the EMB or the Union Election Commission 
was formed. 

So whenever we talk about transparency, our problem is that the EMB is always a government 
agent. The CSOs are always seen by the government as a kind of opposition, whoever the CSO 
or NGO is. They are always regarded as counter government agent. So instead of EMB being 
an independent institution, it is always finding ways to protect and represent the government. 
This is the fundamental concept in Myanmar. So when we talk about transparency, this is the 
concept for CSO and also for the EMB. EMB sees transparency as a threat. The CSO is a kind of 
tool to call out the government. Instead of transparency as a common goal for both EMB and 
CSO, it is a kind of tool for them. That is the fundamental issue we are facing at the moment. 

In terms of electoral process, we have an issue on how the EMB is formed and what is its role. 
Currently, the EMB is formed by the president  and then nominated by the parliament. There 
is no chance, it is almost impossible for the parliament to reject the nomination by the presi-
dent. It seems that the EMB is always influenced by the executive branch. That is why the CSO 
is trying to reform that process. To change that nomination process, we need to change the 
constitution, which is almost Impossible at the moment. 

So we are looking for the best mechanism in making sure that the EMB will become effective. 
And even though we can not change the constitution, what is the best mechanism for EMB 
and CSO to work together to make sure that the EMB is transparent and represent the people? 
This one is a challenge. 

Regarding our campaign finance.  What we have heard are all advisable for us. We have a ceil-
ing for campaign spending. But we do not have a regulation how individuals can contribute to 
particular candidates. That is the issue we are trying to address. For the parliamentary elec-
tions, we have three elections at the same time. They have the same ceiling for every contest, 



which is different  in size and the electorate. That is the thing, we are trying to make sure that 
the campaign expenditures are relevant. Even if the candidates have obligation to report the 
campaign expenditures within a given period. For the CSO, it is almost impossible to assess 
the documents. We can not analyze how the campaign expenditures went and which organi-
zation sponsored what. That is something we are trying to address, transparency in campaign 
finance. 

In 2014, for the first time in the history of Myanmar elections, Civil Society groups were al-
lowed to observe elections, sitting inside the polling stations. We thank KPU for the collabora-
tion between KPU and PACE. We were able to come up with election regulations copied from 
the Indonesian KPU. We  translated the regulations from Bahasa Indonesia. Before that, the 
EMB  just allowed the observers to observe. For PACE, we are going to do that, but  we need 
polling station details so we can deploy volunteers before the election day. For us, we want 
the polling station details at least 2 days before election, including what is the correct number 
of the polling station. Now, we could only decide at the night of the election day, that is a 
challenge. We are still working on it, to open the polling station and the voters’ list. 

Until now, we can not access the voters’ list. We do not have the voters’ list except the list on 
display at the polling station level. If the CSO wants to have access to the voters list, we need 
to pay for this. There is no soft copy or online access to that. That is a challenge, and we are 
trying to encourage the EMB to open up the voters’ list for the CSO. We have a challenge on 
that, the polling station and voter list. 

On the observer framework. There is an improvement in 2010 and 2015. The observers’ regu-
lation is a huge improvement but it is still a regulation and not a law. So when an organization, 
a CSO wants to get accreditation, it depends on the regulation of the EMB. The EMB has finer 
decisions whether to grant the CSO. We have access to most or all of the electoral process but 
the problem is the regulation framework whether we would get accreditation. Everything is 
not sure yet. 

The election results are the most difficult information to access. The Union Election Commis-
sion is the only institution that announces the official data so we do not know whether it is 
illegal or not for us to announce the results. No one never mentioned about the legal aspect 
of this. If we announce the result, and we contradict the Election Commission’s result, we do 
not know what will happen to us. That is a question we want to find out on the improvement 
that we should be doing. Even if the Election Commission announces the results, it is only the 
votes received by the candidates. It is not segregated at the provincial level, the district level, 
even the state or regional level. It is about how many votes were received in total. You can find 
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it in the website in pdf format. 

For the electoral disputes, one of the improvements since 2012 was that the dispute process 
has been opened to the public. But the problem is that EMB has the sole responsibility to 
supervise the political bodies, to organize the election, and also to make the decision for the 
election, even the process. There is no judiciary institutions involved in settling disputes. So 
you will see, the EMB has the final say in any electoral dispute. We have a lot of things to pur-
sue, on the electoral process, to open up to the public, to promote transparency. Thank you 
very much for your time. 

Telibert Laoc: 
Thank you, Sai. In relation, the word from you when you say improvement, the challenges are 
still huge, but I think what is significant is when you referred to KPU as the influencer… and 
we might not have seen it in this manner, manifest in this manner last year. There is that val-
ue in my short stay in Myanmar and Indonesia. There was a mirroring at one time, Indonesia, 
they wanted to see how they could effect similar position in Myanmar but the effect has been 
liberation of KPU from the context. Now they are able to influence the country next. Not too 
far away. That is one of the benefits of coming together in this particular context. Some inputs 
are technology-aided. In some places, like in Indonesia, there is no more going back. The digi-
tization, the benefits from that is no longer to be… it is difficult to take away and that is a main 
feature in the elections in this part of region. We think along that line. Those are enablers too. 
Before we go to the big forum, Pak of JPPR?

Savang Krom: 
I have one question for Myanmar. Does Myanmar allow overseas voting?

Sai Ye Kyaw Swar Myint:  
Yes, we have a system but they can vote only at the embassy. 

Sunanto Muatram:  
Good afternoon. Thank you for your time. The presentation will discuss about the NGO’s ef-
fort in open data. I apologize for my English. JPPR is a network that introduced the concept of 
civil organization in Indonesian elections. Under  its umbrella are Nahdatul Ulama, Muhham-
madiyah, NGO, Educational Institutions, Interfaith Student Associations, and Radio groups. 
This was established in 1999. The JPPR helped KPU check electoral data by making the regis-
tration data focused. It also contributed in the service and tool by BAWASLU. 

The voter registration advocacy of JPPR. This before voter list, activities, voter list in Indone-



sia, the election in 2014. But not check the information in the activities and voter list after 
advocacy has been responded… The voter list, the polling official… The KPU issue internal 
circular …Management region. To give deadline module. Registration and polling access. After 
advocacy in JPPR. KPU voter list and sticker and voter list activities and data, and voter list in 
community. Also the advocacy in JPPR. Campaign finance. JPPR advocacy to convince KPUs to 
make information on campaign finance of political party available publicly. 

JPPR has produced guidelines/modules of the campaign finance and expenditures report. 
JPPR also monitors how the implementation of the regulation, analyze the data which mainly 
showed political party false report on their campaign finance. KPU successfully displays fi-
nance report from all political party, and gives opportunity for JPPR to expand it, data analysis 
in large data sample which also show the political party mostly does not submit false cam-
paign finance report. Unless data… should political party fast report their campaign finance. 
KPU will display finance record. After advocacy in JPPR, the GOWASLU, for false monitoring 
application. The BAWASLU to strengthen its reporting system. BAWASLU as polling station 
observer. Report on election day… this application Thank you very much. 

Telibert Laoc: 
I think this is a clear example platform that has been provided that you are able to build on 
and enhance by an app promoting access, reach and coverage in the the presentation of data. 
It is very nice. We will open the floor to questions. I want to clarify one more thing. Did I miss 
anything, or anyone? We are good then. 

On the Philippine side, we have been told but we do not have proof, the election of this presi-
dent was partly funded by China. (Slight laughter) What we are saying is that there is a player, 
there’s big player out there who could probably influence elections. If you look at the context 
of election in our countries, it is building big infrastructure. I think their interest is obvious. It 
probably will say it does not have any political interest but it just wants to make sure that our 
laws are going to be played. That is a financial transaction. That probably is the way things will 
go. But if you look at it as an influencer in the exercise, that is probably not yet the elephant 
in the room. You are vulnerable. Myanmar is. We are. Keep that in mind. These are enablers of 
behaviors, of powers, or parties who benefited from that. 

I have a particular example when I was director of an I-NGO in Papua New Guinea. The funds 
coming from the other countries were subject to oversight. But the big amount of money 
for infrastructure from China was never subject to oversight. I just want to put it out there. 
Because while we are thinking and sweating in terms of how to break this challenge that we 
have, there are other big players we might not be able to put some mind on, and will not be 
factored in our thinking. If we do, it will change our consciousness. The floor is open to ques-
tions. You can direct questions to anyone. We have 20 minutes. Please, Double T. 
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Titi Anggraini: 
I would like to add some information after I heard all the presentation. How we select the 
commissioner of the EMB is very important. For example, in Indonesia, the quality of the elec-
tion declined after the election in 2004. The selection process of the EMBs was based on the 
president’s privilege in the 2009 elections. And then there was a big commitment from the 
President, the House of Representatives, Civil Society, academicians to have a better quality 
of EMB. 

We had the dream team in 2012 when Pak Arief was first elected as commissioner. The trans-
parent selection process helped us, the Civil Society to monitor the process, and then to track 
the background of the candidate. So that’s why we can have somebody like Pak Arief, Pak 
Afif as our commissioners. If we want to address transparency and integrity of elections, the 
quality of EMBs plays an important role, and we can only have good EMBs if we have a good 
selection process, a transparent, independent and professional process. 

What we have in Indonesia is the CSO is given a big role in the selection process. PERLUDEM, 
for example is  invited formally by the independent selection process to do the tracking of 
the EMB candidates, also BAWASLU candidates. So, the NGO coalition did the tracking of the 
background and sent the findings to the independent selection team. Imagine in some coun-
tries, the selection process includes the ruling party, or the government. How can the EMB 
address issues on transparency and integrity of elections?

Telibert Laoc: 
Thank you very much, that is a very good point. There is also another point that you may not 
see yet. Our election commissioners in the Philippines, are mostly young people. When we 
talk to them, we say, you still have a future. If you screw up now, you could just jeopardize 
your future. These are young lawyers, very much into their career. So it helps. I am not saying 
that we should go for the young. I am just saying that this is an opportunity for us to empha-
size that we want them to be good individuals coming out of the election commission because 
they could serve as resource to us. I am sure, Pak Arief, up to when is your term?

Arief Budiman: 
This is my second term. This will end in 2022.

Telibert Laoc: 
You carry an example. Very enriching experience, right?



Damaso Magbual:
It is a factor, the legal framework. For instance, in Indonesia, you change your process of 
selection three times. Initially, each party has a member in the commission. If you have 48 
parties, you have 48 commissioners. That is impossible, you know that. And then, there is a 
paralysis in decision. It is easy for you because it is a statue that defines the process. In the 
Philippines, for instance, and in other Asian countries, it is a constitutional provision. So the 
constitution provides how election commissioners are selected and appointed. However, there 
is an improvement sometimes, depending on the party in power. 

During the term of President Cory Aquino, she encouraged Civil Society Organizations to 
make nominations to her. This time, you do not expect that. It is all different. They are com-
pliant with the law anyway. The law says, the President appoints the Commissioners. That is 
one big difference. Your process indeed is very, very ideal. You are right. The credibility of the 
election rests on how clean the EMB is. If the commissioners of the EMB do not have a good 
reputation, the elections suffer. On the other hand, the election commission may be mediocre 
in conducting the elections but if they have integrity the  public accepts the results. 

That is our problem in the Philippines. That is why candidates, they either win or they are 
cheated. Only two. That is a factor. Maybe our legislators in congress, etc. should really learn 
from the Indonesia’s example. I always use Indonesia’s example whenever I talk in the four 
corners of the globe. How you select. And then of course, you have BAWASLU looking over 
the shoulders of KPU. 

Telibert Laoc: 
I understand that one of the outputs of this workshop is a record of the discussion. We are all 
participants. We can influence the direction of the discussion and the report by moving along 
those lines, either directed at particular conditions like that. The conditions were presented to 
us. Therefore, we respond as a body. And then, directing, recognizing some of the larger con-
straints like the constitutional mandate like Myanmar, the military is the one who will appoint 
the commission. These things. And then, maybe also on the trending part. 

The key question, still, for me is, what you asked, Sai. How do we give incentive or provide 
that reward for bodies to be transparent? Now in your case, in your line, what do you serve 
and who do you serve is clear. In other places, including ours, our ability to serve the voters 
is restricted by the commission or by some of the regulations. In you case, instead of serving 
the voters that they will know exactly when to vote on election day, you can not because you 
don’t have a copy of the rules. That is a service you can provide but you cannot because of 
that limitation. Other countries do not have baggage like Timor. I give credit to them. 
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If you have your electoral card and you have the accreditation card of the electoral commis-
sion, you can vote anywhere. They don’t have that baggage. If you are in the Philippines, 
there is no way that it is going to happen. In their case, they can. What can they do next? 
They can allow persons with disabilities or organizations to plan where they should be voting, 
how should they vote, and these persons with disabilities and organizations are the ones who 
will craft the procedures for themselves, because the electoral commission is open. So these 
are conditions that allow us, allow them to do better. Allow us to learn and hopefully encour-
age us to adopt. Questions, comments, suggestions? Yes, sir?

Arief Budiman: 
Thank you. That is one thing that you should not copy from Indonesia (Laughter). 

You know, we have the election cycle from pre-election, election period and post-election. Our 
job is always to make evaluation to make the following election better. Usually, our politicians 
make new laws or regulations a minute before the election period will start. Not almost but 
always, every 5 years, we produce new laws of elections. So we NGOs, Civil Societies, including 
EMBs, give suggestion to the Parliament, “Please, we implement the regulations / the laws, let 
us try to implement these at least for 2-3 elections then we make evaluation. If you think you 
need new laws, these must be finished before the first stage starts.” This is important for us. 

Maybe you can also tell your government, “If we produce election laws and election regula-
tions, these must be finished 2 years before the first stage of the election starts.” You know, 
our latest law was enacted in 2017. It was finished, published, and signed before first stage 
of the election starts. After the laws were passed, the KPU and BAWASLU must produce the 
implementing regulations. BAWASLU will do the same. 

It is very difficult for us to perform our functions or running the stages of the elections, and 
not having to think about the regulations. But now, we must have a double track: doing the 
job and thinking about writing the regulations. It is very hard for us, especially in Indonesia. 
We have a very huge area, thousand islands, hundred million voters. It is difficult for us. On 
this aspect, please do not copy from Indonesia. Thank you very much.

Damaso Magbual:
Copy that from the Philippines. (laughter)

Bernardo Cardoso: 
That is very important. In Timor Leste, if the Parliament will produce a new law and accom-



panying regulations, for example for the presidential election, they produce the regulation 
before the election. Otherwise there is no time for us to learn. But now the Parliament passed 
the electoral quorum to make it one vote for all. 

Damaso Magbual:
Let me just clarify what I said earlier. One basic difference we have from other countries is that 
the election commission issues countless resolutions that have the force of law, like Resolution 
number so and so. You do not find this in Thailand, or in Taiwan. Rarely does the election com-
mission in Indonesia, the KPU, issues decrees or orders. I do not know why here, in the Philip-
pines, we have a resolution that is more voluminous than the entire election law of Thailand. 

Another point is, the Guidelines for the Board of Election Inspectors, (BEI). These are very 
voluminous. In Myanmar, you have a 7-page Manual for the BEI. Here, we have more than 50 
pages. In our country (Philippines), it is not the parliament, it is the election body that releases 
regulations. 

Jason Mendoza: 
Can I have a comment on that? I think, sometimes, when Congress or the legislature of the 
Philippines passes a law, there is this one-liner provision: “The Commission on Election should 
draft the Implementing Rules and Regulations.” So the Congress will not provide the details 
of the law. It is actually the EMBs that supply the process during the election. This may be 
the explanation why the commission always passes a resolution every time because we are 
mandated to pass the Implementing Rules and Regulations, and to add additional provisions 
in order to give us some freehand to manage elections so that we are not straight jacketed on 
how to implement the election laws.

Damaso Magbual:
Actually this arrangement is not limited to the election commission, sorry about that. Labor 
laws for instance. The Department of Labor will issue implementing rules. The Department of 
Health shall issue implementing rules on your discount for senior citizens. This applies to all 
the laws in the Philippines. That is why we have the most number of lawyers in the country. 
We have one lawyer per 100,000 population in the Philippines.  We are a very litigious society.

Sai Ye Kyaw Swar Myint:  
I am just wondering in our case in Myanmar, we are doing electoral reform. One of the chal-
lenges is not only the concept of EMB, it is also the electoral assistance of the international 
community to the EMB. The voters’ list is being compiled by the election commission with their 
assistance. What I am asking is, is this an issue only in Myanmar, or is it also an issue for the 
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Indonesian election community? I think in the case in Myanmar, that is one factor, it is a huge 
influence for us. Our EMB is new to the electoral process. They can manage how to run the 
elections. But to move forward, to achieve a more democratic election, that is another step… 

Telibert Laoc: 
Is it a positive influence? What kind of influence do you mean?

Sai Ye Kyaw Swar Myint:  
Either positive or negative. The EMB has brought different countries to see the electoral pro-
cess. EMB makes a decision to pick up what regulation. Imagine Pakistan. Good practices. Ok 
you can do in Pakistan. You can do in Singapore. You can do this in Australia or something 
like that. The international community is giving electoral assistance. Has a role. Ok, this is the 
political context for this country… a lesson to be democratic. That is a challenge we are facing 
in Myanmar. I do not know in other countries… 

Telibert Laoc: 
I think in the case of Cambodia, the UNDP intervention is prominent. Bangladesh on cleansing 
the voters’ list to establish more confidence on the list, and onward to the political exercise. 
That was critical. The other thing I was personally advocating is in Nepal, the UNDP mapped 
the polling stations but when we asked for data about where the polling stations are, no one 
gave us. Are you not multilateral? Is it not your responsibility to share also to us the informa-
tion because you are doing the gathering of data? Why can you not  share it with us? Perhaps 
it is more common now than before, that many countries are geo-locating the polling sta-
tions. Maybe if this is of particular help, in our case, schools are geo-tagged, because usually 
schools are locations for polling stations. We can put together these things to get the data. 

Now by way of conclusion, of course there are still some points later, we have discussed 
transparency and integrity of elections. It is a tough call for many countries, and there are 
so many contexts, but that is the reality. We will give  attention in the next few hours, to the 
use of social media. We had a bit of a discussion in East Timor, before I left the country. There 
was intonation informally by Civil Society and other media outlets for the government to put 
some form of control. Other countries will not look at it well, but the initial discussion has been 
done. There were concerns about how rabid people are in social media, and how the platform 
is being misused. Hopefully, we can put attention to that. 

We are looking at the electoral procedures and how to make it transparent. I hope we do not 
forget that the cost of elections is really important. If the cost of elections or the cost of get-
ting elected is very high, then we only have a few people participating. We will have a situation 



where EMBs do not serve the people but those who have put them there. The cost of elections 
is a factor in inclusivity. Inclusivity cuts across gender participation, people with disabilities, 
indigenous communities. Those are contexts of participation but the cost of election, partly, 
in some places, is a barrier for participation. 

The final point which I would like to make is, we have been probably in this process for some 
time, including myself. So I can say in particular that I do not have my ears attuned to the 
young voters now. How are they thinking? What moves them? Are the parties giving them 
the information that they want to have? Are the parties or are the candidates helping them 
decide? These are conditions that we might want to pay attention to. The EMB or the Civil 
Society think that their direct clients are the parties. So any form of transparency is for the 
parties so the parties can do better. It is not bad, it is a focus of choice. As long as it is clear, 
it is a good target. 

We look at parties in terms of financing. If they are going to lead the country, they will supply 
the leaders, how are they cultivating and preparing their leaders? I see some of you here in 
various conferences. This is our own, developing themselves, learning as much as we can so 
we can do better. How are the parties doing that for themselves? Assuring us that when they 
are in power, the persons there are of qualifications. 

These are things that the electoral stakeholders can put out there. It is an opportune time for 
us to keep this in mind while we are together. That said, thank you very much. We look for-
ward to the next session. Take it away, Señora. (Applause)

Open Election Data Assessment Tool and Mapping Exercise
Moderated by Ms. Anastasia Wibawa

Anastasia Wibawa: 
It is 4:00 in the afternoon. Everybody is tired. We will not be listening to presentations any-
more. We will do more group discussion by countries. Cambodia is maybe the biggest delega-
tion we have with 5 persons. NDI is about to release a new tool. It is called open election data 
tool. It basically will have, especially used by the election observers, to assess the quality of 
open election data in each country. As part of the tools, the manual will be released in the next 
couple of weeks, months, and you can see it later. 

One of the tools we have related to the open election data is not just the nine principles that 
we use by adopting the open data principle in the government, but also we have what is called 
the Data Academy. In Data Academy, we will create multiple modules for different stakehold-
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ers to analyze and use these open data. For example, what we have is how we can review the 
polling station list, how to analyze the polling station list, or how to do the analysis on the 
available data and since you already have the open data, and we also have how to summarize 
the polling station data. We also discuss about how to release. 

We initiated a different kind of tool. For example, how to digitalize the election result. For peo-
ple in Indonesia, we have some to develop that. We have tools. Can be implemented in other 
countries that is open source. Have you tried it in Myanmar? Basically, election results can be 
digitalized by NGOs. So we are having an initial test, and also we will have in some countries, 
we will try to do, to use FaceBook, related to what Telibert says. To use FB in data reporting 
for the election monitoring as well. So what we will do in the next one hour… 

We would like you to assess the main electoral transparency and integrity challenges in your 
respective countries out of your electoral processes. Please state the five most important or 
critical challenges and rate these accordingly. This is going to be TI and COMFREL, will have 
different priorities, that is why we want you to establish your priority. And then after that, we 
would like also for you to assess the kind of open data that you need if you want to address 
the challenge. What kind of information will you need? 

After that, please evaluate based on the nine open data principles, eg, whether the data are 
currently available, whether these are free on the internet, at what level of granularity are 
these data available, etc. So each country group will have 25 minutes to discuss, and then 
after that we can have a presentation by each country. We will still have a group from Manila, 
we have NAMFREL here. We will not skip the Philippines. We have five countries represented 
here. Ideally this should be a collaboration, unfortunately, only Indonesia has both CSOs and 
EMBs. East Timor only has EMBs. 

So you only need to analyze the top three. We do not have the time to do all the details. So 
this is the initial assessment of the stakeholders which can be used by ANFREL, and by others 
eg Indonesia’s KPU on how to improve transparency and integrity. We will be back by 4:35 
pm. We suggest that every country needs to have one sheet - presentation. 

Breakout Sessions

Sai Ye Kyaw Swar Myint: 
We have identified 3 priorities, namely  electoral boundaries, voters’ list, and legal framework. 



What is the problem with electoral boundaries? At the moment we have three races: the Upper 
House, the Lower House and the State. The issue with the boundaries is with the Lower House, 
which has the highest number in the Parliament. It is about 300 - body the EMB represen-
tative for the country. Currently, the Constitution states that the constituency for the Lower 
House can be drawn based on the township. This is a certain boundary of the population but 
the EMB decided to choose based on the township. But there is imbalance in representation of 
the population. We have one township with 300,000 voters. We have a township of only 2,000 
voters. That is a huge difference from one constituency to another. 

To analyze the electoral boundary, we need a map of the constituencies, which is so far, not 
available yet. We have what the Indonesians are giving. We have the supporting information 
for demographics for the constituency map. But the information about the provinces is not 
updated, hence does not meet the principle of timeliness. For the granularity, the information 
goes down until the village level, and also by age. Available for free, yes. Can be downloaded 
from the website, yes. 

We have the Myanmar Management Information. You can go to its website, and you can 
download for each state. It is a complete list. It is very detailed. It is in analyzable format. It is 
coded in Excel. It is free. Everyone, every organization can download it. It is license-free. 

To analyze the electoral boundary, we also need the voters’ list. Once the commission releases 
the voters’ list, the data are at the polling station level but the problem is, it is not available. 
Even if we download this, it is not analyzable. For the demographic data, we had a census back 
in 2014. We have all the information on the demographic data from this census. 

We have for the first time, combined the voters’ list from several government agencies. UEC 
has the responsibility to compile the voters’ list from the data at the Ministry of Foreign Af-
fairs, the Ministry of Immigration, and the Ministry of Population. From these government 
agencies, the UEC derives the voters’ list. The problem is, we do not know if the voters’ list is 
correct. We believe there are a lot of fluctuations in the voters’ list. We want to analyze that 
this year but to do so, we need the voters’ list itself and the demographic data. But the voters’ 
list is not available yet. It is granular so the UEC always releases the voters’ list 45 days or a 
month before the elections. This is done so the public can comment and check their name. 
They need to submit a form if they want to change something. 

The voters’ list is not free for Civil Society. Political bodies can ask for free but for Civil Society, 
we need to pay like 2 cents for a page. An A4 page contains only 15 voters. We have 29 million 
names in our voter list. So we have to pay millions to secure a copy. 
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Another issue we identified is the legal framework. We think the legal framework is problem-
atic to make the electoral process transparent, inclusive and accountable. So we need a con-
stitution, an electoral law, and EMB guidelines. In terms of the data, to analyze the framework, 
we all have these three data we need. Free, granularized, very detailed. Anyone can have a 
copy… (Sai tries to recall…)

Anastasia Wibawa: 
… Is it the timeliness? 

Sai Ye Kyaw Swar Myint: 
For electoral law and guidelines, these change every time. We already have 3 times chang-
ing their body. For instance, the election law, we already changed 4 times. We do not know 
which one is which one, it has become very confusing. Even for the guidelines. For instance, 
the guidelines. In the last elections, for the advanced voting, some commissioners said voters 
should stamp on the paper but some commissions said, voters have to mark by their pen. 
Even a month before the elections, there was no clear procedure in filling up the form. It is not 
timely. Other than that, we have the information to analyze our legal framework.

Anastasia Wibawa: 
Good. Any questions? No. Who is next? Cambodia?

Titseiha Sin: 
From Cambodia. After the discussion, we have the priorities. One is election results. Actually, 
the national EMB made a good job during the last election in 2017. It posted the results at 
the polling station for the public. It tried to collect the results at every polling station and post 
these on the website but the problem is, it was late and not yet complete. Regarding the elec-
tion results, only one good thing, that it was available for free. The rest, we need to improve. 
It is available online but the data at the polling station level, we need to improve. 

The second one is about campaign finance. The report by the political parties  include income 
and expenditures. The law states that political parties do not have to report their bank ac-
counts to the EMB. But the EMB should check and provide information on campaign finance 
to the public. So far we have seen those reports about the income of political parties. The 
reporting of  items on expenditures need to be improved as well. 

The last one, about the election complaints and dispute resolution. The complaint cases of the 
political parties are not available to the public. It is only for people who file a complaint. The 
Election Management Body knows the details of the case but the public and the observers, do 



not know the details of the complaint. The hearings at the top level, especially at the National 
Election Committee do not allow observers or the public. Sometimes they handle too many 
cases at one time. We think it needs to be improved. The decision also needs to be improved. 
This is the priority point for Cambodia that we need to improve. Thank you.

Anastasia Wibawa: 
Thank you. Maybe we can go to Indonesia?

Titi Anggraini: 
Thank you, Anas. For our presentation from Indonesia, we put the voters’ list as our top prior-
ity since we think that we need to improve the current conditions. We feel that voter registra-
tion and are our commitment so what we need is the improvement. But for the three issues, we 
need to give more attention not only but also to establish the open data. Our first priority is 
electoral complaints and dispute resolution. We put for example only one item, the BAWASLU 
verdict or decision on the election process dispute. As mentioned by Pak Afif, BAWASLU in 
our country has the authority to solve disputes and complaints on the electoral process. Their 
regulation is binding and final. Can you imagine that BAWASLU can decide whether a political 
party can continue becoming an election contestant or not? This is within the authority of 
BAWASLU. BAWASLU is very powerful right now in Indonesia. 

And with regard to that, Pak Arief and friends started to have an open environment in the or-
ganization. Previously, I can say that BAWASLU has a problem on open data. Now we have Pak 
Afif and his commitment to promote  transparency in BAWASLU. So the current situation is, on 
the BAWASLU decision, they provide timely, granular, available, and complete data. But not in 
open data format, but in pdf. We can use it without restriction or discrimination but it is still 
not license-free. Hopefully it will be permanently available because this is the new experience 
that BAWASLU commits to provide, hopefully. Pak Afif told us that he is in the same spirit as 
us. So we are looking for this realization. 

The second priority in Indonesia is campaign finance. When we talk about the granular aspect, 
yes, KPU provides timely data on campaign finance better on their website but if we talk about 
the granular aspect, the reports provided by KPU on their website is granular based on the 
provision on the law but that is not our expectation as public or voters, that is not granular 
at all. Only a recapitulation of the total number of spending or the donation. We cannot track 
the detail how they spend the budget, how they spend the money, who received the payment. 
So we can not access the detailed data. The law prohibits KPU to publish the detailed data on 
their website. We can only track the summary data of campaign finance. The problem is not 
in KPU, but the problem is in the law. If we want to do the advocacy, we need to improve the 
provision of the law. 
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Are these available for free, yes,  they are available for free. Complete, yes, “complete” based 
on the law but not based on our expectation. If the law allows us to access the detail, we can 
get the detail. Discrimination, but still in their form, i.e., jpg, image, not pdf. Because KPU, 
they scan the hardcopy and they publish it on their website. The openness of campaign fi-
nance, it happened in Indonesia because of the willingness or the goodwill of KPU. There is no 
provision in the law that gives them authority to publish the campaign finance but they do it. 
If we talk about campaign finance, the root of the problem is in the law. We must do the legal 
reform on the campaign finance as well. 

The third priority is the political party registration. As you know, to become a political con-
testant, political party, or election contestant in Indonesia is very hard. The requirements are 
not easy. You must have office in 34 provinces. You must have office in 75% of the cities in 
Indonesia. We have 540 cities so can you imagine 75% among 540 cities. So it is so expensive 
to form political party in Indonesia. In political party registration, KPU must check the validity 
of the political party officials. They have the technology information system – We call it C4 but 
the C4, we have the time-free data on political party information until the village level. So we 
can track in Indonesia the political party officials from the national level, provincial level, city 
level until the village level. We can know all the names of the party officials. So it is granular. 
Available for free. Complete. But not in open data format. Because it is still in pdf. No discrim-
inations. Not yet license-free. We hope it will be permanently available. Those three are our 
priorities. 

Anastasia Wibawa: 
Thank you. (Applause) Should we continue with East Timor?

Bernardo Cardoso: 
Thank you, Anas. Legal framework, political party registration, and campaign finance. At the 
moment, electoral law and regulation, it is very… language because all the regulation and 
law…our language in Bahasa, not English. The members of parliament change the law very 
close to the election day. Some regulations, 2007 election and 2012 election regulations, are 
approved by CNE. But 2017 is not regulation approved by CNE…this is our communication 
between government and CNE. 

We miscommunicate, and at the end confusing on implementation. We are the ones, the law, 
CNE and voters. That is our problem. The second is political party registration…should be one. 
The problem is how can we know that the voters are still alive or not. The database is not clear. 
The second one is political campaign finance. In Timor Leste, we have… every year, they get 



6 million dollars… Money depends… they make reports and send to CNE. We publish. Law on 
campaign finance is not clear. They make political party, finance law. One dollar to 10 dollars. 
No regulation to make sure how much money you get for one vote. Today, they will make a 
regulation for the campaign finance. We do not know yet but we hope that ANFREL will make 
a regulation for campaign finance. Thank you. (Applause)

Anastasia Wibawa: 
Last one, the Philippines.

Jason Mendoza:
From our group discussion,the first challenge is EMB administration. We thought that all of 
the solutions and problems will be resolved if we have a competent and an efficient EMB 
administration. One of the problems that the institution is facing is sometimes, there are po-
litical accommodations in appointing the commissioners of the EMB. Second is the delay in 
appointing its members which hampers the processes and the main thrust of the EMB. The 
election workers need guidance and direction in their actions but without the complete  EMB, 
the policy may change from time to time, and this is a cause of problem for us. 

So what would be the possible data sets? First would be the Implementing rules and regula-
tions released as resolutions. So if there is a delay in the appointment of the EMB officials, 
there will also be a delay in the promulgation of these resolutions. The question is, are the 
resolutions timely? Partly yes if the EMB is already complete. Granular, yes. Available for free, 
yes. Is it complete? Yes. Is it analyzable? It is still in pdf format so you still need to read the 
document. Is it non-proprietary? Yes. Is it non-discriminatory? Yes. License free? Yes. Is it 
permanently available? Yes. 

The next problem that the group discussed is the election results. If you are aware, the Philip-
pines has adopted an automated election system. Some say that this would address the slow 
count and the violence due to slow counting of results. Please do note that in the Philippines, 
we have synchronized elections. A voter needs to vote for at least 32 positions that is why 
some proponents want to have an automated election system. 

In 2010, the Philippines experienced its first automated elections. However, there are also 
some problems related to automated elections. First and foremost, that would be transparen-
cy. Some groups and some people are not comfortable if they do not see how the votes are 
counted. Because of automated counting, all that could be observed were the results. For the 
possible data set here is one, the election returns for the established precincts and second are 
the aggregated results or the certificates of canvas. 
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Because if it is automated, it is timely. It is granular. It is available for free. It is complete. At 
least for the 2016 elections, it is analyzable. It is non-proprietary, non-discriminatory. It li-
cense-free but it is not permanently available online. The election results were taken down at 
least 1 month or 2 months after the election but the written results of this election are still 
available. So the next area that the group discussed is on the area of electoral complaints and 
dispute resolutions. The main output here are the decisions and the resolutions of the differ-
ent electoral bodies. 

Please do note that prior to elections, the Commission on Elections performs quasi-judicial 
functions. That is, it is tasked to decide on the qualifications of each candidate. After election, 
other tribunals are also tasked to resolve electoral protests. Imagine in the Philippines, we 
have five  bodies deciding on election protests depending on the position of the candidates. 
For example, if for the president, it will be the Presidential Electoral Tribunal (PET). For the 
senators, it will be the Senate Electoral Tribunal (SET). For the House of Representatives, it will 
be the House of Representatives Electoral Tribunal (HRET). For other positions, it will be the 
COMELEC. And for other positions, it will be the regular courts. 

One of the problems that the group discussed is the transparency in dispute resolution. Some 
say that they can not observe the resolution and the proceedings in these cases. That is why 
it takes the concerned electoral tribunal a long period of time to decide cases. Sadly, there are 
some that are resolved after 3 years or 4 or even after 5 years. But again, there are a lot of 
factors in resolving these protests. 

For purposes of this discussion, what are the possible data sets here? This will be the decision 
of the electoral tribunals. Is it timely? The decision process is not, but once the decision is 
made, it is made available to the public. Is it granular? Yes, the decision presents an exhaustive 
discussion on the electoral aspect of the case. Is it available for free? No. Interested parties 
must come before the electoral tribunal and ask for a photocopy of the decision, and that 
would cost around 2 pesos per page. Fourth. Is it analyzable? No. It is not even converted into 
pdf. You must photocopy the decision. Is it non-proprietary? As long as you can photocopy 
the document, then there is no problem. Is it non-discriminatory? Yes. Is it license-free? Yes. Is 
it permanently available? No. After 5 years, there is a policy regarding disposal of documents. 
This is it for the presentation of the Philippines. (Applause)

Anastasia Wibawa:
Is there any additional comment or question for the 5 countries? I think for me it is interesting 
to see that all 5 countries identified campaign finance as the top priority. Is there anybody 



who is working on campaign monitoring? Titi? No, that is BAWASLU. From the Civil Society? 
JPPR. Ok. Because one of the points that I would like to address is, even though we talked 
about open data, it does not mean that if you analyze open data, it will replace your main ob-
servation activities. No. You can not say you will just focus on open data and will not anymore 
do actual election monitoring. No. It is only to help you to make better analysis of the open 
data. 

The next one, I think tomorrow, we will discuss in detail the internal assessment for each coun-
try. The homework for each of you is, what can you do, what are the strategies to advance 
the open election data in your country. That is your homework. What we will do tomorrow 
is discuss as a group here what do you think we can do to work together to improve and en-
hance the transparency, the integrity of election data. That is what we achieved today for the 
sessions. I give it back to Karel. 

Karel Galang: 
Thank you very much for the whole day of discussions. You all have to stretch and refresh. In 
a short while, dinner will be served. It will be buffet again downstairs. Before that, we should 
take a group photo first. 

Anastasia Wibawa:
(Showing website) This is the Argentina Elections Commission. It released campaign finance 
and campaign expenditure report, divided by different categories of expenses of the cam-
paign. The units in the report are downloadable, in different locations, by different parties, 
it is granular to the smallest unit. However, it is not available permanently since I could not 
access it now. There are things that we can improve. There is hope that some countries are 
already starting to do this, and it is in csv format. People can also access it. 
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PROCEEDINGS
DAY 2 
NOVEMBER 11, 2017
Karel Galang: 
First of all, I would like to welcome you all again. This is the second and last day of our Round-
table Discussion on Transparency and Integrity of Elections in Southeast Asia. We hope that 
yesterday’s session has fulfilled your expectations. We are now at the last part of our program 
which delves on forming collaboration among EMBs and CSOs to promote the advocacy of 
transparency and integrity of elections. We are glad to have Commissioner Luie Guia of the 
Commission on Elections (COMELEC) of the Philippines with us today. Welcome, sir. We hope 
to hear your thoughts on how the advocacies of COMELEC can help advance transparency 
and integrity of elections in Southeast Asia. Perhaps Commissioner Guia would like to say a 
few words. 

Luie Guia: 
Well first of all I would like to thank all of you for coming to our country. I am sure you have 
been welcomed enough by NAMFREL, and of course by ANFREL who has been here for quite 
some time also. I would also like to express my appreciation for the invitation to the Com-
mission on Election, and I have always been from the Commission’s side or from the Election 
Management Body’s side. I have been an advocate of continuing and more vibrant partnership 
between Civil Society Organizations and Election Management Bodies because there is no 
way by which we can really improve and develop election integrity except by partnering with 
the Civil Society. 

I know that this effort started some time ago, and I appreciate the fact that this is a continu-
ing thing. I would like to thank NDI for the support and of course the participation of elec-
tion stakeholders from the region. Chairperson Arief, congratulations on your appointment, 
of course. Afifudin,  now joining the government also at  BAWASLU. Congratulations to my 
friends from the other countries in the region. Thank you so much. (Applause) 

Karel Galang: 
For today’s agenda, you can see it in your program. We will discuss “Future Actions and Col-
laborations to Achieve TIE in the National and Regional Level”. In this session, we expect you 
to dish out some ideas or plans in advancing the transparency and integrity agenda of elec-
tions in Southeast Asia. We hope that through this session, we will find commonalities among 



CSOs and EMBs, in which we can work on so that the objectives of this roundtable discussion 
will push through beyond conversations. I would like to ask Ichal again to take over.

Ichal Supriadi: 
Thank you, Karel. I hope everybody is fresh today and ready to discuss this important issue. 
While I am setting up my presentation – actually I am not presenting. I am going to be facilitat-
ing the action plan and collaboration. While I am trying to set up, I have some announcements. 
My friend John Cavanaugh wants to say something about a follow-up meeting tomorrow.  

John Cavanaugh: 
Yeah, good morning everyone. Just quickly while everyone is in the room. I wanted to let ev-
erybody know that NDI, in conjunction with ANFREL, is organizing a Cambodia-specific event 
tomorrow. This is an opportunity for NDI to have a dedicated conversation with our Cambo-
dian partners, given some of the special challenges that Cambodia is experiencing, and has 
been experiencing over the last 6 months or so.This is not a command performance but there 
will be an open session in the morning where everyone is invited to, for those of you who have 
specific interest in learning more about Cambodia. 

After the morning session, we will have private sessions with the Cambodian group and then 
breakout sessions with both COMFREL and with Transparency International. So those of you 
who are going to be here and who would be interested in being with us for an hour or two in 
the morning, you are more than welcome. It is going to be at the Shangri-La Hotel. NDI will 
arrange transportation and if you are interested, we will be meeting at 8:30 am tomorrow 
morning at the main entrance. I would appreciate if any of you are interested in participating, 
just let me know at some point today so I can coordinate the logistics, and just have a general 
idea how many people will be coming. We look forward to having a more focused conversation 
about Cambodia tomorrow morning. That is all. Thank you. 

Ichal Supriadi: 
Thank you, John. This explains why there is overwhelming Cambodian participation here. I 
guess they are in the peak of struggle. Not in the peak yet but they are going through some-
thing that can be considered serious for the future of democracy in Cambodia itself. Thanks, 
John. 

Now let us get back on board. Yesterday, we discussed open data and electoral transparency 
with Anas. There is a way we can share open election data, and  why it is important. And then 
we discussed what policies to take to promote electoral transparency and integrity from both 
EMB and CSO sides. We kind of agreed that some countries reach very solid achievements 
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while others are still struggling to improve the transparency of election data. 

You can see on the board over there, there is a status with coded flags. This indicates the map-
ping of the state of electoral transparency.  You can see over there the most flags showing the 
campaign finance situation that will be needing attention among the ASEAN region. 

Based on these three learnings yesterday, I would like to bring today’s discussion to develop-
ing action plans and collaboration. We believe different countries face different challenges – 
political, social, economic, cultural and across the attitudes of electoral stakeholders. The ob-
jective of this morning’s discussion is to try to extract, share what kind of action plan can your 
organization or institution do in the coming years. Before we start, let me put a few additional 
considerations to add to the content of our discussion, and eventually, on your proposals. Let 
us talk about the considerations. 

Actually I am expecting a proposal on volunteerism or on solidarity. One country to help an-
other country. One institution wanting to learn from others based on consolidation. Always 
remember, we have the EMB as the main stakeholder here. Whatever people think or whatever 
you say, the EMB always holds the policy and the initiative or even the implementation. Sec-
ond, we have organic EMOs. What is organic? Let us say COMFREL, NAMFREL, KIPP, JPPR. are 
considered organic. You have been in election monitoring since your respective organizations 
were established. What are special focused-task NGOs? I imagine this will be like Transparency 
International Cambodia. How come from promoting transparency and then you audit money, 
and now you are becoming election observers?  

At what level can the organizations engage in enhancing transparency of elections and other 
advocacies?  Let us say maybe an IT organization. We can keep adding here and make the 
connection with many NGO institutions. We have open data discussion yesterday explained 
by Anas. And of course we can refer to the Bali commitment on electoral transparency in case 
we integrate it. 

I think this is the first consideration that you can think in making action plans. And then, ask, 
can this be executed? In making your consideration, you can also think about the internation-
al relations aspect. Can it be done officially, or can this be done unofficially. Can be person 
to person, institution to institution, organization to organization. Can be bilateral, trilateral, 
or even multilateral. You can also think about doing this online and offline, and you can also 
think to do conventional and then in innovative ways. I am trying to give you different  per-
spectives. 



Yesterday, Anas already did mapping. Can I ask you one thing?. How many countries still need 
strengthening of its democratic election? What countries in Asia? Especially this one (points 
to China).  How many countries consider themselves good in election? Maybe the numbers will 
tell us. I will not say the names. Only maybe a few, especially only in Southeast Asia. I believe 
only three or four can be considered to have good management, transparency and open data. 
What about the rest? Looking at the numbers of the countries in the ASEAN, we have 10 plus 
Timor Leste, making it 11. Which among these countries? It is not only official EMBs. It is not 
only about CSOs but how the CSOs can support learning, and how the institution also can 
support learning beyond that kind of consideration. 

We tried to create some things that function. It is not official, ceremonial, bureaucratic, etc. 
but how we try to help, promote and strengthen in different ways. If we cannot do it officially, 
we can try to do it unofficially. And then we can plan based in long term or even in short term. 
How short it is? Let us say next year we are going to hold the Asian Electoral Stakeholders Fo-
rum on 20-21 August 2018, with the topic  “Promote and defend democracy, democratic elec-
tions together”. Yesterday, I mentioned we are experiencing a roller coaster ride in democratic 
elections in Asia but some of the researches and many I believe agree that we are in the stage 
that not only promote but defend democratic elections together. It will be hosted by the Sri 
Lanka Election Commission and then we are going to promote some things, and not only dis-
cuss in the surface level but also make action plans. We hope to make a Colombo plan – how 
the like-minded organizations or EMBs can be part, directly to promote and defend together. 

This is only the opening for me. Now, the real questions. What are your questions? I am going 
to open the floor to whoever wants to respond. Of course these two methods here, we are go-
ing to have a group discussion but since the participants are only from five countries including 
the host country, the Philippines. And some countries have only one single CSO like Myanmar. 
Let us make this more lively. 

I will provoke, for example, the Indonesia Election Commission. Yesterday, you had an impres-
sive presentation, Mr. Chairman Arief. It seems there are many things about transparency in 
open data that even I do not know. I learned about this only yesterday. Let us say, in the bet-
ter position to share what kind of things that you can strengthen for your own country and 
of course if you have an ambition to help the neighboring country, you can also share with 
us and then others can respond. Does everybody agree? Everybody can participate. I invite 
those from Cambodia. Can you help? Or friends from the Election Commission of Timor Leste. 
They are just finishing the election. I believe they have some kind of evaluation. In case Indo-
nesia or the Philippine COMELEC can help or the NDI of course are in a position to consider 
the future action plans. Do we agree to this format of discussion? Please start to write your 
action plans now. Ok, Mr. Telibert, would you like to start?
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Telibert Laoc: 
Thank you. I am proposing an international support group for the integrity of elections in 
Cambodia.  

Ichal Supriadi: 
That is a good idea. Can you elaborate more? 

Telibert Laoc:
It is just probably what we are talking about. I feel for them. I observed the elections in 1997 
in Cambodia. I understand and I put myself in their situation. It is a tough challenge, and I 
think the world is smaller now. Learning from our experiences, we also have our own chal-
lenges. So this is a platform where Cambodia becomes a focus for this particular situation. We 
are cognizant of our limits, right? And I totally agree with you. Individual, informal, and other 
mechanisms. Offline, online. To make this client-specific or customer-focused is, we would like 
to hear from them. In what way do you think can we help you? So it is coming from them. 
The name is, International Support Group for the Integrity of Elections in Cambodia, for this 
particular case. Thank you.   

Ichal Supriadi: 
It is a very quick response. Cambodia. International Support Group for the Integrity of Elec-
tions in Cambodia. This kind of example. We need a little bit more clue how actually the in-
ternational support group can be materialized? In the fashion I explained just now – can be 
official, unofficial, etc. Who else wants to respond?

Sai Ye Kyaw Swar Myint: 
I just want to propose a regional coordination. Some of the ASEAN EMBs have been going 
through so many cycles, going through process. I think that would be the value. That could 
be the value paid or the incentive for those engaged in elections. I want to propose a regional 
coordination among EMBs. 

Ichal Supriadi: 
Please elaborate on EMBs. Chairman Arief will share what we are doing with ASEAN EMBs later 
on. How many ASEAN countries have EMBs? Five or six? Who else wants to respond? Mr. Ari-
ef, can you share what KPU does to promote transparency in open data at the regional level?

Arief Budiman: 
Open data or the contribution of EMBs in ASEAN? 



Ichal Supriadi: 
Both. Most important is what KPU can share or contribute to transparency in open data. 

Arief Budiman: 
First, I am talking about transparency. I know that every country has different situations, laws 
and regulations so the challenge will be different in each country. In Indonesia, our latest 
laws look like a very open and facilitative use of technology in our elections. Not only for the 
national election but also for the local elections. That is why the use of technology to support 
transparency is not rejected in the parliament anymore. Use of technology to support trans-
parency is getting higher acceptance. We can not avoid technology in elections. Also, they 
support the use of electronic voting as one of transparency support in elections but we have 
already made preliminary research. We are not ready to use the electronic voting for this elec-
tion, at least for the 2019 election. Transparency in the first time will have a lot of handicap 
not only for the stakeholder outside but also internally. We have to prepare a lot of things but 
we must keep on track. 

We are not only doing this in this year but we already have a roadmap up to 2019. The road-
map consists of first, developing the use of technology and the second, the training of the 
staff. Now, we have a cooperation with 10 universities in Indonesia to send them to post-grad-
uate level election management course. We hope that they will manage the election not only 
based on their experience but also based on management sciences, financial budget,  logistics, 
how to manage human resources, anything. This is our experience to build and support trans-
parency in our elections, and we build transparency at every stage in the election process. 

Now working alone is not enough. We must have a lot of support from other EMBs to build 
not only regional but also global niche so that is why now we have a lot of cooperations in the 
global scale like with A-web. This is world scale. We have ANFREL for the ASEAN. Indonesia is 
now still in the progress to have a regional Southeast Asian cooperation. We have already talk-
ed with Philippines, Indonesia, Thailand, and Malaysia. We have already talked to the foreign 
ministry. Principally, they are okay. And now we are going to start talking with the ASEAN 
Secretariat because we will put the office at the ASEAN secretariat. They are now still commu-
nicating with other countries in ASEAN. If the countries agree, so we can try to start the coop-
eration formally, and two years after we start the cooperation, international community will 
support. ANFREL, after the coming two years, we have to think what we should do with that.

Ichal Supriadi: 
Thank you, Chairman Arief. So I hope that addresses Sai’s proposal to develop an action plan 
to have regional coordination among EMBs in Southeast Asia. I hope the ASEAN EMB coop-
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eration can be established. And once established, we hope also that Civil Society will not be 
ignored because the Civil Society Organizations are the most difficult part in the success story 
of the ASEAN. Who else wants to say something about the action plan  Timor Leste? Do you 
want to say something, Timor Leste? 

Bernardo Martinho Natalima Cardoso: 
It is important to create the network between EMBs. For example, Timor Leste. We should sit 
down together so we can help each other.  

Ichal Supriadi: 
Very good. Is there anything else? Maybe we can pass the microphone to Telibert…

Telibert Laoc: 
Just to support the suggestion of Sai and then your call for open data, my suggestion is: all 
the CSOs will have one button in their website, and the name of the button is “open data”, 
then we link it to KPU and other data that are available around the region so that we are also 
seeing actual examples. Suggestion: One button – “open data” for all our websites. NAMFREL. 
COMELEC can do that. But COMELEC is government so maybe that will take some time to do 
it but if the others are willing then we can. Maybe Anas can guide us also. What should be the 
tabs there? When you pick and want pull down, what are the contents? Of course our coun-
tries will be there but we will highlight Indonesia.  

Ichal Supriadi: 
Anyone else wants to speak, or Commissioner Guia, wants to say something?

Luie Guia: 
I want to follow up from what Chairman Arief said. There were formal and informal discussions 
leading toward some kind of an EMB network just to reply to some of the concerns raised 
here. For example, in 2015, there was a conference held in Manila amongst EMBs from the 10 
ASEAN members. All the 10 countries were represented. Other countries do not have EMBs 
the way we understand it but they participated as well, including Brunei, Singapore, Laos. 
They were here. Afif was here. The topic was election observation for EMBs, and to share ex-
periences from the perspective of EMBs. The main topic was election observation. 

A side meeting in the conference was a discussion among EMBs from Indonesia,Thailand, 
Myanmar, and the Philippines. We were  looking at the prospect of formalizing the network. 
Of course the difficulties were also raised. The second meeting that happened was during 
the election observation mission in Indonesia. The Philippines was there also. There was a 



discussion about establishing a formal network. The challenges also were considered. I think 
the initial thinking was just to continue the coordination, open the communication lines, and 
continue seeking support in having topical sessions or conferences like this. 

Initially, no hard commitment were demanded, just a sharing of experiences because in the 
election observation conference that we had, countries like Laos were asking questions – the 
right questions – on election observation, and that is a good start for everyone, to be sharing 
with them experiences. Continually open communication lines among EMBs, and organize a 
regular conference dedicated perhaps to specific topics or subject matter. 

Ichal Supriadi: 
Alright. So keep talking and having discussion. That is a good idea. Before I move to Mr. Arief, 
is there any other input? There is a hand… 

Anastasia Wibawa: 
I think one practical thing we should add is for NDI to give a showcase as well about open elec-
tion data in Asia because the available information in the open election data website is basical-
ly focusing on Latin America. Then maybe other EMBs in Asia will feel that is not applicable to 
them. Showing them how it can be done is important. And I am sure it is not only in Indonesia. 
There may be some things also done by other EMBs in the region. That will be good as well. 

Ichal Supriadi: 
Perfect. Hold on, Chairman Arief. Let’s hear from this side. This table is very quiet. It is really 
comprised of observers. Does anybody want to add something?

Burnith Sean: 
For action plan. Again. Good morning. I am Burnith from Cambodian COMFREL, NGO monitor-
ing on election integrity. Actually for the future, even though the data on campaign finance 
are not open, informing the public about the expenditure of the parties can be an action plan 
in the future. And one more thing. We are thinking about social media. I mean the information 
that is considered as fake news, we want to monitor also the fake news on social media during 
the electoral campaign. And another one, the last one. Following this discussion in Cambodia, 
we want to organize a domestic discussion to talk about the campaign finance and open data 
as well. If possible, we are willing to bring a resource person from here to share, especially we 
want to practice the exercise by Anas yesterday. The NGOs in Cambodia want to engage in 
open data campaign finance. 

Ichal Supriadi: 
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This is good. There is a niche from our partners. We want them to have some of these activities 
in campaign finance that will probably need resource persons from this kind of crowd. I think 
Indonesia, COMELEC, whoever is capable or who have skills and can share. It is something that 
we need to follow up. Mr. Chairman, do you want to say something? And also maybe, you can 
respond to the challenge. Indonesia, can you attend in Cambodia if the CSO invites? 

Arief Budiman: 
We are open to receive invitation from any CSOs and EMBs. (applause) We are talking about 
two main things: transparency and collaboration between CSOs and EMBs. Usually, when we 
push for transparency, some important stakeholders in elections try to reject it. One of these 
can be political parties or parliament. Can we,  I do not know if this is important to study right 
now or in the following years, can we collaborate between CSOs, EMBs and political parties?  
There are two things we need to launch this collaboration with the political party or parlia-
ment. First, they really know what we will do so they will accept any idea from us. Second, 
they are not only accept our idea but they also support us. 

Indonesia, let us say. Usually, when we try to make a budget for specific activities, sometimes 
they do not agree with the activities to be supported by the national budget. They say, oh 
this is not equal. Because they do not know how important this collaboration is, transparency, 
integrity for the election so that is why I suggest we do it. We must choose the right time, 
whether this year or the following year, or for the following 2 years after we have a good col-
laboration. Can start collaborating also with political parties?

Ichal Supriadi: 
Great. So Burnith  you already get the answer. If you want the KPU to speak in your confer-
ence or, meetings, just send the invitation. A colleague there wants to speak, and then after 
this, Mr. Sun.

Long Sun: 
Thank you very much. Actually we are now in a group showing that EMBs and CSOs have a 
very good cooperation. This is a very good point.  I would like to raise the point like in Cambo-
dia. As you have seen now, we have only CSO representatives in this important meeting. We 
would like EMB and CSO to show the good model of working together and helping each other, 
and show good example to our country. Thank you.

Ichal Supriadi: 
Right. 



Titi Anggraini: 
I think my suggestion is almost similar to Anastasia but I would like to suggest that we estab-
lish a knowledge sharing channel among CSOs to update our work on open data. For example, 
like Telibert said about the open data button on our website, we have that kind of button. We 
have online open data codes in our website. We also provide the channel and link to our apps 
on our website but the problem is, all the publication is in Bahasa, Indonesia. So if we can 
have knowledge sharing channel among CSOs in Southeast Asia, it will help us to improve the 
knowledge sharing among the CSOs on open data. 

Ichal Supriadi: 
Thank you. That is also earlier proposal on the online things. 

Anastasia Wibawa: 
Just a response to that. There is a forum already, maybe most of you know about this. There is 
the Global Network for Election Monitoring or GNDEM. This is basically comprised of election 
monitors around the world. So maybe NDI should organize a session on open data for CSOs, 
maybe make this a series. Usually we organize this both offline and online. Offline can be 
meetings like this but also online using Skype and other apps. That is maybe more practical.

Ichal Supriadi: 
Very good. After Commissioner Guia, I would like to ask BAWASLU. BAWASLU has a special, 
unique role. We want to hear what is BAWASLU’s goals and plans? 

Luie Guia: 
Actually I want to follow up on what Titi said about information available in their website which 
is in their language. Perhaps there can be a central repository of data. Not everything will be 
important to everyone but if ANFREL or a regional organization, can look at the data, do the 
translation on the more important information that can be useful to everyone. We can not 
force them to do the translation themselves because their primary audience or our primary 
audience will be our stakeholders who are the citizens of our country. But in terms of data 
sharing regionally, then perhaps someone else can perform that function. Maybe ANFREL, or 
a regional organization maybe, or the network of EMBs can materialize it.

Ichal Supriadi: 
Commissioner Afif? 
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Mochammad Afifudin: 
Thank you, Ichal. I think I agree with most of the ideas today. We can start our next plan from 
the problem that we have heard today. For example, the core task of BAWASLU is monitoring 
our supervisory bodies. We actually have very good relations with the CSOs and with the KPU. 
Like Luie said about the collaboration and observation in ASEAN. One of us has a good expe-
rience on this issue, we can lead and learn from another country. For example, on the dispute 
process, we have to learn from another country. In my opinion, BAWASLU needs to learn from 
another country about how to settle election disputes. 

We have to continue the good relations among KPU, BAWASLU and other civil societies. I think 
the NGOs in all countries have less support from donors and have very limited support for 
now. I think now is the time how the KPU, BAWASLU in Indonesia, and other countries have 
to work closer with Civil Society Organizations. They have a circular or a routine meeting and 
agenda with all the members of this conference. We can look for other countries, discuss with 
ANFREL what we can share. Thank you.

Ichal Supriadi:
The biggest bulk over there (referring to the board) is about campaign finance. Friends from 
Transparency International Cambodia can share how transparency is promoted in your orga-
nization. I know your organization have a lot of representatives and offices in many countries, 
right. You have one in Indonesia, you have offices everywhere. How much can Transparency 
International contribute to the monitoring of campaign finance? At least something that can 
be continued? 

Yuthyia Soun: 
Thank you, Ichal. Good morning again. Soun from Cambodia. The EMB has the political man-
date in the electoral process. Even though we have a legal framework that is independent, but 
EMB will not be able to call the shot in every aspect of the electoral process. If you want to 
bring along good practice, the best practice, policy around Asia for EMB to consider, we ask 
you to go to the General Assembly. You go to ask my boss, otherwise it will be ignored. To be 
honest with you, I was in a panel on the advocacy on political finance. We went to lobby with 
two  political parties, especially the ruling party. It said, it is a private business out there. No 
one has the right to know where their income comes from and how they spend their money. 
Even if one we are talking about public candidates.

In addition, it is not the right time for Cambodia. This is the context of Cambodia and what I 
have in mind is that we have to separate EMB from the political. I am sorry to say. How can we 
find a way to establish an EMB which is independent from the politicians? The EMB must be 



accountable to the right entity, not to the politicians. We have to bear in mind that  regula-
tions to create free and fair electoral process should also be independent. Thank you. 

Ichal Supriadi:
Thank you. From the left table… 

Robby Leo August(?): 
Thank you very much, Ichal. On CSOs and EMBs in Timor Leste, we try to share our knowledge 
here, and already make a connection. We try to talk about many issues, especially on cam-
paign finance. There should be goodwill when the law controlling campaign finance is made. 
Talk about the integrity, transparency of ruling party, sometimes it is difficult to control and 
talk about finance. Sometimes the ruling party organizes, the report is very problematic. We 
will try, all EMBs and CSOs, we will try to do the standards of control independent. Control the 
money is the problem because the system established is one of our problems in East Timor.

Pen Raksa: 
Good morning. I want to share what can we do at the country level to promote transparency 
in campaign finance. We are in the process of integrating our information. Secondly, we have 
another mechanism. It consists of TI and how to disclose the budget. There is a framework. 
Finally, how to assess this information, disclose this report, coordinate national coalition on 
open data index. 

Ichal Supriadi:
You touched very important things. There are tools or indices available online that you can 
use to improve in circulating this kind of data or survey from recognized international groups. 
Through your commissioners, your government, your parliament, tell them these are the ex-
isting indices. As incumbent officers, you should not feel obligated to increase rates. That is 
something you can do. That is a good idea. And it is not only about transparency index, or 
open data index but also, can apply to democracy index. We actually are talking not only 
about good governance anymore. We are talking about OGP or Open Government Partner-
ship. We already left the MDG or Millennium Development Goals, and have shifted to SDG or 
Sustainable Development Goals. SDG is actually connected to projects of the NDI, ANFREL, 
and other institutions. 

We still have around 30-45 minutes. I would like to invite some comments maybe from the 
people who have not talked in this meeting since yesterday. Anybody from this table? Noel, 
you are still not talking.
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Noel Medina:
Good morning everybody. First of all, I would just like to share some insights on the issue 
of campaign finance. In the Philippines, probably I am not sure if it is the same as in other 
countries. There is a certain political context wherein people would actually reject the issue 
of campaign finance if we would pattern this with the German model. The impression of the 
citizens regarding campaign finance – why do you, the government, use people’s money for 
political parties? These are rich guys. There is an impression that those who engage in nation-
al and local politics are the people who are capable of launching major campaigns using big 
amounts of money. 

Actually we have been lobbying or campaigning for more than a decade now. In fact we have 
with us Commissioner Luie Guia and other CSOs and leaders in the reform movement who 
have been fighting for electoral reforms, and one of the proposals of NGOs in the Philippines 
is to develop campaign finance. But we will not give up. We will still go through the process of 
convincing the people, and probably in the future have that instituted. The Campaign Finance 
Act System.

Ichal Supriadi:
Thank you. Mr. Luie, you want to say something?

Luie Guia: 
On campaign finance. I see that is an issue that has been identified as problematic by almost 
all participants in this activity. Well, let me just share what COMELEC did in the past few years. 
Looking at campaign finance at the enforcement point of view, of course there are limitations 
on expenses, prohibition from soliciting money from certain sources like foreigners. No en-
forcement has been done since time immemorial.  Lately, in an attempt to actually enforce the 
law, given the antiquated laws that we have, and the capacity issues that the election commis-
sion has as well, what the COMELEC did was to network with other agencies that might have 
similar interest on the data available for campaign finance. 

First of all, we encouraged disclosure. We reformed our forms, the templates that political can-
didates should accomplish, and led them to give the information that are necessary, and then 
we actually have some kind of a data sharing agreement with the Securities and Exchange 
Commission, and that is supposed to respond to problems of corporate donations. We also 
have data sharing agreement with the Bureau of Internal Revenue, which is our tax agency. 
The idea is, I can understand from some comments that you know, it is not just the election 
commission. You can not rely entirely on the election commission to look at political finance. 

If you want to improve political finance, there are other agencies in the government that you 



have to engage and share your information with. And that is what the Commission on Election 
did and has been doing, hoping that if we, ourselves, cannot do something about it, perhaps 
other agencies of government can.

Ichal Supriadi:
Thank you. Almost all the participants participated. I am going to move ahead with electoral 
events, a possibility we can explore and discuss forward. Let us say next year, Indonesia will 
have local elections, right? I think this is an occasion we should consider, what can we learn 
from BAWASLU and from KPU, if KPU and BAWASLU are inviting us. Second, there is the 
election in Thailand, probably in November 2018. Malaysia, probably will have its election in 
June or August. Cambodia will have its election in July.  Four countries in Southeast Asia are 
having elections this year.  Probably Timor Leste will have snap election because of political 
instability. 

In 2019, there is another Indonesian national election. And then we have Nepal, Sri Lanka, 
Pakistan, Afghanistan, Maldives. The entire region will be asking about elections. Some things 
that I need to emphasize, my friend, Anas, take note, the opportunity that we can cruise along 
those elections, with the effort to consolidate not only Southeast Asia, but also other regions, 
sub-region on the transparency gained through open election data.  I was thinking, if I were 
invited by the Chairman of the election commissions, I will take the opportunity to learn about 
data management. COMELEC, you are going to have elections, right?

Luie Guia:
We are going to have election in May 2018 for the Barangay and youth elections. And local 
elections in 2019.

Ichal Supriadi:
I was also thinking, Timor Leste and Indonesia speak and understand similar language. There 
is a huge opportunity in Indonesia and Timor Leste to exchange lessons learned about open 
data. This kind of activity should be considered. Of course Cambodia and Thailand, now we 
are learning how to prevent… but also this kind of cooperation can happen between the CSO 
themselves. For example, Ambassador Titi will receive an award for transparency on open 
election data on OGP. 

Everybody did not know the work of her organization. How FPI can change the data from PDF, 
or extracting more data. What is the strength? For example, PACE. What is PACE’s strength? 
Or Transparency International’s strength that can be exchanged with you in official or unoffi-
cial aspects. Let me check the time. 
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Can I invite a comment from ANFREL’s spokesperson, former chairman of ANFREL, to see what 
kind of cooperation or action plan this small region of ASEAN can do between the EMB and 
the CSO that can be carried forward from now until the next Electoral Stakeholders Forum, or 
even in the long term, promoting and defending election together? Dammy, do you want to 
say something?

Damaso Magbual: 
Arief yesterday said what needs to be said, that a successful election can only be achieved 
when there is what you call collaboration between the various stakeholders, including the 
Civil Society Organizations. In a forum in Malaysia which I attended with Commissioner Guia, 
the Indonesian Election Commission was also there. In fact, we were in the same panel. The 
keynote speaker was the former president of Indonesia, Susilo Bambang. His talk was about 
the growth and democracy in Indonesia. He mentioned the key points responsible for making 
democracy strong in Indonesia which was first, Indonesia has very strong Civil  Society Or-
ganizations. And I think that was the same thing in the Philippines some years back. Vibrant 
Civil Society Organizations. Unfortunately, I think they became a cottage industry. They pro-
liferated because they get funds from foreign entities. This is why NAMFREL has refused to 
accept foreign funds. 

We have 3 commissioners from 3 different election commissions who are very dedicated to 
their work. May I just make one comment on the ASEAN EMB. Please consider me as a devil’s 
advocate. I am very frank when I talk with everybody. Okay, let me cite a specific example. 
In 2010, Myanmar had an election, right? The Election Commission invited commissioners 
from Malaysia and Cambodia. And after the election, here comes the pronouncement by the 
Cambodian Election Commission in Myanmar, “Oh, the election in Myanmar was free and was 
very much in accordance with international standards.” And then Malaysia held its election in 
2013. They invited the Myanmar Election Commission and the Cambodian Election Commis-
sion. After the election, the Myanmar Election Commission said, the election in Malaysia was 
the best, something like that. 

Now excuse me for saying this. I spoke at the University of the Philippines with the first secre-
tary of the Malaysian Embassy. I was the last speaker. I disagreed with everything. I said that 
you know, you were also in Myanmar in 2010 when they had an election. They arrested even 
ANFREL volunteers. So that is what I am trying to say. Maybe you could be the moral voice of 
this group. You do not legitimize what definitely is not a legitimate election. 

Otherwise, the freedom index is small. Did you know that in the freedom index, there is only 
one in all of ASEAN that meets the mark? And that is Indonesia. They classify the Philippines 



only as partly free. I think we might be removed from that because of our human rights vio-
lations! 

So anyway, collaboration is very important. The proceedings of this forum will be published 
in a book form, right?  I wrote a piece that was already published in a UNDP publication. I 
wrote it  and gave to the SART Election Commissioners when they invited me. The title of the 
publication was How Civil Society and Election Management Bodies Can Collaborate. There are 
many areas for collaboraton. For example, the Philippines is comprised of so many islands, 
you cannot cover the entire country but we work together. We can help each other in  Promo-
tional programs,  Voter education program,  Information program,  Go out and vote,  Go out 
and register, Information campaign, and in training. In collaboration, let us see each other as 
partners and as allies. 

Going back to what Arief said yesterday, on the issue of trust. Similarly, this is very basic 
between Civil Society Organizations and the Election Management Body. When there is trust, 
then we can work best and better. We see the same, have common interest, work  towards the 
same goal. We see the same values together. There are Election Management Commissions in 
many places I have been to and they said, election observers, they are fault-finders. They will 
see us, instead of as partners, as fault finders. Okay. Thank you so much for coming. I know 
you are rushing for the UP thing. 

Ichal mentioned about the AESF – Asian Electoral Stakeholders Forum which will be held in Sri 
Lanka. This is a good forum for Civil Society Organizations and Election Management Bodies. 
And I agree with you, Arief. The political parties should be involved but the challenge among 
the Civil Society Organizations is you have to develop political parties in your respective coun-
tries. I was amazed when you mentioned about the requirements that suit up a political party. 
When one complies with your requirements, does it indicate that there is a good organiza-
tion? In the Philippines, we have fake parties. Some parties do not have even just one office. 
I do not know what address they put in the form when they register. Anyway, we welcome 
you all to participate in the Asian Electoral Stakeholders Forum, even if I am no longer the 
Chairman of ANFREL.  I have the word of the Executive Director to invite you all. Thank you. 

Ichal Supriadi:
Let me close the session unless there are still opinions I give you a last round to speak. From 
the organizer side of course, we invite the COMELEC also to provide more paper evidences. I 
think it will be very good for the audience to read about the experiences and practices of open 
data and transparency within the COMELEC. And it will be very valuable for us to include it. Is 
that clear? 
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Mr. Arief, would you like to say something? How about talking about  commitment? I was 
going to say. What are you going to propose, Mr. Arief. Mr. Arief, what if I am going to study 
your system, open data operation with Titi and Afi, but I only have ticket.

Luie Guia: 
Actually, as we are discussing, I am thinking of studying the Indonesia example of open data 
and try to see if the context can be applied here? If that is so, we are thinking if Indonesia KPU 
will permit us, we will send a group of our officials for a study visit? Sort of an exchange. This 
can be institutionalized among the members of ASEAN countries. We have to develop a more 
formal mechanism so that it becomes automatic. Last week, Bhutan Election Commission and 
other officials went on a study visit to the Philippines. We want to be more prepared. Perhaps 
there will be more of that kind in exchange. Probably that is something that we can establish, 
a mechanism so that we can be ready among ourselves. 

Ichal Supriadi:
And of course if NDI partnered, there is the thinking of doing it long term putting it in real 
programs. 

Pen Raksa: 
Just one last thing. I suggest  for ANFREL to coordinate or facilitate producing materials on 
best practices in open data. This can be published or released online. 

Ichal Supriadi:
We are going to publish the practices that have already been presented in the guidelines and 
conduct of open data practices in Asia. Anyone else? John, do you want to say something?

John Cavanaugh: 
I think ANFREL can continue depending on NDI support. We have regional experts among us. 
We have an elections team in TIC. I know you work very closely with Michael. My specific focus 
working out of Bangkok will be on Cambodia but I will always be available to liaison as a point 
of contact to coordinate with the regional activities. Please feel free to continue to use me as 
a resource. We look forward to continuing partnerships. 

Ichal Supriadi: 
Maybe last words from Mr. Arief before we really end the session and prepare for the Asian 
Forum? 
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Thank you very much, Ichal. For the following AESF in Colombo in Sri Lanka, if the committee 
will agree, I want to suggest that one of the resource persons at the conference will be a per-
son from the parliament. It can be from any country. If the committee agrees, I will tell to the 
parliament, and one of the officials can be the resource person. I hope that they really know 
what we mean by supporting transparency and integrity of elections so they can support us 
not only for the budget but also for the laws and the regulations. He can be a member of the 
parliament from any country so they can really get detailed information from us. In every 
country, what is the need for EMBs and election in each country? 

Ichal Supriadi: 
Thank you everyone, for the day. (Applause)

Damaso Magbual: 
We will consider your proposal. 

Karel Galang: 
Thank you very much for the discussion. 

For those who will be joining us for the APF. We are going to meet at the lobby at 11:00 am 
sharp. We have 10 minutes to bring our bags back to our rooms. Before we go down, let us 
have a group photo again because we are complete now. Let us do it. Thank you. May we in-
vite the Chairman and Mr. Eric to join us in front? 

Arief Budiman: 
I want to give this small souvenir for NAMFREL. It means that we are close to each other and 
we can work together. You may go to our office. It is a very small, unique not model building. 
But in this building, it facilitates people to cast the right vote. Thank you.

(Token-giving and photo opportunity) 
 
Eric Alvia: 
Whenever you need our help, you can approach us or any of the CSOs. Can I speak for Hon-
orable Guia, they are most welcome also…

Luie Guia: 
Of course. Always. 
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Eric Alvia: 
Thank you very much.

(Group photo) 

NAMFREL will always support the coordination, open the communication lines, and continue 
having topical sessions or conferences like this.

End.



SUMMARY AND 
CONCLUSION
The overarching principle during the 2 – day RTD was that different countries in Southeast 
Asia have different political and social contexts, laws and regulations, dynamics of election 
stakeholders, degrees of independence of its EMBs, levels of application of transparency and 
integrity in electoral processes, and challenges. There is no common template for political sta-
bility, freedom of movement, and policies, laws and guidelines on elections. Not all countries 
have functioning EMBs, organic election CSOs, nor citizen participation in ensuring clean elec-
tions. Countries which have these three elements invariably have more mature democracies 
and electoral traditions.  
 
Another principle that surfaced is that the dynamics of democracies in different Asian coun-
tries are fluid. Situations can reverse itself in one moment. It is very easy to backslide but 
it is difficult to move forward. In one ASEAN country for example, a very organized  and  
professionally administered election held in 2010 was even indorsed by the international 
election community as being orderly, free and fair. The results truly reflected the will of the 
electorates, elections observers concluded. Yet that same country is now preparing for a 2018 
election with all the rules upended. The CSOs of the country are asking, “What’s happened?” 
This raises the point that democracy is fragile, and needs constant vigilance to preserve and 
protect. 

The roundtable discussion raised several common issues:

1. There is a need for regular and constant collaboration, dialogues, exchanges, giving 
and taking, handholding, mentoring, or whatever  mode of communication and co-
operation can be forged, so that those who are ahead in election administration (for 
EMBs) and promoting advocacies (for CSOs) can share what they practice with those 
who are still struggling;

 
2. The collaboration can be internal in the country (EMB with COS, among CSOs, EMBs 

with political parties and candidates).  At another level, the collaboration can be ex-
ternal or outside the country (among EMBs, among CSOs, among stakeholders gath-
ering in a common venue). Examples of this are Indonesia’s BAWASLU collaborating 
with Cambodia’s COMFREL, the ASEAN EMBs having exchange visits and observation 
missions,  ANFREL convening the Asian Election Stakeholders’ Forum, EMBs sharing 
policies and rules on specific topics like procedure in settling protest cases.  
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3. There is a wide disparity in implementation of Open Election Data (the NDI Model) 
in different ASEAN countries and satisfying its Nine Principles.  The disparity range 
from no awareness or no data management system in any organized manner, to 
being a tool for planning, supervision, and control by the EMB, like its use in KPU, 
Indonesia. The constraints in adopting and implementing the OED are: political will 
of the country’s leadership, training and knowhow on the technology, conflict with 
the laws on privacy, challenge to maintain the system, and presently, the successful 
experiences are still in Latin American countries. There is a need therefore to create 
an impactful OED experience in Asia.  

4. A difficult dimension in transparency and integrity in elections is campaign finance, 
or the flow of money for campaign expenses. An effective campaign finance levels 
the playing field of candidates. The EMB and the CSOs are having difficulty estab-
lishing the accountability of political parties, the candidates, the contributors, the 
suppliers of election goods and services, and party agents. There is no system, or 
computer application, or law  that will enable the EMB to get an accurate figure on 
money spent during the elections. Not only are there no electoral laws to effectively 
monitor campaign finance, but policy makers appear to be in no hurry to regulate 
campaign finance. 

The forum raised more questions than answers on the issue of transparency and integrity in 
elections in Southeast Asia. This is not bad. All conversations and collaborations start with 
laying the groundwork, clearing the air, and agreeing on common issues. 
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GLOSSARY 
OF TERMS IN THE 
RTD–TIE ON SEA
AESF
ANFREL 
APF
BAWASLU
COMFREL
CNE
CSO   
EMB     
EMO 
JPPR 
KPU 
NAMFREL
NDI    
NEC 
NGO 
OED   
PACE   
PERLUDEM
TIC  
UEC  

Asian Electoral Stakeholders’ Forum
Asian Network for Free Elections
Asean People’s Forum
Election Supervisory Body, Indonesia
Committee for Free and Fair Elections in Cambodia
Election Management Body in Timor Leste
Civil Society Organizations 
Election Management Bodies  
Election  Monitoring Organizations
Jaringan Pendidikan Pemilihuntuk Rakyat 
Election Management Body,  Indonesia
National Citizens’ Movement for Free Elections, Philippines
National Democratic Institute
National Election Commission, Cambodia
Non Government Organizations
Open Election Data
People’s Alliance for Credible Elections,  Myanmar
Association for Election and Democracy Indonesia
Transparency International Cambodia
Union Election Commission, Myanmar
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